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particular report discussed television and
did not even review the impact of ads now
regularly popping up on most Web sites, in
popular children and teen magazines or on
Honoring Virginia Beverage
N ot many of us live robe 100 years of billboards. The last time I attended a local
age - much less to have such a rich and sporting event, I was hard pressed to find a
scoreboard that didn't tell me to drink Cocarewarding life. M iss Virginia Beverage ('34)
of Monterey was one of my best elemen- Cola. Much of this media contains elaborate
tary school teachers. She passed away Jan. marketing campaigns often using popular
3, 2006. From 1943 to 1946, she volun- children's characters to promote candy, soda,
teered for the American Red Cross in the sugarcoated cereals, snacks and fast food.
South Pacific. She taught elementary and Sadly enough, even Sesame Street and the Dishigh school in Harrisonburg and Highland ney Channel's Playhouse Disney have brought
County and was principal at Blue Grass McDonalds onboard as a "proud sponsor."
Sch ool. Her contributions may inspire This startling statistic was meant to jump off
others to choose the teaching profession.
the page in hopes that it would raise awareANNA LONG WATSON ('42), Hopkins, S.C.
ness about this very disturbing trend and
pressure the advertisement industry to reduce
Too much junk - just bunk?
or regulate the food ads targeted to kids, use
The "Fighting Childhood Obesity" article popular media to promote healthier eating
[Real Life column, Fall 2005] contains an and exercise habits, and above all, support
assertion which I think is, on the face of it, initiatives to reduce the time children spend
incredible. To wit, the following sentence: sitting in front of a screen, be it from a tele"In fact, children who watch television are vision, video or computer. Read the report:
exposed to 40,000 advertisements for junk www.kff.org/ entmedia/ up load/The-Rolefoo d per year." I submit, not only is this Of-Media-in-Childhood-Obesity. pdf
statement not "fact," as claimed, but it's
LI SA TARTAMELLA KIMMEL, R.D. ('92)
bunk! Now, take the author's hypothetical
Author, "Fighting Childhood Obesity"
child who watches television three hours
per day. This assertion translates into that Remembering Alvin Baird
child (notice the author puts no qualifi- The ]MU community experienced a sad
cations on the word "children" - this loss with the passing of Alvin Baird on
happens to all of them - being exposed June 7. His financial gifts were exceptionto 36.5 junk food commercials for every ally generous; but his gifts of passion, time
hour of television watching. Averaging in and attention to the faculty, staff and stuthe time "ch ildren" spend watching PBS, dents working in the Alvin V. Baird Attensports channels, and the like, where there tion and Learning Disabilities Center will
is no or limited advertising aimed at "chil- be what we remember most. Alvin was on
dren," this number easily must explode to campus working in the center every week
more than 40 junk food commercials per for the past few years and met and encourhour. Why, there would be hardly any time aged many students along the way. His
for advertising for violent movies, pop CDs commitment to making a difference in the
and all the other ailments that the next lives of individuals with learning and attenissue's charlatan will want to use to scare tion problems was personal and steadfast.
people, under the rubric of"fact. " I do not Those of us working in the center hope to
understand why this number did not jump continue this work with the same dedicaoff the page at the editors as unsustainable.
tion that he exhibited. For many of us who
B ILL SPARROW, Midlothian , Va.
knew him best, his passing also represents
the loss of a good friend. Our lives became
• The author responds: Unfortuintertwined as we came to know him and
nately, the startling statistic that "a typical his wife, Nancy Chappelear Baird ('40).
child sees about 40,000 ads a year on TV We will miss him and be inspired by his
alone" is indeed fact based on a review of legacy for many years to come.
more than 40 studies by the Henry J. KaiSTEVEN w. EVANS, Ptt.D.
ser Family Foundation's report, The Role
Director, Alvin V. Baird Attention and
ofMedia in Childhood Obesity (2004). This
Learning Disabilities Center
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Campus views

the

'No matter when you graduated,
campus has changed'

Madison professors, students, alumni and donors have been changing the
world since the university's founding in 1908. As the university prepares to
cross into the next Madison Century, the rest of the world is beginning to
take notice. It happens through the individual achievements and service that
put the power of knowledge to work, embodying President James Madison's
belief that a self-governing people "must arm themselves with the power
which knowledge gives." In helping to create and establish a new kind of
government, Madison himself changed the world. His example, in turn, has
inspired the Madison community. Visit www.jmu.edu/BeTheChange often
and meet Madison people who have found ways, both big and small, to Be
the Change. New world changers are added weekly. If you know some world
changers, please share the news with the rest of the JMU community online
(at www.jmu.edu/BeTheChange), or mail in this form.

NOMINATE A WORLD CHANGER
Madison people change the world e11ery day. Do you knoiv a ivorld changer?
YOUR INFORMATION (In case we need additional information)
Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Phone number: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

E-mail address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

NOMINEE INFORMATION
Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Phone number: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

E-mail address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Brief summary of how this nominee has changed the world: - - - - - - - - - - -

£:1,JAMES

~t°VNIVE
MAOIllSON
S IT Y.

{ Editor's Note}

Mail completed form to Be the Change, University Editor' s Office,
MSC 3610, JMU, Harrisonburg, VA 22807.
Mail or fill out this form online: www.Jmu.edu/BeTheChange

How can you Be the Change? Learn more: www.jmu.edu/BeTheChange/
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A

Student Ambassador said that
recently, and it inspired the
focus of this issue.
"I can't believe it," we routinely h ear from alumni returning to
Madison for their 50th reunions . Not
surprisingly, these alumni are awed by
the transformation that has occurred
si nce the 1950s, before the bluestone
Quad began to give way to the red brick
of"back campus. "
Now younger alumni are saying the same
thing. That's because in the last decade,
campus has continued co grow with enrollment, resulting in expanded facilities on the
eastern side oflnterstate 81. Many of these
facilities - like the Physics/Chemistry and
Health and Human Services Buildings have risen in just the last few years.
Most recently, attention has returned co
the locus of the original Madison campus,
as fundraising and planning proceed for the
future Performing Arts Center, which will
be built on South Main St. opposite the
Quad and re-energize the focus on the arts.
It was announced two years ago that the
facilities of Rockingham Memorial Hospital will become part ofJMU in 2010,
when the hospital completes the construction of its own new center of operations in
a new and expanded location.
Just this year, the westernmost point of
Madison has moved farther west co incorporate the former Harrisonburg High
School as the new headquarters for the College of Education. Now known as Memorial Hall, JMU has preserved the building's
original purpose as a focal point for public
education and for community outreach.
This issue of Madison pulls all of this
together with an aerial photograph of
JMU today as well as a foldout map (see
Page 32) illustrating campus in more
detail. Articles and other updates present
Madison's most recent areas of concentration and the people who believe in JMU
so much they are helping to make these
campus improvements possible.
PAM B ROCK,

Editor
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Alison Cooper ('93) and Robyn Gerstenslager ('04) tagteamed the Tidewater Chapter Beach Party for Madison as
photographer and writer (See Page 66). When she's not behind
a camera, Cooper teaches third grade at Hermitage Elementary
School in Virginia Beach. Entering her 12th year of teaching,
Cooper is completing a master's degree that will give her an
endorsement on her teaching license as a math teacher specialise. Gerstenslager, a Jeep lover and country music fan, lives in
Chesapeake. The School of Media Arts and Design graduate and
former Breeze writer's beach party article is her first for Madison.
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Donna Ragsdale Dunn ('94, 'OOM) recently left her m arketing and education position at the Northern Virginia Daily in
Strasburg, Va., as she welcomed a daughter, Isabella Emily,
in April. Dun n and her husband, Randy ('93), adopted
their son, Graham, from Bogota, Colombia, in 2005. Dunn
wrote about the international adoption experience in the
Transformations department in the Fall 2005 issue of Madison. In this issue, Dunn profiles alumni Wenonah Miller
Hauter ('78) , Aimee Labrecque ('97) and Raymond Mason
('78) for the "Bright Lights" department on Page 24. Now
a freelance writer, Dunn lives in Lynchburg.
Ross Paterson ('90) is a founding organizer of Glocal Ventures Inc., an international nonprofit development organization. In the Transformations article on Page 50, Paterson
writes about trying to fight terrorism in Afghanistan b y
reconstructing hope and rebuilding agricultural, educational
and medical infrastructures. Paterson is married to his "JMU
sweetheart," Shannon Souvenir ('89). They live in Keller,
Texas, with their three children: Erin, 12, Jenna, 11, and
Jamie, 8. Paterson coaches his children in several sports.

Madison magazine intern Darcie Roberge ('06) is a media
arts and design major and music minor. She served as executive editor of the student produced Madison 101 and editor
of Sister Speak, the JMU women's literary magazine. She also
served as a contributing writer for The Breeze. In this issue's
Class Notes section, Roberge profiles marathon runner David
R. Meyer ('88) and director of the Virginia Interfaith Center for Public Policy Doug Smith ('93). She also writes about
Harrisonburg resident Mary Frances Turner Darst ('38), who
celebrated her 100th birthday in May (Page 70).

Correction: The Summer 2006 issue of Madison
omitted three photography credits. Brian Dillensnyder
('08) photographed James Madison Day speaker
Michael Beschloss and the campaign announcement
event, which appear on Pages 3 and 13. Jenny Baker
('08) photographed the Madison Project's 10th anniversary. (Pages 3 and 61). Kathy Lam photographed
the Madison Cup debate (Page 13).
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Mindi Westhoff ('07) has published feature and profile
photographs in several issues of Madison. In this issue
she captures Madison graduate and centenarian Mary
Frances Turner Darst ('38) on Page 70. Westhoff also
serves as a staff photographer for Bluestone, the JMU
yearbook. Last semester she was recognized by the Universiry Information staff as part of the "What Will You
Become?" student leadership challenge.

DUNN . ROBERGE AND WESTHOFF BY CASEY TEMPLETON ( ' 06)
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JMU's changing landscape
Changing campus is a tangible reflection of unceasing efforts to provide
an environment for student success
he college or university
campus is a fundamental part of an institution's
character. When you think
about Madison, what
images come to mind? The
Quad and its distinctive bluestone buildings? Newman Lake? D-Hall? The ISATCS building? The Commons? JMU's much
beloved buildings and grounds are part of
the very fabric of this institution and play
a key part in each person's unique Madison Experience. These are the places where
memories were made. Where relationships
were built. Where inquiry, discovery and
discourse were celebrated.
No matter when you graduated from
JMU, or first became affiliated with the
university, I would wager that the campus
has changed considerably. Even our newest
graduates will find that the campus skyline
has changed since they left last May. As you read through this
issue of Madison, I hope you enjoy seeing the images of campus
and learning about the recent renovations and additions.
It is important, however, to keep in mind the reason we
undergo these renovations and expansions to the campus. It is
not progress for progress' sake. Rather, the renovation, acquisition and construction of new buildings are an absolute necessity
to ensure that our buildings and grounds continue to meet the
needs of our students and faculty.
I recently ran across a study conducted by APPA (the professional organization for educational facilities professionals) on
The Impact ofFacilities on Recruitment and Retention of Students.
The study found that nearly 67 percent of survey respondents
indicated that overall quality of campus facilities was a key consideration in their decision to arrend their respective college or
university while 76 percent indicated that the quality of facilities'
maintenance factored into their choice of school. On our own
campus, 66 percent of those responding to the 2005 First Year
Survey indicated that the appearance and serring of the university
were very important in choosing JMU.
Perhaps even more revealing, APPA's national survey found
that a significant percentage of prospective students rejected an
educational institution due to inadequate facilities: nearly 30
percent because it lacked a facility they deemed important; 26.1 percent because an important facility was inadequate; and 16.6 percent
because an important facility was poorly maintained. As the top

Published
by JMU
2006
PHOTOGRA
PH BYScholarly
PHIL DEJONGCommons,
(' 05 )

students become more selective in their
choice of schools, the quality of campus
facilities is often a deciding factor.
At JMU, we are already doing an exceptional job with regard to facilities maintenance. I regularly receive comments about
the beauty, cleanliness and quality ofJMU's
campus from alumni, parents and members
of the community. Our students also give
us high marks on the quality and aesthetics
of our buildings and grounds, with 93 percent satisfied or very satisfied with the general condition of our building and grounds,
92 percent satisfied or very satisfied with the
attractiveness of campus and campus landscaping, and 86 percent satisfied or very satisfied with classroom and laboratory facilities. This outstanding feedback is a credit to
our buildings and grounds employees, who
are second to none in their commitment to
keeping Madison safe and attractive.
Unfortunately, when it comes to the issue of space there is
room for improvement. Only 74 percent of students agree that
JMU classrooms have adequate space, while only 65 percent agree
that our laboratories have adequate space.
With increasing enrollments over the last few decades and an
ever-evolving curriculum, we have had to work creatively and
strategically to ensure that we have adequate, up-to-date facilities
that accommodate the needs of our students and faculty. This
commitment was the catalyst behind our expansion across I-81,
the acquisition of Memorial Hall and Rockingham Memorial
Hospital, and the development of our new Performing Arts Center, which we plan to break ground on next fall.
We are a community committed to preparing students to
become educated and enlightened citizens who lead productive
and meaningful lives. This statement drives all we do, and the
changing campus landscape is a tangible reflection of our unceasing efforts to provide an environment where academic inquiry can
thrive and students can prosper.

LI NWOOD H. ROSE
President
James Madison Universiry
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Keep current and connected
[Madison Century]

$13 million in private giving sets new record

A

fter launching its first-ever capital campaign last
March, JMU has broken its previous fiscal-year
record for private contributions to its endowment
and has increased twofold the amount received over
che previous year.
Madison received a total of $13.3 million in cash and pledges
in 2005-06, a fiscal year chat also recorded two seven-figure
gifts to the universi cy: $1 million from Dick and Shirley Roberts ('56), which will help fund JMU's planned Performing Arcs
Center and name a concert hall for the alumna; and $2 million
from Tom and Karyn Dingledine chat establishes a four-year
scholarship program for JMU students dedicated to high academic achievement and service.
"Isn't it nice co have friends .... friends who believe in you,
care about your future and who invest in your success," says
JMU President Linwood H. Rose. "Thank you to all our friends
who are helping co create one of the leading comprehensive universities in the nation."
The $13.3 million total overshoe by $3 million che previous
record of $10.3 million raised in 2003-04. The record is nearly

8
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double - a 98.7 percent increase - over private giving received
in the previous fiscal year; $6,704,861 raised in 2004-05.
In all areas of fundraising, amounts increased substantially
over che previous year: Madison Fund gifts increased 13 .4
percent to $3,047,275; major gifts increased 190.8 percent co
$6,492,430; corporate and foundation major gifts increased 137
percent to $1,665,000; and planned gifts increased 149.4 percent
to $1,559,643.
More than 1,000 donors became charter members of che President's Council by contributing more than $1,000 co JMU.
Madison Century: A Campaign far ]MU ties into the university's upcoming celebration of its I 00th year and secs a campaign
goal of $50 million for JMU's endowment. The campaign concludes at the end of the Centennial Celebration in 2008.
The academic priorities for the endowment drive include
faculty chairs, professorships and teaching excellence; student scholarships; presidential initiatives and student success;
improved facilities and annual ongoing support. ffi

*

Read the list of leadership donors at www.jmu.edu/Madison
Century/leadership.

PHOTOGRAP H BY DIANE ELLIOTT ( ' 00)
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[Security Symposium]

Homeland security at
the grassroots level
]MU co-hosts national symposium
MU's Institute for Infrastructure and Information Assurance organized the research
symposium "Homeland Security: Engaging the Fronrlines" in cooperation with the
Federal Facilities Council of the National
Academy of Sciences at the National Academies in Washington, D.C., in May. Lynda Stanley, director of the Board on Infrastructure and the
Constructed Environment, opened the symposium
explaining the role of the National Academies as
a congressionally chartered nonprofit organization co provide
objective, independent advice on science and technology issues.
JMU President Linwood H. Rose welcomed participants to
the symposium and emphasized che important role universities
play in addressing homeland security issues. He highlighted che
establishment of IIIA as an example of JMU's involvement on
local, scare and national fronts.
"Creating a strong awareness of national security threats and
needed responses at the grassroots level was the central focus of
the symposium, " says John B. Nofcsinger ('85), associate vice
president of academic affairs for research and public service and
execurive director of JMU's IIIA. The approach was a "boccomup view - to examine ways co enable grassroots government organizations and infrastructures service providers ro prepare, prevent,
protect, and recover from natural disasters and terrorise threats."
Experts in technology and policy addressed ideas and research
on improving homeland security measures and discussed incentives co engage those directly responsible for critical infrastructure systems. Speakers included William R. Graham, former

[Fifth-Year Program]

New computer
science concentration added

B

eginning chi~ fall, the
computer science program is accepting students into a new concentration: fifth-year secure software
engineering. Srudents enter
che College of Graduate and
Outreach Programs in their
junior year. T hey follow che
undergraduate path for their
first three years before caking both undergraduate and
graduate courses during their
fourth year (in which they
would receive their Bachelor

White House science adviser; Daniel Caprio ('84), former U.S .
assistant Secretary of Commerce; Frank]. Cilluffo, former W hite
House special assistant on homeland security; John McCarthy,
executive director of the Critical Infrastructure Protection Project at George Mason University; and M ichael Lowder, director
of response for che Federal Emergency Management Agency.
"Despite billions of dollars invested in infrastructure security
and che issuance of several m ajor national strategy documents
on the subject, the message is not getting co many organizations
and people at che grassroots level who can make the most difference in preventing attacks, protecting systems and recovering
from catastrophic events, viz. che general citizenry, private infrastructure owners and local governments," Nofcsinger says.
JMU and the National Academies will co-hose the research
symposium "Cascading Infrastructure Failures: Prevention and
Recovery" on May 16, 2007.
ffl

*Learn more about the symposium at www.jmu.edu/iiia/2006 symposium.html. Or, visit The Madison Channel to view a Web cast f rom
the day's events (http://media.jmu.edu/ archives.asp).

of Science degree) . In their
final year, chey cake the same
courses as second-year graduate students. The program is
designed for computer science majors but is open co all
undergraduates. Read more
at the JMU computer science
Web si re: www.cs.jmu.edu.

[Graduation Reunion]

Family ties

C

ommencement 2006
was more chan a family
affair for one Madison
family. The May 6 ceremony
was both a graduation celebration and an alumni reunion for
Amanda Johnson ('06). Everyone in her family is now a JMU

SYMPOSIU M PHOTOGRAPH BY CHERY L EL LIOTT ('85)
Published
by JMU Scholarly Commons, 2006

Amanda Johnson celebrates graduation with sister, Allison Johnson ('03), and their parents, Joan ('77) and Don Johnson ('77).

graduate. T he marketing major
celebrated graduation with
sister Allison Johnson ('03), a
communication sciences and
disorders major; mother Joan
Johnson ('77), an early childhood education major; and

father Don Johnson ('77), an
accounting major. "My wife
and I are very proud chat our
daughters chose co attend and
graduate from our alma macer,"
says Don. Read more about
graduation on Page 1.
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[Ranking]

No.1again

H

....I

olding its regional
place for the 13th
straight year as the
South's top public, master'slevel university, JMU also took
a top national spot for offering
its undergraduates solid experience in research and creative
projects in the annual US.
News & World Report 2007
Americas Best Colleges guide.
In the combined ranking of
both public and private Southern master's-level institutions,
the top public school, JMU,
maintained its second-place
spot just below the South's top
private school, Florida's Rollins
College. JMU also maintained
the highest graduation rate 80 percent - in the South overall, public or private college.
In the newsmagazine's "Programs to Look For" section,
Madison was one of 12 public
colleges and 35 institutions overall spotlighted for excellence in
"undergraduate research/ creative projects" opportunities for
undergraduate students. In such
programs, undergraduate students, working independently
or in small teams and mentored
by faculty, conduct intensive
and self-directed research or
creative work that is presented
on or off campus.
Predominantly an undergraduate college with 30 master's and
five doctoral programs, JMU
places a strong emphasis on
undergraduate research and has
encouraged such "learning by
doing" study for its bachelor'slevel students in all academic
areas for many years. In JMU's
department of psychology, for
example, 26 students were coauthors of publications and 129
were authors or co-authors of
presented research papers. "It is
not unusual for our undergraduate students to be co-authors
on national conference presentations and publications,"
says Jerry Benson, dean of the
JMU College oflntegrated
Science and Technology.

Madison's 100 Best

I

f you were putting together a list of
Madison's "100 Best," who - or what
- would you include?
Madison's 100 Best will feature 100
people, places and things that have meant
the most to JMU during its first century.
You'll get a chance to express your opinion on
those who make the list, which is being created as
part ofJMU's Centennial Celebration. Selections
on the list are expected to include current and former
professors, administrators, staff, alumni, students
and friends. In addition, the list will be open to:
• Familiar JMU places - like the Wilson Hall
cupola or Kissing Rock;

[New Leadership]

Pruetts to lead
Parents Council
BY HALI CHIET

D

('07)

('96M)

• Groups - like the Marching Royal Dukes, the
Stratford Players or a championship team; and
• Symbols - like Duke Dog or the JMU seal.
Nominations will be reviewed by a special committee composed of professors, staff,
alumni, students and local leaders . The final
selections will be announced weekly throughout the 2007-08 academic year. The comprehensive list will be announced on the 100th
anniversary of JMU' s founding at the Centenffl
nial Convocation on March 14, 2008.

* E-mail nominat ions to jmu100best @jmu.edu, or
mail to JMU Centennial Office, MSC 7612, James
Madison University, Harrisonburg, VA 22807.

"We get important information from the university, and
our mission is to rake this information and make sure it gets out
to other parents," says Dave.
As vice-chairs last year, the
PruettS helped establish three

ave and Phyllis Pruett
('OlP, '07P) took
the helm of the
JMU Parents Council in
June. "We're really happy ro
take on this role," says Phyllis. "I love the campus, the
area and the administration
we've gotten to know."
The 90-member Parents
Council, created in 1978,
provides advice and guid- Parents Council chairs Dave and
Phyllis Pruett ('01P, '07P) and the ir
ance to JMU's Division of daughter, Lau ra ('07).
University Advancement on
programs related to parents. additional subcommittees: netCouncil members meet semi- working and mentoring; colannually and serve as liaisons lege fairs and admissions; and
between the university and parent communications.
parents . Members discuss curThe new committees were crerent issues among five subcom- ated to help set up more aggresmittees: finance and physical sive networking and participadevelopment; academics; stu- tion in college fairs and other
dent life ; enrollment services high schools' forums in various
states, according to the Pruetts.
and resource development.

MADISON MAGAZINE
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"Phyllis and Dave are both
very dedicated, " says Sherry
King, director of parent relations.
"Like our other Parents Council
members, they are here to serve
JMU in the best way they can."
The Pruetts say they have benefited from council membership. "I think we've learned a
lot more about the university,
its facilities and how everything
is run," says Phyllis. "Our son,
Kent, graduated in 2001, and
to be honest, we didn't know
much about JMU."
The Pruett's daughter,
Laura ('07), is a midfielder
on the field hockey team. "I
think it is great that they are
taking over the Parents Council," she says. "They love JMU. "
Parents Council members are
involved in many JMU activities, including CHOICES, a
spring program for admitted
students to visit campus. Parents Council members also
assist JMU with nearly 20 summer Freshman Sendoff Picnics.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 12 »>
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1787 looo

First Year Orientation
Guides, or FROGS, teach
new students the "frog
dance" at orientation.

~c:u:~l~t~c
1s an expenence. Ic was
August 1787 when James Madison
and his colleagues met in Philadelphia co write the U.S. Conscicucion
and begin a tremendous transition
for chis nation. Thus, JMU calls its
August Freshman Orientation experience "1787." The five-day orientation program brings tremendous
discoveries, new friends and begins
the transition into the Madison
Experience. Learn more at www.
jmu.edu/oriencacion/1 787.shcml.

30

!~~led
more than
1,000 stu-

,
dents in approximately 100 outreach
activities lase academic year. Programs
and courses include teaching academies,
pose-baccalaureate and pose-master's
level certificates, online certificates, and
special courses like learning co play piano
or using computer software. Growth
in outreach programs recognizes JMU's
social responsibility, thus the College
of Graduate and Professional Programs changed its name co the College
of Graduate and Outreach Programs.

BusinessWeek
THE BEST

JMU's undergraduate program in
business ranks No. 35 nationally in
Business Week's first comprehensive ranking of the best undergraduate business
schools. To identify che best p~ograms,
Week used five measures, mcluding graduates stare~ ••• -1~::.!I.:
ing salaries and a survey of 100,000 business majors
at cop schools. Learn more at www.jmu.edu/cob/.

Bus~ness-

50

I] ~h]j•T~•J.~i·i•k'..

JMU has

JMU produced more
Ph.D.s in the last five
years than any other
Carnegie-designated
U.S. master's-I university. JMU offers five
doctoral programs.

alumni
in all 50
states, but do you know how many

fellow Dukes live in your state? Virginia .has
47,917 alums; Maryland has the next highest
alumni numbers with 5,363; and seven Dukes
keep the Purple Pride alive in
North Dakota. Do you fall
somewhere in between? Check out
your state's alumni ranking at
www.jmu.edu/MadisonOnline.

••:

~

B•SCHQOLS

25

percent ofJMU's full- and part-time employees
gave back co Madison chis year, raising $323,085
and helping the university raise more money
than ever in a single year. (See Page 8). Employee
giving jumped from 17 percent last year. Learn how you can
give co JMU at www.jmu.edu/development/.

85

JMU's Kappa Kappa Psi band fraternity has
replaced some of Hurricane Katrina's sour
notes with sweet music. Fraternity members
donated 85 boxes of sheet music, 82 instruments and three full secs of band uniforms co the
middle school band programs in D'Iberville
and Sc. Marcin, Miss.

l7

The N ew Yo rk
Times ranks

JMUNo. 17 in
che nation for
graduation rates among all
U.S. colleges and universities.

What's your number?
What are the Top 10 things
every JMU student should do
before graduating? Sneak into
the cunnels? Visit Kline's?
Dress the James Madison
stacue? What's your Top 10?
E-mail madisonmag@jmu.edu
or write co Madison, MSC 3610,
JMU, Harrisonburg, VA 22807.
We'll publish the Top 10 list
in the next issue.

D'Iberville Middle
School band director Erika Reed
Branch was
"overwhelmed"
by the JMU
band fraternity's gift of
instruments
and uniforms.

BIKER BY EVAN DYSO N ( ' 08); OR IENTATION BY DI A NE

I LLUSTRATION IC) ROBERT SAU N DERS/
ELLIOTT ( ' 00); 2006
Published by JMU Scholarly Commons,
iSPOT; TRUMPETER BY RAY PIETRO/ PHOTONICA
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Psych Peer
Advisers fund
scholarship
BY DARCIE ROBERGE ('06)

J

....i

MU's Psychology Peer
Advisers is a group of students trained to carer to
the needs of the university's
many psychology majors, but
in the past year the group has
expanded its service to the
greater university community.
Psychology major Jess
Major ('06), immediate past
president of the peer advisers
group, challenged her fellow
students to endow a $25,000
scholarship for the psychology
department during her senior
year. The scholarship will be
open to any declared psychology major of at least sophomore status. Applicants must
demonstrate that they possess
the core values of the organization through interviews
with the peer advisers and
Bill Evans, the group's faculty
adviser. Currently, the peer
advisers have 10 percent of the
scholarship endowed.
"O ur students receive the
same training as faculty members to be an adviser," says
Evans. "In fact, the peer advisers are usually better equipped
to help a student than faculty
advisers. They know what
classes yo u need to rake to
complete the major and what
minors complement psychology. The peer advisers are
knowledgeable about everything from raking the GREs
to careers. Peer advising is not
only an organization, but also
a class. Students learn about
leadership while living it."
Major, of Robbinsville,
N.J., served as the resources
officer, maintaining the advisers' library and office. "We
even keep a syllabus on record
from each professor for each
class they teach," Major says.
"We can help a student decide
which professor's teaching
style is best for them."

Pul up your Dukes for Duke Dog

I

BY FRED HILTON ('96M)

II

e's rime to put up your dukes.
As part ofJMU's yearlong
Centennial Celebration in
2007-08, uniquely painted
and decorated versions of
the Duke Dog statue will be on
display throughout campus and
the Harrisonburg area.
The Duke Dog project is similar to those that have taken place
recently in a number of cities. The
city of Norfolk, for example, featured mermaid statues in its displays. Richmond displayed statues
of fish; Chicago, cows; and San
Antonio, steers.
The JMU statues will be smaller
versions of the large Duke Dog
statue that sits in the front ofJMU's
Plecker Athletic Performance Center. The statues will be made by Lee
Imaginatively painted and decorated Duke Dog statues will
Leuning, the South Dakota sculptor begin appearing during the yearlong Centennial Celebration.
who created the Duke Dog statue as
Sponsorship for a statue is $1,000, which
well as the James Madison statue near the Quad.
Put Up Your Dukes statues will be two feet includes the cost of the statue as well as the artist's
long and 22 inches high, and they will be made of fee. Sponsors may select an artist from the pool of
a lightweight resin suitable for displays. Businesses, volunteers or choose their own artist. The statues
clubs and individuals are being sought to sponsor can be displayed by the sponsor from the spring of
statues to display in Harrisonburg and at JMU.
2007 until the Centennial Convocation and the
A number of talented artists from Harrisonburg, New Century Centennial Banquet in March 2008.
The statues will be displayed at the New
Staunton and JMU have agreed to cake part in the
Century Banquet.
project and paint the statues in unique patterns.
Designs on the dogs can be chosen by the
Sponsors also have the option of paying a
sponsor in conjunction with the artist. The sub- $1,500 fee to maintain permanent possession of
ject matter on the statues is open although all the statue, with the agreement that the statue will
designs are subject to JMU regulations.
be displayed at the New Century Banquet. ffi

* Further information on the project and applications for sponsors and artists are available
from Centennial Director Fred Hilton at (540) 568-347 4 or hiltonfd@jmu.edu; or by contacting
Madison Art Collection Director Kathryn Monger at (540) 568-6934 or mongerke@jmu.edu.

Evans concurs, "Peer advisers know the facts about the
courses and the professors.
They offer an unbiased perspective on these matters."
The group also offers a
monthly symposium for the
JMU community. The final
topic of the spring semester
covered the pros and cons of
finding a career or going to
graduate school.
The Psychology Peer Advisers reach out to the greater
JMU as well. Much of the
group's outreach is sparked

12
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by Major, who has tutored
at-risk children, served as a
Student Ambassador, served as
a team captain for Operation
Sama Claus and coordinated
the AIDS awareness week
concert. The peer advisers
co-sponsored (with the SGA)
a SK race to raise money for
Hurricane Katrina survivors.
The members also participated in JMU's Relay for Life
event and Food Fight Against
Hunger , which raised more
than $2,000. Evans hopes to
expand chis event to a compe-

tirion among all Virginia colleges and universities.
Eileen Nelson, professor
emerita of psychology, established the peer advising group
in 1991 to help handle the
enormous advising load of
the growing major. The program has been honored by the
university many times for its
outstanding work, and Evans
won the Bluestone Award for
the best campus adviser.
"I feel so lucky to work with
people who want to make a difference every day;' says Major. ffl
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onnect1ons
Be the Change

Like the poetry she revels in, English professo r Joanne Gabbin radiates with the power to transform. Both of her pioneering Furious Flower Poetry conferences have advanced African-American poetry, celebrating beauty and achievement, and revealing pain and
injustice. H undreds of today's poet laureates, elders, middle voices and
emerging stars made the pilgrimage to JMU to participate, while the video
anthology of this living history has reached classrooms around the world.
Gabbin was inducted into the Literary Hall of Fame for Writers of African Descent in 2005, and her
teaching and leadership have
transformed the hearcs, minds
and attitudes of generations of students. How can you be
the change? See Page 22. www.jmu.edu/BeTheChange/

*

Madison Digital Image Database - innovative leaching
With more than 100,000 slides, images, study prints, videos and CD-ROMS, the Madison Digital Image Database
integrates an image library into an Internet-based teaching tool for art, architecture and beyond.
MDID is an online image database and
multimedia instructional system designed
ro create and show Internet-based lectures
using digitized images. The system permits
instructors to generate "slide shows," which
can be annotated, placed online for student
study or archived for testing or future use.
The MDID project began in 1997 with a
Edward Steichen's photograph titled
Modernist
$45,000 grant and was presented at EDU- Gloria Swanson circa 1924.
painting En
CAUSE in 1999. Since becoming available to users for free in 2001, more than 40
sce~e by Pab- colleges and universities have downloaded images. In 2003, JMU received a $50,000
lo Picasso.
grant from the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation in support of further development of
the MDID software. The grant was awarded in recognition of JMU's important efforts in the area of
teaching and learning with digital images. Check it out at: * http://cit.jmu.edu/mdid/

E-MAIL
More Monthly headlines
in JMU's online newsletter
Brightening the Lights ofMadison .
To subscribe: www.jmu.edu/btl
Sports news to order. Subscribe to ]MU Sports Bulletin.

* www.jmusports.com

WEB
JMU's front door It's all here:

* www.jmu.edu

Alumni guide to everychingJMU:

* www.jmu.edu/alumni

TELEVISION
WVPT Students intern at the
PBS affiliate for Central Virginia,
Shenandoah Valley and northeastern West Virginia. (540) 434-5391
www.wvpt.net

RADIO
WXJM Student programming,
news, talk and music on FM 88.7

* www.jmu.edu/wxjm/listen
AM 1610 Tune in when you roll in.
The latest JMU information, events,
weather, parking, ocher cool scuff.
~
WMRA NPR news and classi\~
cal music for Charlottesville and
Harrisonburg. WMRA, WMRY,
WMRL, WMLU at 90.7, 103.5,
89.9 and 91.3 on your FM dial.

!a

Madison JOJ

Operation Purple Pride
Learn about Duk es serving in Afghanistan and Iraq
on the front lines and in support and civilian roles.
If you are one of these serving Dukes, please share
your experiences by e-mailing mad1sonmag@Jmu.edu.
www.jmu.edu/MadisonOnline/

Youknowwhat The
Breeze is, but do you know about Madison 1OJ?
Created in 1999, Madison 101 is aJMU orientation guide written by students for students. The
64-page guide is written by School of Media Arts
and Design students in spring semester and distributed to freshmen during Orientation Week.
This year's issue includes stories on local places to
explore, what your JACard can do, JMU fun facts,
a downtown map and a dining out guide, according to Darcie Roberge ('06) , executive editor.
SMAD professor Dave Wendelken is adviser for
www.thebreeze.org/M101
the publication.

*

Centennial Celebration
Web site online JMU celebrates its

1OOrh birthday on March 14, 2008, and rhe Centennial Celebration Web site is rhe central point for online
news and exchanges of information. Already packed with historical photographs, anecdotes from Madison's
rich history and a calendar of centennial events, the Web site could use items from your Madison experiences.
Learn more about Madison or connect with the celebration at: * www.jmu.edu/centennialcelebration/

MadisonOnline

Read the latest issue of the university magazine online or find out
what's happening at your alma mater: * www.jmu.edu/MadisonOnline

Published
JMUGRAPH
Scholarly
Commons,
2006
GA BB INby
PHOTO
BY TOM
COGILL

PRINT
Story idea? Contact Madison
(540) 568-2664, madisonmag@
jmu.edu or MSC 3610,JMU,
Harrisonburg, VA22807.
Newsletters Chemistry, education, history, nursing, physics,
theater and dance, and music publish once or twice a year. Some will
snail mail, others will e-mail. Call
(540) 568-2664 for yours.
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Madison capital in Virginia's capital
VIR G I N IA CAPITA L-AREA ALUMN I , DO NO RS, FRIE N D S AND

other Madison VIPs gathered at Richmond's Country
Club of Virginia, where Martha Grover ('83) and her
husband, Chubby Grover ('81) , JMU Board of Visitors
member, hosted the Richmond-area Madison Century
capital campaign reception on May 17. It was the first
on-the-road event of th e campaign since a goal of $50
million was announced at the campaign kickoff on James
Madison Day March 15. J MU President Linwood H.
Rose told the Richmond gathering, "We want to ensure
that as Madison enters its second century that we have
the resources to continue to be able to provide the quality
educational experience that you had when you attended
JMU. Madison is not just abo ut education. It's about
using that education. It's about applying that education.
ffi
It's about engagement. It's about civic action."
Weston Hatfield, JMU associate
vice president for development,
introduces "Be the Change"
nominee and children's book
author Ginjer Clarke ('94) to
Richmond campaign event hosts
Martha ('83) and Chubby Grover
('81) and President and Mrs. Lin·
wood H. Rose. Read more about
Clarke and other Be the Change
alumni, student s and professors
at www.jmu.edu/bethechange.

https://commons.lib.jmu.edu/madisonmagazine/vol29/iss4/1
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Walter J. McGraw, Richmond attorney and former member of the JMU
Board of Visitors, thanks Ed Estes
whose lead campaign gift will fund
the Dorothy Thomasson Estes ('45)
Center for Theatre and Dance in the
future JMU Performing Arts Center.

William Dingledine, - son of
"Mama Ding," Agness Stribling
Dingledine ('15) - shares his
enthusiasm for the Dingledine
family's long history and con·
tinued devotion to the Madison
community. He attended the
reception for the announcement of a $2 million gift for
student scholarships made by
his son and daughter-in-law,
Tom and Karyn Dingledine. The
gift creates JMU's first privately funded, four-year, student-recruitment scholarship.

PHOTOGRAPHS BY DIANE ELLIOTT ('00)
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JMU tn the NEWS
Africa expert addresses
new terrorist threats
Professor briefs congressional subcommittee

0

n June 29, J. Peter Pham, director ofJMU's Nelson Institute
for Internacional and Public Affairs, briefed two congressional
subcommittees on the terrorise threat in Northeast Africa.
Pham offered expertise alongside Assistant Secretary of Scace
for African Affairs Jendayi Frazer and two ocher officials at a joint oversight
hearing on "Somalia: Expanding Crisis in the Horn of Africa." The U.S.
House of Representatives Committee on Internacional Relations' Subcommittees on Africa, Global Human Rights, and International Operations and
International Terrorism and Nonproliferation invited Pham, who authored a
widely discussed Wall Street Journal op-ed in June on the threat posed by the
Islamisc militants who seized control of the Somali capital of Mogadishu.
Pham has written extensively on security issues in sub-Saharan Africa.
After field work lase year in the Horn of Africa, sponsored in pare by
JMU's Institute for Infrascrucrure and Information Assurance, Pham
briefed the Subcommittee on Internacional Terrorism and Nonproliferation on the growing Islamist threat in Somalia, issuing one of the first
warnings of what has since transpired.
In its July 24 edition, US. News & World Report reported chat within
the Bush administration, the Scace Department, Defense Department, CIA,
and FBI have a "heightened sense of urgency about these ch rears and an
energetic sec of new efforts to prevent these lawless lands from becoming
hotbeds of terrorism." In its story about new terrorism threats in Asia and
Africa and jihadisc recruiting in Somalia, US. News quotes Pham as comparing the current situation there to the Taliban taking control in Afghanistan in the 1990s. Pham testified, "If our national commitment to support
and strengthen democracy as a bulwark against extremist ideologies and terrorist violence has any real-world application, it is certainly the case here."
Pham is the author of two books on African conflicts, Liberia: Portrait
of a Failed State and Child Soldiers, Adult Interests: The Global Dimensions ofthe Sierra Leonean Tragedy. He also writes a weekly commentary
on strategic and security issues in Africa which is widely distributed in
military, intelligence and political circles. He joined JMU 's faculty in
2004 to help establish the justice studies program.
ffi

National Science Foundation
environmental biology director
on JMU biologist Grace Wyn·
gaard: This study provides critical
evidence that the ways spec ies form
and evo lve are more complicated
t han we had previously understood.
... Wyngaard [and colleagues] published a study in the journal, Evolution, revealing a common and widespread species of
fre shwater plankton, called copepod, forms new species at an uncommon ly high rate. FRESHWATER COPEPOD MAY BE SEVERAL SPECIES, NOT JUST ONE: National
Science Foundation News, March 3 0, 2006

Sarah Covington Irby ('07) to lead 50th Bal due
Bois: This honor is a continuation of her family's long
commitment to Sheltering Arms Physical Rehabilitation Hospital, the Bal 's beneficiary, and to the li ves of
the disabled. The [lrby's] involvement wi th the hospi tal
led to Sarah's se lection as leader. ROLE 1N BAL A FAMILY AFFAIR FOR I RBY: SHE'S THIRD GENERATION TO PARTICIPATE :

Richmond Times-Dispatch, May 29, 2006

Nutralngredients·USA.com on JMU Accelerade
study: Re sea rchers from [JMU] reported that,
when compared to carbohydrate-only drinks such
as Gatorade, Accelerade was seen to increase the
parameters of exercise performance and decrease
mu sc le fatigue ; improve exercise endurance by 19
percent; decrease muscle damage by 75 percent;
improve muscle functioning measured 24 hours later
by 16 percent; and, in NCAA Division I cross-country
runners, reduce mu sc le damage by 27 percent ...

....

I

ACCELERADE STUDIES SUPPORT PROTEIN ROLE IN SPORTS
NUTRITION:

nutraingredients-usa.com, June 9, 2006

Associate director of residence life on the
potential harm of online social networks like
Facebook and MySpace: Our general attitude is
we're not going to be able to stop it. So, why don't we
role-model some good behavior? - HuGH BROWN,
COLLEGE FRESHMAN, PARENTS HEAR WEB WARNINGS:

The Roanoke Times, June 25, 2006

ABC News on JMU professor's research on
amphibian extinction: Amphibians are undergoing
a mass extinction event on a scale unprecedented in
human history. Habitat loss, human exploitation and
environmental contamination are among the main
causes . Directed research such as that
by Reid Harris of James Madison
University offers some hope
that, with a bit of help along
the way, some amphibians may
be able to avoid extinction.
AMPHlBIAN CRISIS IN

ABC News
Technology & Science
at ABCNews. com,
June 20, 2006
PANAMA:

JMU professor and Africa expert J. Peter Pham briefs two Congressional subcommittees on lslamism and international terrorism in
Northeast Africa.
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Madison's urban legends
Mud-soaked Madison men and ]MU buildings are fodder for some tall tales

s....
U)

BY FRED HILTON

('96M)

ong before the term "urban
myth" existed, American college campuses were fertile
grounds for rumors to be
born and spread quickly increasing day-by-day in their
fantastic-but-believable detail.
Most often, such rumors are short-lived,
existing only for a few days. In some cases,
however, the stories develop into true myths
and take on lives of their own to the point that
they are ultimately accepted as historical fact.
JMU is no different than many other colleges and universities and has had its share of
stories that developed into believable myths.
The most enduring of JMU myths are
the ones connected with the mysterious
tunnels. T he underground tunnels connect Is JMU's Roop Hall supposed to be at Virginia Tech? Some say the architects' drawings for the
several buildings on the Quad and were two buildings were switched. "Not so," says Madison myth-buster and Centennial Director
Fred Hilton ('96M). Roop Hall was built in 1979 and Tech's War Memorial Hall was built in 1922.
used for more than 50 years by students
and faculty as a foul-weather shortcut from one place to another.
The filthy crew march ed up to the door of Hillcrest and
Going back to at least the 1920s, there are a handful of stories knocked. Edith Carrier answered the door.
about mystery and mayhem associated with the tunnels. You can
The dilemma was explai ned to Madison's First Lady. Sure,
take your pick of an assortment of myths about the tunnels: violent she told the muddy students, come on in.
murder, suicide by hanging, abandoned newborns, strange noises,
One by one, the mud-covered ball players trooped into the Hillfootsteps or various other things that go bump in the night. Fun crest shower, scrubbed up, dried off with the Carriers' best towels,
though they are, the stories are all pure fictions - urban legends.
and went off - clean and happy - to D-Hall for dinner.
Two recent myths had their origins in the 1970s. The stories It's a wonderful story. Considering the close relationship the
one dealing with Hillcrest and the other with Roop Hall - are so Carriers had with students, it very well could have taken place.
ingrained in JMU folklore that they have become accepted as fact
But it didn't. It never happened.
by students. Student tour guides at one time were passing the tales
on as historical facts to the groups they took through campus.
Switched buildings?
ccording to this story, both JMU and Virginia Tech were
The Hillcrest Showers
building new education buildings in the late 1970s.
early all myths and urban legends have several versions
The same architect was being used by both universi- all of them coming to the same bottom line but ties. Somehow, the architects' drawings for the two education
varying slightly in detail. This one is no different.
buildings were switched.
All variations of the story start with a group of male Madison
The end result was that the School of Education building
students playing a sport on a muddy field somewhere on cam- constructed at JMU - now named Roop Hall - was actually
pus. In some versions, it's a bunch of guys from the same resi- the one that was supposed to be built at Virginia Tech. And
dence hall - or the same apartment complex. In other versions, conversely, Tech ended up with JMU's building.
it's members of a fraternity. T he sport most often is football,
The story, however, is flat out wrong. Like the tale with the
but sometimes it becomes soccer or rugby.
Hillcrest showers, it never happened.
After the game, the mud-caked students head back to their
Ronald E. Carrier, president when Roop Hall was built, says
dorm (or fraternity house or apartment complex) to shower up "it simply couldn't have happened. There are too many checks
and go to dinner. When they get back, they discover that the and safeguards on plans both at JMU and Richmond for it to
water has been turned off for some reason. They have no way to have happened. "
The folks in Blacksburg agree. T he headquarters for the Virshower and remove the mud, dirt and grime of the campus.
One of the muddy football/soccer/rugby players comes up ginia T ech School of Education is War Memorial Hall. It was
with a bright idea. "President Carrier likes students," he tells built in 1922 - not in 1979.
In fact, there were no major buildings under construction at
his buddies. "Maybe they'd let us use the showers in Hillcrest."
(From 1971 to 1978, President Ronald E. Carrier and his fam- Virginia Tech when JMU's Roop Hall was built.
ffl
Like most urban legends, however, it is a great story.
ily lived in Hillcrest in the center of campus.)
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Beautiful buildings actually raise the slakes
Amid the expansion of campus, private giving in the life of Madison ts more
important now than ever BY PAM BRocK
on'r judge a book by its cover. How many rimes
has your mother cold you char? The same holds
true for judging the financial strength of campus.
Looks can be deceiving.
The dramatic physical expansion of campus
over the last 30 years - as depicted in chis issue
- gives the impression that scare funds meet all of JMU's needs.
Such a misperceprion is one of the main obstacles to building a
culture of private giving at JMU, says Weston Hatfield, associate vice president of development. "Alumni believe that Madison
doesn't really need their gifts because
of the outward appearance of tremendous prosperity. But in chis case," he
says, "looks truly are deceiving."
In fact, more and better facilities actually create a greater need
for additional support because the
university's annual operating budget must forever fund the academic
programs in those buildings.
"It's somewhat ironic," says
Douglas T. Brown, provost and
vice president of academic affairs.
"These beautiful new buildings actually raise the stakes for JMU. Take
the Physics/Chemistry Building that
opened last year; the commonwealth
funded its construction. But now
that it's built, we must fill it year
after year with talented faculty members and superlative academic
programs. Projected years into the future, these buildings are far
more expensive to operate than to build," he says.
What's more, not all JMU buildings are paid for by the state.
Student fees pay for lifestyle buildings, which constitute fully
half of campus. They include residence halls, dining facilities,
athletics and recreation facilities and parking accommodations,
as well as facilities for extracurricular student activities . The
University Recreation Center, Taylor, Warren, D-Hall and the
Village are a few examples.
Some of Madison's most recent additions are funded through
special fundraising effons and partnerships - like the Leeolou
Alumni Center. Construction projects currently in the works,
including the nearly finished Plecker Athletic Performance Center and the future Performing Arts Center, are both being built
with public and private monies. A portion of the funding for
each of these facilities has come from private donors.
The driving force behind campus expansion has always been
increasing enrollment, which is driven by population growth
in the commonwealth and the demands it places on Virginia's
higher education system. What is most unusual about Madison's
growth is that the university's quality and reputation have vastly
improved during this time of expansion, rhe provost says.
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"Often when a large operation quickly expands - especially
a service-oriented one - quality suffers," Brown observes.
"But we have worked very hard to assure that it would have
the reverse effect with Madison. This year we received more
than 20,000 applications for 3,700 spots in the incoming freshman Class of 2010. We've become more competitive and bigger simultaneously."
During the Madison Century capital campaign, JMU's giving
programs - major gifts, annual gifts, deferred gifts and corporate/foundation gifts - are ramping up to meet the increased
needs of sustaining this level of
excellence and even further improving upon it.
"The $13.3 million raised this year
is just the beginning, Hatfield says.
"This was a record year for us, and it
shows an increasing awareness among
our alumni and friends of how they
can make a difference through their
giving. That's what we mean by creating a culture of giving at JMU. We
need to increase the 11 percent alumni
giving rate, not just to increase a percentage but because every gift extends
our reach that much further. It means
we can do more for JMU students.
The next step after creating a culture
of private giving is to integrate it into
the life ofJames Madison."
The Class of 2010 is doing just that. Already during their first
week at JMU, the class has raised a gift and presented it to JMU
at Freshman Convocation, explains Sheila Williams Smith,
director of the Madison Fund. The class will build on that gift
throughout their four years at Madison. It will culminate with
their Senior Class Challenge gift, which will carry them into
their future as alumni who will continue to give back to JMU.
"We fully expect that this class will set the bar for future student
and alumni participation," the Madison Fund director says.
'This response by the Class of 2010 is necessary to continually
increase alumni participation and giving levels," Smith says.
The goal of all of JMU' s giving programs is to encourage more
robust alumni participation and increased giving by alumni and
build that into the life of JMU, Hatfield says. "These fundraising efforts represent the future of donor involvement in the life
of JMU. This is a relatively new concept to many at Madison,
bur an essential one."
President Linwood H. Rose has said it best. "Every day professors personally influence the students they teach and mentor, and we need to nurture char environment so our teachers
can work their special magic with students. We're asking that
alumni become part of chat experience and help JMU to change
m
students' lives."
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Sands of lime
Samples from Arctic sea floor may rock global climate theories

....I

BY ER1c GoRTON ('86)

"We've got lots of records for the
itting there in glass vials on
Cenozoic (era) for pretty much every
a laboratory shelf, the specother latimde but nothing spanning
imens look rather ordinary
that for the Arctic .... So we ' re still
- no different, in fact,
trying to figure out what some of that
than the sand that takes
story is, but, even just from what we
you six months to clean
did in Bremen, we could see some
out of your car after a trip to the beach.
The vials' content is certainly more
things right away that have major climatic implications, " St. John says.
interesting under a microscope, where
The pebbles found amidst the sedievery grain has its own color, its own
ment offer the most compelling evitexture, its own size. Yes, sand really is
a bunch of tiny rocks.
dence that the Arctic froze much earThis sand, shelved in the lab of JMU
lier than previously thought, St. John
adds. The pebbles are consistent with
geology professor Kristen St. John,
comes from the Arctic sea floor, where
rock found in Russia hundreds of miles
its been for up to 46 million years.
away and the only way they could have
"That's like a time capsule of what's
reached the central Arctic was to be
brought there on rafts of ice. "Every
been happening in the Arctic, and no one
had recovered it before," says St. John,
now and then, we would see another
pebble in the core. And it wasn't just
who is part of an international team of
scientists studying sediment recovered
going back to seven million years
during an Integrated Ocean Drilling Kristen St. John is discoverago (the time most commonly
ing a fascinating climate
Program expedition in August 2004.
associated with the freezing of
history for the Arctic. Sand
One goal of the expedition, which grains dug from a previthe Arctic). We were seeing pebdug deeper into time in sampling the ously untouched area of the
bles all the way into the middle
Arctic than any before it, was to con- Arctic are indicating the
Eocene (40 million years ago) , all
region froze much earlier
firm or debunk a theory that the central than previously thought.
the way to the time that the longwas
once
part
Arctic's Lomonosov Ridge
term record for Antarctica showed
of Russia. To find the answer, core samples had to be taken from
that there was ice there.
the harder bedrock buried beneath millions of years of sediment
"What's the significance of one pebble? The significance is that
buildup, then compared to rock on land. More than 400 meters of those pebbles, to get to the central arctic, to get to a ridge, a high
sediment was recovered from four holes, Sr. John says, revealing a spot on the sea floor in the central arctic, there's only so m any
geologic timeline from the present - the mud and sand at the top ways it can get there ... . You can't say, 'Well, it was just brought
- to more than 56 million years ago - the sand at the bottom of there from a big storm and rivers were churned up and it was
the deepest holes.
flowing out there .... These are pebbles that are, oh, I don 't know,
St. John, who could not participate in the coring expedi- a couple centimeters in diameter, they're not going to be windtion due to the birth of her youngest child, got her first look at blown that far from land.
the samples in Bremen, Germany, in November 2004 when the
"You start eliminating all of the possibilities that you can think
cores were opened for the first time. One of four sedimentolo- of, and it pretty much comes down to: It was brought by ice .
gists on the international team, her job was to describe in writing Because when ice forms on land, it freezes whatever it's touching
her observations of the sediment: its composition, its texture, any into it, like a fly in an ice cube. So it's freezing pebbles, big ones, 1
color changes and any anomalies, such as larger pebbles occasion- all different sizes of sediment and it's bringing it out there."
ally embedded in finer sand.
And as the floating ice melted it dropped its catch to the sea floo r.
While describing the cores centimeter by centimeter can be a
'The fact that we were seeing pebbles back this far, that was
bit tedious, the task was highly important. "It's like being a scribe really neat, " Sr. John says. 'There's always going to be naysayers
to the rest of the scientific community," she explains.
... But when you see enough of them, there's too many, and you
The close inspection was also rewarding. So far, St. John says, start to see a pattern."
there's evidence that the Arctic may have frozen over about 40
St. John's main goal is satisfying her own curiosity about the
million years ago, nearly the same time, geologically speaking, Earth's mysteries and sharing what she learns. "The Earth is just
as the Antarctic, which generally is thought to have frozen tens this big puzzle and trying to contribute another piece to the puzof millions of years ahead of the Arctic as Earth's climate shifted zle, to try to understand how the Earth works, how it worked in
ffl
from the "greenhouse world" of the dinosaur age to the "icehouse the past is very satisfying and very interesting," she says.
world" that exists today.
* Read more at www.jmu.edu/madisonscholar
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Baseball players
shatter records
Kulbacki shares national player of the year honors
ophomore outfielder Kellen Kulbacki not only turned
in the greatest single-season offensive performance in
the 37-year history ofJMU baseball, he also captured
national attention with his pursuit of Division I's triple crown of homers, batting average and RBIs. When
the final numbers were rallied to include the results
of other players from the College World Series, Kulbacki was the
home-run leader with 24, ranked second in batting average with a
hefty .464 mark and his 1.42 RBIs per game ranked third.
The big numbers produced some big-time awards, the most lofty
being the Co-National Player of the Year presented by Collegiate Baseball Kulbacki also was a finalist for two ocher national awards: the
Dick Howser Trophy presented by the National Collegiate Baseball Writers Association and the Brooks Wallace Award from the
College Baseball Foundation. Virginia Sports Information Directors named him the State Player of the Year, and CAA coaches
voted him the Colonial Athletic Association Player of the Year. He Co- National Player of the Year, outfielder Kellen Kulbacki ('08) was
the highlighted athlete in t he June 5 edit ion of Sports 11/ustrated's
is rhe first JMU baseball player to earn first-team All-America hon- popular "Faces in the Crowd" section.
ors at the Division I level and was so named by six organizations.
Kulbacki, who further honed his skills in the prestigious Cape was 38th among Division I players. He finished his career with
Cod League chis past summer, established school records for hom- 258 career hits to rank seventh all-time at JMU. His 95 hies in
ers, batting average and slugging percentage (.949), the latter of 2006 tied him for JMU's second highest single-season.
The Tampa Bay Devil Rays drafted Reid in the seventh round
which led the nation.
A trio of teammates joining Kulbacki on the All-Seate and All- after he ranked eighth in the nation by striking out an average of
CAA reams were senior second baseman Michael Cowgill, senior first 11.8 batters per nine innings. He was 10-4 with a 3.43 earned run
baseman Nace Schill and sophomore pitcher Ryan Reid. Redshirc average this past spring. His first professional assignment is with
the Hudson Valley Renegades of the New York-Penn League.
freshman Kurr Houck was named to the CAA's All-Rookie squad.
Redshirt senior pitcher Greg Nesbitt became the third player
Cowgill's 23 homers tied him for second nationally and surpassed JMU's previous record (18) . He finished his career as chis season to be capped in the Major League Baseball draft.
JMU's all-time home run leader with 4 1. A 40rh-round draft The Seattle Mariners selected N esbitt in the 29th round. In his
choice by the Minnesota Twins, C owgill played for the Gulf career, Nesbitt went 12- 10 with a 4.69 ERA. H e pitched 197 2/3
innings, striking our 164 while walking 47.
Coast Twins in Fore Myers, Fla., chis season.
JMU has had a player drafted in 30 of the past 31 years, includSchill finished the season with a .419 batting average chat
ffi
ranked him eighth nationally and his .674 slugging percentage ing a program-best five in 2003.

James lakes
rookie of the
year honors

T

he Virginia Spores Information Directors voted J uwann
James (forward) as rookie of
the year for the All-Virginia Division I men's basketball team. T he 6fooc-5 James led JMU with averages
of 12. 7 points and 7 .1 rebounds per
game during the 2005-06 season .
He was named rookie of the year in

the CAA and a freshman All-America by Collegeinsider.com.

James started for JMU throughout
2005-06, and he shot 48.6 percent
fro m the field and had 30 assists,
eight blocked shots and 27 steals.
H e led all CAA freshmen in scoring,
rebounding and shooting percentage. His scoring and rebounding
totals rank among the top all-time
season figures for JMU freshmen.
His 191 rebounds matched JMU's
N o. 4 mark for a freshman and are
a team-freshman best since 197677, JMU's fi rst D ivision I season.
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His 342 points
are JMU' s No. 7
freshman mark.

1
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Rookie of the
year Juwann
James led all
CAA freshmen
in scoring.

James reached
double figures
in scoring 21 times and in
rebounding five rimes,
and he had five scoringrebounding "double-doubles." H e led the Dukes
or tied for the team
lead in scoring a teamhigh 10 times and in
rebounding a teambest 16 times. ffi
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Gellenthien
completes golden
archery career

S

enior Braden Gellenthien won the
gold medal in the men's compound
bow division at the University
Archery Championships in June in Colorado Springs. Gellenthien also was a member of two gold-medal teams at the Sixth
World University Archery Championships
in Vinicne, Slovakia. Approximately 165
participants from 25 countries competed.
Gellenthien, JMU freshman Stephen
Schwade and Josh Binger (Texas A&M)
defeated France 22-21 to capture the men's
compound team championship. Gellenthien
then teamed with JMU freshman Brittany
Lorenti ro take gold in the mixed compound team competition. Lorenri also won
a bronze medal in the women's compound
team competition. She and two Texas A&M
archers beat Great Britain 20-18.
m

....i
Braden Gellenthien ('06) hit the golden
bull's-eye at both the 2006 University
Archery Championships and the World
University Archery Championships.

Lacrosse team rules CAA
The lacrosse team won the 2006 CAA tournament 14-8 over Hofstra in May. The team
ended the season 14-4 and captured its
third CAA crown in the last four years.
The Virginia Sports Information Directors' Association named five players to its
2006 All-State Team. Junior midfielder Kelly
Berger and junior defender Kylee Dardine
took first-team honors. Making the second
team were junior midfielder Lynlea Cronin,
senior attacker Brooke McKenzie and senior
defender Betsey Priest.
Berger, the CAA Player of the Year, led
JMU in goals (59), assists (34) and points
(93). She ranked among NCAA leaders in

all three categories (seventh in points, 15th
in assists and 19th in goals).
Dardine, the CAA Defensive Player of
the Year, led the Dukes in caused turnovers
(39) and ranked 12th nationally in that category. Cronin was second for the Dukes in
goals (45) and third in points (53) and freeposition goals (6). She also ranked among
the NCAA leaders in goals average (2.25).
McKenzie was an All-CAA second team
selection and ranked second on the team in
assists (18), points (62) and free-position goals
(9). Priest was an All-CAA second team honoree and had season totals of 31 ground balls,
19 caused turnovers and 19 draw controls.

Academic slugging power
Six athletes named to Academic All-State team; men's swim team named Academic All-America

T

he Virginia Sports Information Directors honored six JMU athletes among
98 throughout the state for achievements both in athletic competition and in
the classroom. Earning 2005-06 Academic
All-State first team awards were Kim Argy
(soccer) and Matt Magerko (football).
Earning honorable mentions were Annie
Kim Argy ('06)
Lowry (soccer), Melanie Schaffer (soccer),
Ashley Reyher (tennis) and Kristen Sondermann (field hockey).
Argy, the women's soccer leading scorer and an all-region and
All-CAA honoree in 2005, had a 3.756 grade-point average in
accounting. Magerko, a graduate student in kinesiology with a
3.9 GPA, was named to four All-America first teams and was
football scholar-athlete of the year for the Atlantic 10 Conference last fall.
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The JMU men's swimming and diving
squad also proved their academic power.
The team earned 2005-06 Academic AllAmerica team honors by the Collegiate
Swimming Coaches Association of America. The Dukes posted a team grade-poinraverage of 2.84 under first-year head coach
Chris Feaster. The Dukes' collective averMatt Magerko ('OS)
age was bolstered by CAA Commissioner's
Academic honors and 10 individuals who earned a minimum
3.0 GPA. Those athletes included senior Evan Carhart; juniors
Mitch Dalton, Joe Moore and John Parks; sophomore Brian
Freitag; and freshmen Matt Fox, Tom Marrin, Dan Smullen,
Scott Terry and Jared Tschohl.
JMU's swim team was one of 80 Division I programs nationffl
ally to compile a GPA of2.80 or higher.
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Honored Dukes
Four alumni inducted into ]MU A thletics H all of Fame

op performers from three of the more-successful programs in ]MU athletics history and one of the university's leading all-time student-athletes were inducted
into JMU's Athletic Hall of Fame in April. Greater
Madison hosts the annual induction ceremony and
sports banquet. The 19th class of inductees include
Mark Gabriele ('95), a member of four men 's swimming and diving conference championship teams; Alisa Harris ('88), a member of
three women's basketball teams that won league titles and advanced
to the NCAA "Sweet 16;" Matt Holthaus ('95), a men's track and
field All-America and two-time JMU male student-athlete of the
year; and Carole Thate ('96), who led JMU's field hockey team to
an NCAA crown and was a national player of the year.
A top performer on the swimming and diving teams that won
four straight Colonial Athletic Association championships and
three Eastern College Athletic Conference titles, M ark Gabriele
won eight individual CAA cities and was a member of relay reams
that won 14 conference crowns. Gabriele was a four-time CAA winner in the 100-meter butterfly and won conference championships
in the 200-meter butterfly and the 200-mecer individual medley.
He won Eastern titles in both butterfly events and the individual
medley as a junior and in the 100-meter butterfly as a senior, and
he competed at the NCAA Championships in all three events. He
earned a Ph.D. in neurobiology and anatomy from Wake Forest
and joined the JMU biology faculty in 2001.
Alisa Harris led the women's basketball teams to some of the rop
accomplishments in JMU's athletics history. A four-year starter,
she had 1,473 points and 683 rebounds in a career during which
JMU compiled a 104-19 overall record, won three CAA titles and
advanced three times to the "Sweet 16" of the NCAA Touma-
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menc. Sh e is among only th ree Dukes JMU's Athletics Hall
with career totals of more than 1,400 of Fame class of 2006
points and 600 rebounds, and she still hail from basketball,
field hockey, swimming
ranks third on the team's career scoring and track teams. Now,
list and eighth on its all-time rebound- forever in the record
ing list. She was an all-league defensive books are: Alisa Harris
honoree in 1988 and a conference all- ('88), Matt Holthaus
('95), Carole Thate ('96)
tournament selection in 1986 and 1988 . and Mark Gabriele ('95).
Former two-time JMU male scholarathlete of the year Matt Holthaus earned All-America recognition as
a crack performer four times. He received All-America honors in the
outdoor mile in 1993, 1994 and 1995 and in the indoor mile in 1995.
He was the Intercollegiate Association ofAmateur Athletes of America
indoor champion in the 1,000 meters in 1995 and outdoors in the
1,500 meters in 1994, and he competed in the U.S. Olympic Sports
Festival in the 1,500 meters in 1994 and 1995. As a post-collegiate
performer he won the U.S. championship in the mile and was a member of several U.S. national teams. His best indoor times still rank first
in the 1,000 and mile, second in the 800 and fifth in the 3,000.
Carole Thate led the Dukes to the 1994 NCAA field hockey
title and to the 1995 CAA crown and NCAA semifinals. She was
the Honda Award winner as the NCAA's best player in 1995 and
College Spores magazine's 1994 and 1995 field hockey athlete of
the year. She led the nation in scoring in 1993, 1994 and 1995
and holds JMU records for career goals (116) , points (268) and
game-winning goals, and season marks for goals (40) and points
(93) . In 1995, she was first-team All-America (her only season of
eligibility), CAA player of the year and JMU's female athlete of the
year. She played on the Netherlands' bronze medal Olympic teams
in 1996 and 2000 and was captain of the 2000 team.
ffi
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Inspire others by serving others
A conversation with mentor and protege
oetry, education
and inspiring
change in the
lives of students
bring together
Furious Flower
Poetry Center director Joanne
Gabbin and SGA President
Wesli Spencer, who graduated
in May with a double major in
political science and cheater.
They discuss their inspiration
and inspiring ochers.
Wesli: Dr. Gabbin, you
spend so much of your time
talking to young people and
being a resource, as well as giving to society with your Furious
Flower Poetry Center. Where
does the motivation to give so
much co ochers come from?
Where [and] when exactly
did you make chat decision to
become a teacher, to dedicate
your life to all of us?
Joanne: I have to say honestly chat the root of chat inspiration for teaching and for sharing
with students happened when
I was probably 7 years old. My
mother said to me then, "I've Joanne Gabbin, executive director of the Furious Flower Poetry Center, English professor and for·
mer director of the JMU Honors Program, and Wesli Spencer ('06), JMU Student Government Asso·
taken you as far as I can with ciation president for 2005-06, inspire others through service.
your education and now you
Wesli: Why did you, as an African-American educator, decide
have to go further." This woman, who had only a fourth-grade
education, had caught me everything she could. And now I had to to come to JMU, a predominately white campus?
Joanne: Boch my husband and I were teaching at Lincoln Uniteach myself. Bue I realized when she said chat to me, she was valuing education. And from chat point on I tried to learn as much as I versity in Pennsylvania, the first institution for black college stucould so chat I could teach my sister and my brothers, and I could dents, founded in 1854. I loved teaching in chat historically black
indirectly teach my parents and give chem an opportunity for an institution because it was a mission. But after my husband got his
education chat they didn't have.
Ph.D. in accounting, he thought it would be a nice idea to float
Now every time I talk to students I chink about the potential his resume around to see what the job market was like. So chat's
chat they have, and I chink about how I can be a catalyst to make the reason he and I both came down here to interview with James
that potential grow. And I always have the feeling chat I've given Madison University. When we got home, we were not convinced
you, my students, as much as I can; I've taken you as far as I can chat we were going to leave Lincoln University. But as we thought
take you, and now you have to go further. Always, as a teacher, about JMU, we decided chat if we would come at all it would be
I'm going to expect chat you're going to be brighter, chat you're because of the students, because we both found the students to be
going to be better, chat you're going to make a greater contribu- exciting, sophisticated and really serious; but, I suppose, fun lovtion than I have made.
ing at the same time. We knew chat in coming to JMU we would
Wesli: What makes you so passionate about your teaching?
find chose students, chose African-American students. But we soon
Joanne: I just enjoy sharing knowledge, and I enjoy learning.
understood chat our mission was larger than communicating with
Teaching is a two-way street. Students teach teachers; teachers and inspiring African-American students. We felt we were supteach students, but when you get the process really going it's a posed to be here to also inspire and change the perspectives of
learning environment chat you create.
some of the white students. So our mission got a little larger.
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Wesli: What rewards or satisfaction do
you get from your work as executive director of rhe Furious Flower Poetry Center as
well as your work with students?
Joanne: I cell my colleagues char I went
from the best job on campus, as director
of the Honors Program, to a better job, if
that's possible, a job I created for myself.
As Furious Flower director, I spend my
rime crying to promote African-American
poetry through research, publication and
education. So it's like an outreach center
... to expose JMU nationally, to promote
chis poetry I love so much, to deal with
diversity on our campus, and to show chat
different cultures can be here and enrich
each ocher in a very meaningful way.
As for the rewards of reaching, rhe greatest gift I gee is when I hear about what my
students are doing, and when I remember char there was something char I said
or something char I modeled chat helped
chem professionally. You know teachers,
all teachers yearn for char compliment
char will say, 'you changed my life. There
was something you did char made me see
myself in a different light.' So you don't
have to bring me flowers, you just have to
cell me char you're doing well, char you've
become a good citizen and char you're giving back. And I'm extremely happy.
Wesli, yo u' re just such a student, one
who is always giving back, both in your
academic pursuits and in the scores of
extracurricular activities char you head or
are involved in. Tell us a little about chose.
Wesll: This year, I was fortunate enough
to serve as the student body president. I've
also been involved with theater and plays and
different productions, as well as with Alternative Spring Break helping with rebuilding
efforts in the Gulf Coast region. I've worked
in dining services and the University Recreation [Center], with Students for Minority
Outreach and orientation as well, and I was
involved in a number of leadership conferences. So I have a collection of experiences.
Joanne: There's one other thing yo u
didn't mention, the Neo Underground Railroad. Could you tell me a bit about chat?
Wesli: The idea for it comes from the history of the original Underground Railroad
in which Harrier Tubman led slaves to freedom by creating a network. And chis Neo
Underground Railroad is kind of along the
same lines. Ir's a network of students and
young people who are trying to help lead
our people to freedom from mental slavery.
This organization has played a major role in
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'... had I not come
to this university, I
would have never
known what the possibilities are. And
had I not been surrounded by such
inspirational individuals, I'd never know
what I could achieve.'
-

WESLI SPENCER

('06)

my life and in developing my character and
research and insight. It's really caught me
a lot about our society and our world. Bur
in addition to the many students who are
now involved, there are many colleges and
universities up and down rhe East Coast,
from Ivy League schools to community colleges, that are also now involved. Similar to
the Underground Railroad that had houses
chat were safe havens for escaped slaves, the
schools involved are that environment that
culrivates char freedom.
Joanne: It so unds like this is very
important to you.
Wesli: Well, freedom is important to me
as a person. Giving back to society is important to me as a person. I think I started to
realize the importance of these things at a
conference I attended. Every year the Center for Multiculrural Student Services sends
students to the National Black Student
Leadership Development Conference. T he
first year I went was the first time I had ever
been put in an environment in which I was
surrounded by so many leaders. Nor just
peers, bur prominent figures in society who
were making a difference, who were changing society for the better. Nikki Giovanni,
Dr. Elaine Jones, Kevin Powell, Donna Brazil. T he list goes on and on. These leaders
showed us how we could change the world.
They gave us reasons to make a positive
difference in our society, and they gave us
reasons to positively contribute. And from
there, the Neo Underground Railroad idea
got started. The idea came to use this conference as an environment where we could
culrivare an action plan or action campaign
to get us moving about a specific issue that
is affecting people. Then we create opportunities in which to acc.

I'm just grateful for chat opportunity,
because had I not come to this university, I would have never known what the
possibilities are. And had I not been surrounded by such inspirational individuals, I'd never know what I could achieve.
Joanne: That brings me to another
question. You are the first generation to
graduate from college in your family. As
I think about you, your leadership ability
and the wonderful humility you bring to
leadership, I also think about the fact that
all of this could have been unrealized if
you hadn't gone to college. Did you ever
feel char you wouldn't get to college?
Wesli: Yo u m entioned earlier your
mother and the impact she had on you.
My mother is that person for me . My
parents started college and completed
their first year, and then I happened.
My mother gave up her chance for a college education so I could h ave a life. So
in return, I chink I decided that my life
would be to serve, to give back to her, to
give back to them and to give back to others. So it's never been an option, I think,
for me not to go to college or for me not
to serve others.
Joanne: If you had to describe the kind
of leader you are, what would you say?
Wesli: I know this sounds cliche, but I'm
nor a leader at all. I'm a servant. I'm a hard
worker; I'm simply an ordinary person who
has been exposed to information that motivates me to do something about ir. If I see
char something is going to benefit a friend or
a group of people, I will work to make that
happen because that's what gives meaning
to my life. So I'm not a leader. I'm just in
the business of creating positive experiences.
Joanne: G iving back is really a focus
in your life. What motivates you to give
so much to people?
Wesli: I really like people. I like getting
to know people and learning from them.
No matter where they are, what walk of
life they come from, I think there's something char you can learn from chem. Also,
when you come to this institution, you are
surrounded by individuals who constantly
give (faculty members, yo u Dr. Gabbin,
people at the Center for Multicultural
Student Services and people at the conferences that you attend) . . . are giving their
knowledge and their wisdom to us. So, in
pare, I do believe it's something that you
learn, this giving. You're going to naturally
be inclined to fo llow char example, to folm
low in their footsteps.
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[Jonathan Koves]

Ac Koves Technologies, the revolutionary thinker also specializes in the design and development of innovative Web sites with
Macromedia's Flash software.
"Jonathan has one of the top Web design companies in the world,"
Jonathan Koves ('05) creates Iraqinews.com
says Carrie Belt ('04), assistant director for C3 (Creative Change CenBY KATIE O'Dowo ('07)
ter), a pioneering nonprofit creative center dedicated to improving
the quality of life and economic vitality in Richmond. "In face, his
ow many recent college graduates successfully run Web design frequencly gees stolen; and he has to go to great lengths
a Web site development and design firm that they to get it back.... He created, designed and donated the C3 Web
launched from their freshman dorm? How many site to our center because we were a start-up nonprofit and didn ' t
have worked with Fortune 500 companies and cli- have ample funds for a really nice Web site. Koves and his colleagues
have experience working with big
ents around the globe?
You'd be hard-pressed ro find
companies and really gee their hands
a 20-someching who has accomaround each client's goal."
plished these endeavors. But
With Marriott International Inc.
entrepreneur J onachan Koves
and General Electric Co. among
('05) has done both. The Amerithe company's cliencele, Koves
can Mensa member also scored in
Technologies serves an array of
the top 2 percent of the populabusinesses and individual patrons.
tion on the IQ test.
Koves also assists Muslim parties
Koves built a self-sufficient comin obtaining Web sites when they
pany from his residence hall room
cannot do so on their own. Musin JMU's Blue Ridge Hall, while
lims cannot use credit cards ro buy
his classmates looked for jobs in
Web sites, Belt says.
retail and on campus. Koves cre"One of the hardest things is
ated his own Web site developreally crying ro manage the workment firm to pay tuition bills.
flow from kickoff to delivery for
"le seemed to be a rime when it
clients ," Koves says. "We cry to
was a fairly sought-after service,"
make it as seamless as possible and
says Koves, who balanced school
make sure chat clients gee what they
and work by becoming an "insom- Jonathan Koves ('05) built his own Web site development
want when they wane it. le' s always
firm as a freshman, and appreciative patrons include Gen·
niac and a super-senior." He also eral Electric Co. and Marriott Internation al Inc.
a challenge we strive to meet. "
became a part-time student some
Koves Technologies underlines
semesters so he could devote more time to his company.
the importance of customer service in a field chat has a reputaThe start-up evenrually became Koves Technologies LLC, tion for not being customer-friendly, explains Koves. His comand Koves also created lraqinews.com, a Web site chat provides pany offers 24-hour customer support. "Customers should always
streaming news about major developments in the region. Koves be able to get in touch with a person ," Koves says.
has hired Iraqi journalists to provide news coverage from the
One of the main ways the company obtains business is through
war-torn country. "We'll provide a way to look at chis situation referrals. "We form a lot of long-term relationships," says Koves.
through Iraqi's eyes," he explains.
"le extends far beyond business; it's more than just a customerThe site operates without financing from ocher groups as Koves service relationship."
says he wanes to keep the site "intellectually diverse" and expand
Koves Technologies is headquartered in Richmond and has
the contacts and journalises in Iraq. "The Web site receives a tre- two locations in India and Romania. The company is currently
mendous amount of both hostile and favorable feedback. I wane setting up an additional location in Tempe, Ariz., and is looking
it to be the best news ouclec for Iraq. Freedom of inquiry and into possibly expanding in Europe.
ffi
expression is among the clearest advantages, and most urgent * Read more about this entrepreneur at JMU's "Be the Change Web
requirements, of modern democratic society," he says.
site: www.jmu.edu/bethechange.

Downloading democracy

H
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W HO SHINE IN MADISON'S

C ONST E LLATION

[Aimee Labrecque]

"Ac che White House, most of my time was spent teaching
classes, personal training and helping individuals," she says .
"Then I came to the Coast Guard and found out I had to do
a lot of public speaking and training. It only took m e a few
months to figure out that being able to educate groups of people
on healthy behaviors is what I am really passionate about, bur I
BY DONNA RA GSDALE DUNN ('94)
would have never known I had the talent or the skill to do char
imee Labrecque ('97) did nor expect co see anyone work- unless I left the W hite House."
Boch at che White House and now Labrecque feels char she's
ing out at the White House Athletic Center on Sept.
12, 2001. Bue she was amazed at the scream of Secret had the best possible jobs. "People always ask me what's it like
co work at che W hite House," sh e says. "The truth is, che only
Service agents and senior staff in the faci li ty chat day.
rime you really remember chat you' re at
While talking co these el ite individuals
che White House is when you cry to come
posc-9/ 11, the former White House Athor cry to leave because of che security.
letic Center fitness director got the same
Otherwise, the people inside che fitness
answer again and again: "We're here to gee
cen
cer appreciate being created like nora little sanity because what's going on here
mal
people. I always joked char everyone
is almost too much to take. "
is equal when they're in gym shores and
After seven years of promoting good overrunning shoes."
all health co individuals with high-stress jobs
Labrecque enjoyed seeing individuals
in che W hite House, Labrecque joined the
she
worked with in WHAC on television
U.S. Coast Guard, Department of Homea nd seeing the transition between th e
land Security, as a health promotion manager
Clinton and Bush administrations. "le was
for the Mid-Atlantic region in 2004. She also
fun to visit family, watch che news and
published The Complete Idiot's Guide to Worksay to my parents, 'Hey, I helped char guy
ing Out With a Partner (Alpha Books, 2004).
with his exercise program.' My
"Since 1997 when I moved to Washing"'=:£."§g
fami ly would gee such a kick
ton, D.C., my eyes have been opened to
-::=.,;; our of chat."
so many different ways chat I can use my
L ab rec q u e a l so had che
health science degree," Labrecque says. Aimee Labrecque ('97) proopportun
ity to begin new pro"But then again, I personally believe you motes overall health through
grams, su ch as yoga , at the
can make the job of your dreams out of any her position with the U.S.
center. "Unlike in ocher fitness
offer you gee. ... I think you have to look at Coast Guard. In 2004, she
published The Complete
fac
ili ties where m ost of yo u r
what your strengths are and find a career
Idiot's Guide to Working Out
programming
focus is on helping
path char will help you hone the strengths With a Partner.
members
improve
their physical
and develop some of your weaknesses."
Labrecque teaches classes on topics ranging from smoking ces- fitness and lose weight, being at the WHAC gave me an opporsation to stress management. She has found chat her work at the tunity co change char focus co a more overall health promotion
Coast Guard also requires her co help individuals functioning in approach," she says. "The one thing I can stress is chat if you are
extremely stressful situations. Mose recently, the Coast Guard passionate about what you got your degree in, you can cake ic
where you want to cake it. "
ffi
has been essential in hurricane relief.

Promoting_greater health
inside thelreltway

A
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'People always ask me what's it like to work at the White House ...
the only time you really remember that you're at the White House is
when you come or leave because of the security. I always joked that
everyone is equal when they're in gym shorts and running shoes.'
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BRIGHTLIGHTS

[Wenonah Miller Hauter]

Her career in public policy and science has been a perfect fit for
the woman who once considered majoring in biology.
"When I did social work, providing direct services during the
Reagan revolution, I was frustrated with the political situation .
. . . The real decision I made that led me down the path [of public policy] was wanting to work in an area where you could direct
BY DONNA RAGSDALE DUNN ('94)
the political situation instead of trying to make the best of a bad
enonah Miller Haurer ('78) has launched Food situation, " she explains.
Haurer still finds the political scene frustrating, but she is hopeand Water Watch, a nonprofit spin-off of Public Citizen, the consumer advocacy organization ful. "Politics have been deteriorating and not improving, but you
have to look at things through the longer spectrum of time," she
founded by Ralph Nader in 1971.
Hauter's career since graduating with a degree in sociology says. "It took 50 years to get rid of child labor. "
While Haurer spends her days in
has led her down the road of pubthe nation 's capital fighting to prolic policy, because, she says, "I really
believe social change can be made
tect food and water, at home in The
through grass-roots action."
Plains, Va., she lives what she believes.
Food and Water Watch has a full
She and her husband, Leigh, run a
Community Supported Agriculture
plate of public policy issues. The group
focuses on the "vital mission of protectfarm, providing fresh, subscription
ing our food and water from increased
vegetables and flowers grown without
corporate control, factory farming and
chemical pesticides, herbicides or ferprivatization," according to Joan Claytilizers. Families pay a "subscription
brook, president of Public Citizen.
fee" to receive produce from a CSA
Hauter was named executive director
farm . In its 12th year, Bull Run Farm
of Food and Water Watch following
provided food to more than 400 subeight years as head of the Critical Mass
scriber families last year.
Energy and Environment Program
"This is a radical departure from
at Public Citizen. During her tenure
the international food distribution
there, she saw the issues multiply.
system that most Americans have
At first, Hauter' s division of Public
become accustomed to, " according to
Citizen focused on fighting nuclear
bullrunfarm .com. "The average dispower, but it quickly expanded to
tance that the food in your grocery
address the policies surrounding
store has traveled is well over 2,000
deregu lation of the electric power
miles. With us, the vegetables travel
industry. "Some of my earliest work
less than 40 miles from our farm to
focused on Enron before Enron was
your table."
Wenonah Miller Hauter ('78) put s social science into
a household name," she says .
Mary Lou Wylie, retired JMU
action on her Community Supported Agriculture farm .
Then, her division began to look
professor of sociology, admires how
at issues such as the irradiation of food, industrialization of Hauter has lived what she believes: "Eve n when she was an
agriculture and water privatization. "We've really been able to undergraduate she was really interested in public issues . She's
change the debate about water," Hauter says.
very passionate about issues, and she has found a job where she
As the issues continued to multiply, so did Hauter's division. could really translate her sociology and her passion into doing
Eventually, it became too large to remain under Public Citizen, some really good things. "
so Hauter and her staff helped form Food and Water Watch.
Wylie believes other sociology students can find inspiration
Hauter, who began her career in social services, has a master's in Hauter's accomplishments. "She's not the person in the lab,
degree in applied anthropology. She first left social work for but she's looking at the implications of what is being researched.
advocacy when she went to work for the Union of Concerned The value of social science is to look . .. at the impacts on sociScientists. There, she concentrated on renewable energy issues. ety and the world."
ffi

Stopping corporate control
of food and water

W

I
I
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'This is a radical departure from the international food distribution
system that most Americans have become accustomed to ... The
average distance that the food in your grocery store has traveled
is well over 2,000 miles. With us, the vegetables travel less than 40
miles from our farm to your table.'
https://commons.lib.jmu.edu/madisonmagazine/vol29/iss4/1
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BRIGHTLIGHTS

[Ray Mason]

termaster Corps in Germany, later serving as an aide-de-camp
for Brig. Gen. Ken Lewi, 3rd Corps Support Command, with
units deployed in Germany. Many of these units served along
the eastern European border.
"I feel extremely fortunate that I had the privilege of attending JMU, " Mason says. "The academically healthy campus
BY DONNA RAGSDAL E DU NN ('94)
atmosphere allowed for creative and innovative open thought,
rig. Gen. Raymond Mason ('78), who helped begin the which allowed me to quickly learn the critical leadership skills
Reserve Officer Training Corps at JMU, today leads a that would prepare me for the high stakes, rapid-paced, everforce of more than 55,000 military, government civilians changing U .S. military combat environment."
Mason continued his education in the Army earning a Master
and contract workers to provide fuel, food and a multitude
of Science degree in procurement/contract management from
of other support services to more than 200,000 deployed forces.
the Florida Institute of TechAs rhe commanding general
nology in 1986 and an M.S. in
of all Army Materiel Command
national resource strategy fro m
forces within theater, Mason
the National Defense Universynchro nizes strategic and
sity in 1999.
operational logistics support
Serving in Grenada, A usfor all forces in Iraq, Kuwait,
tralia, Hawaii and along the
Afghanistan and the Horn
Demilitarized Zo n e near
of Africa. His 27-year Army
North Korea, Mason's military
career, an impressive resume of
achievements are numerous.
experience and his JMU experiA student at rhe yearlo ng
ence helped prepare Mason for
Army Command and General
his immense assignments.
Scaff College at Leavenworth,
Mason entered Madison
Kan ., he was selected as the
in rhe fa ll of 1974. The son
single "master logisrician" out
of a merc hant mariner who
of a class of 1,000 studen ts.
switched over to the Army in
He served as deputy director,
1942 , Mason came to JMU
Brig. Gen. Ray Mason (second from right) meets up with his boss, two·
logistics Q4), for the Joint Staff,
having traveled the world from star Gen. M.G. Kelly, and their two personal security officers in Iraq.
responsible for logistics planning
Paris to Berlin to California.
He was ready to continue in his family's military tradition, but for Operation Iraqi Freedom and Operation Enduring Freedom.
In March 2004, Mason was promoted to one-scar brigadier
JMU at that time did nor have an ROTC program.
"During my sophomore year a few of us Army 'brats' asked the general and assigned as the commander of rhe Defense Supply
JMU faculty to consider establishing an ROTC program," he says. Center-Philadelphia, Defense Logistics Agency, an organization
In 1976, two part-rime military instructors from the U ni- with $13 billion in annual worldwide sales of subsistence, clothversicy of Virginia established a satellite ROTC curriculum at ing textiles, medical supplies and combat material. In September
Madison. T he program expanded quickly on campus, and 24 2005, he was deployed to his current position in Kuwait.
This month, he will rake over as commander of the 19th Supstudents were commissioned as Army officers in 1978. Mason
port Command (Expeditionary) in Daegu, South Korea.
graduated as a second lieutenant.
"Although I love the Army, and it has provided me the oppor"My ROTC experience at JMU, and the great friendships
I still have with chose first ROTC officer graduates, gives me tunity to serve the United Stares, my family is my number one
great pride." Mason says. "Since my commissioning in 1978, priority," Mason says.
His w ife of 26 years, Patti, has moved with him 15 times,
hundreds of great Americans have received their military commaking
three of the moves while Mason was d eployed. She
mission through James Madison University and are serving our
runs a home-based nutrition business. They have rwo chilnation on freedom's frontier around the world. "
Mason met his wife, Patti K. Harris ('78) at Madison, and dren: Nick, a professional golfer in Denver, and Sarah, a stuffi
they began their married life with Mason serving in the Quar- dent ar Virginia Tech.

JMU ROTC pioneer serves
the world's freedom frontier

B

'My ROTC experience and the friendships I still have with those first
ROTC officer graduates, gives me great pride ... Since my commis·
sioning, hundreds of great Americans have received their military
commission through JMU and are serving our nation on freedom's
frontier around the world.'
Published by JMU Scholarly Commons, 2006
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MADISON STRETCHES WELL PAST THE BL U ESTONE AND
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ROOFS OF FRONT CAMPUS AND REACHES TOW ARD THE HORIZON .
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Student Ambassadors

introduce JMU to prospective

s tu den ts and parents

w

ll<ing Bacl<ward
BY KATIE o'DOWD ('07)

P IHOTOGRAPHS BY CASEY TEMPLETON ('06)

)

"ONE TIME I RAN RIGHT INTO A FENCE," saysJMU Student Ambassador Kevin Elliker ('08) as he leads an eager
group of eight prospective students and their parents past
Newman Lake. "We walk backwards, but by no means are
you encouraged to," he adds with a laugh.
Elliker looks the part of an enthusiastic tour guide. His
purple polo shirt, which has become a symbol of JMU's
Student Ambassadors, is visible under his red wind breaker.
"My favorite part of giving tours is helping people get to
where they want to be, whether that's directing somebody
back to their car at the end of the tour, or guiding them
around JMU and convincing them that our school has thousands of amazing opportunities waiting," he says.
JMU's Student Ambassadors is an all-volunteer group
whose members lead campus tours for prospective students,
alumni and special events. Ambassadors answer questions
on everything from student life to campus life and are well
versed on JMU's long list of extracurricular activities and
academic programs.
The role the ambassadors play in admissions is critical.
JMU received more than 20,000 applications for admission
for the 2006-07 academic year. "The campus visit is among

https://commons.lib.jmu.edu/madisonmagazine/vol29/iss4/1
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the top two or three things that influence a student's decision
to choose a particular school," says Michael Walsh, director
ofJMU's Office of Admissions.
The campus atmosphere that "sells itself' to prospective
students is just as contagious for current students. More
than 350 students apply each semester for the coveted title
of Student Ambassador.
Kevin Elliker's tour co-pilot, Student Ambassador Maria
Powell ('08), wears the JMU colors proudly - a purple ribbon tied neatly in her hair. "I really just wanted the opportunity to be a part of our amazing university," she says. "It
feels great to know that you might have helped someone
make the choice to come to JMU."
As the tour group moves through the campus' Lake area,
Elliker and Powell point out the Tree Houses, where 25 to
27 freshmen typically live each year, and Greek Row, where
the sorority houses are located.
"On the [other] college tours we've been on, the guides
haven't been walking backward," says prospective parent
Lois Luckett, who came all the way from Louisville, Ky.,
to visit JMU with her fourth son. "We thought they were a
dying breed."
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MAQISON's STUDENT AMBASSADORS do more than create a\ positive and lasting first impression for pwspective
st , dents and their families. This dedicated group enhances
the Maa.ison Experience through devotion and service to all
students. It's right in the club's mission statement: "Student
Ambassadors is a dynamic and enthusiastic group that promotes JMU to students past, resent and future."
Ambassad rs also help with activities at Homecoming,
Family Weekend, James Madison Day and commencement,
and suppor:t JMU athletics at sporting events.
Elliker and Powell slow down in front of Mrs. Green's,
an all-you-can-eat salad bar - the first food stop on the
campus tour. Elliker shares a Mrs. Green's attribute, "Girls
go for the food; the guys go for the girls."
Powell points out Chandler and Shorts Residence Halls,
pausing in front of Eagle Hall, which she says is the "second
tallest building in Rockingham County."
The group moves quickly through Zane Showker Hall,
one of the many wireless areas of campus and home of the
College of Business. "The building was designed to look like
a business environment to make students well-prepared,"
Elliker explains. JMU has been named a "most wired"
school by Yahoo Internet Life magazine.
Leaving Showker, Elliker and Powell lead the tour past the
newly opened Plecker Athletic Performance Center, which
houses a weight room and study lounge for student athletes.
A Duke Dog statue in front of the athletics center grimaces proudly as the group passes. The statue, donated

by an alumni family, is a constant reminder of the 2004
NCAA Division I-AA National Championship. The tour
group moves into the recently renovated stadium and center. "How many schools can you just walk through the stadium?" Elliker asks. "You can't do that at Notre Dame."
Exiting the stadium, the ambassadors lead the group up
the dreaded hill of stairs toward Bluestone Drive. "Tough on
a tour guide," Elliker laughs. Crossing the train tracks, Elliker
and Powell joke about the exhausted "explanation" of the
train "preventing" students from getting to class on time.
The guides stop at the top of the hill (and ask the group co
turn backward) as they point far across campus at the University Recreation Center, looming over I-81. Built in 1996, the
three-story center houses weight rooms, basketball courts, a
swimming pool and a track.
"Pick JMU," a girl in a purple sweatshirt shouts to the
prospective students as they
cross Bluestone Drive.
The next stop on the tour
is Gibbons Hall - known as
D-Hall by the student body.
"If yo u call it Gibbons, its
obvious you're a freshman,"
Student members
E lliker warns. Ranked No.
7 in the country for food by
the Princeton Review, Elliker
calls D-Hall the "creme de la
Tours a day
creme" of campus food. JMU's
12 dining choices were cited in
The Washington Post's "Food "
Tours a day during spring
section last March for restaurant-style atmospheres and
h ealthful menu choices.
As the group heads toward
Miles per campus tour
the Quad, Powell talks about
the oldest part of campus the Bluestone area. The oldest
building on the Quad is Jackson
Tours a year per ambassador
Hall, which now fittingly houses
the history department. A father
takes diligent notes as the guides
rattle off interesting campus
Miles backward a year
facts like JMU's student/faculty
ratio (1 7 / 1) and that JMU students come from all 50 states
Visitors tal<e a tour each year
and 60 foreign countries. T he
prospective students grip their
yellow plastic bags filled with
goodies from the admissions
Awesome sunset every day
office while quietly absorbing
the hustle and bustle of students
Learn more at www.jmu.edu/
orgs/ambassadors/
rushing to and from class.

Student

Ambassadors

by the numbers

150
8
40
2

25
7,500
20,000
1

In the lobby of Zane Showker Hall, home of the College of Business,
Elliker tells the group, "Showker Hall was designed to look like a business environment, and it's one of the many wireless areas of campus."
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Open here

to see the
foldout map
of today's

campus.

The construction of campus began

Madison

through
theAges

1

9

0

8

2

0

0

6

in 1909 with two buildings - now
called Jackson Hall and Maury Hall
(above) - that sat on farmland at the
ourer edge of Harrisonburg. Constant
growth and expansion have been a
hallmark for the campus ever since.
Today, JMU extends over 650 acres
of rolling Shenandoah Valley hills and
includes more than 100 buildings.
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The changing Madison landscape
H istoric bluestones to wire l ess san ds t on es and eve ry t h i ng i n between

Built in 1915 - wit h an addition (Harrison Annex)
in 1928 - Harrison Hall, center, was renovated
and a second addition built in 2005. Original
name: Students' Building; renamed in 1917.

Co_m~leted in May 2005, the Physics/Chemistry
bui!ding includes well-equipped teaching laborat orie~for general, integrated organic/inorganic,
physical, analytical and biochemistry sciences.

The student galleries forTerly located in Zirkle House and the professional photography gallery have
relocated to the Grace St[eet Gallery (top center). Three student galleries will share exhibition space
and operate as artworks ~allery. The student-run gallery will continue to feature undergraduate and
graduate stud~nt work. T[ e Studio Center, across the street, houses the School of Art and Art History.

Renovations to Miller Ha I, built in 1972, will be
complete in 2007. Origilially a science building,
Miller will house psycholo~y, geology/environmental sciences and sociologyt nthropology programs.

The East Ca
.
Plete by f II mpus Library is planned to be com81 , collec~i/OOS. Located east of Interstate
science and t"s and study spaces will support
echnology curricula.

https://commons.lib.jmu.edu/madisonmagazine/vol29/iss4/1
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A new administration and finance building
was constructed to replace one destroyed by
fire in 2003. The South Main Street complex
houses offices of accounts payable, cash and
investments, finance, grants and contracts, IT
services, payroll and procurement.

The projected Frances Plecker Education Building will house the Edith J. Carrier Arboretum's
botanical library, office and meeting space ,
workshops and restrooms.

ARBORETUM PHOTOGRAPH BY TOM COGILL ; AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHS
BY DIANE ELLIOTT ('00); MAP BY BRYON THOMPSON
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JAMES MAD ISON UNIVERSITI
Alumnae Hall: C-4
Anthony-Seeger Hall: 8-3
Arboretum: G-9
Ashby Hall: C-4
Bell Hall: E-4
Blue Ridge Hall: 1-8
Bookstore: D-5
Bridgeforth Stadium: C-6
Burruss Hall: D- 4
Cardinal House: G-5
Carrier Library: D-4
Chandler Hall: C-7
Chappelear Hall: E-6
Chesapeake Hall: H-7
CISAT Library Site: 1-6
Cleveland Hall: C-4
Commons, The: D-5
Converse Hall: 8-5
Convocation Center: E-7
Dingledine Hall: F-5
Driver Modulars: F-7

Duke Hall: C-4
Eagle Hall: C-6
Eastover House: H-5
Festival Conference and
Student Center: 1-7
Frederikson Hall: E-6
Frye Building: C-5
Garber Hall: E-5
Gibbons Hall: D-5
Gifford Hall: 8-5
Godwin Hall: D-6
Grace Street House: 8-3
Grace Street Gallery: A-3
Grafton-Stovall Theatre: D-5
Greek Row: 8-6
Hanson Hall: E-6
Harrison Hall: C-5
Health Center: D-4
Health and Human Services: G-7
Hillcrest House: D-5
Hillside Hall: E-5

Hoffman Hall: C-5
Huffman Hall: E-6
Ikenberry Hall: F-6
ISAT/CS: G-6
Jackson Hall: C-5
JMAC 1-6: 8-4
JMU Modular: F-7
Johnston Hall: C-4
Keezell Hall: C-5
Lanscaping Services: 8-5
Leeolou Alumni Center: H-6
Logan Hall : 8-5
Long Field/Mauck Stadium: G-6
Maury Hall: C-5
McGraw-Long Hall: F-5
Memorial Hall: A-2
Memorial Stadium: 8-1
Miller Hall: C-4
Moody Hall : C-5
Mr. Chips: E-5
Music Building: C-4
Newman Lake: C-7
Parking Deck: C-6
Paul Street House: H-5
Pavilion: F-7
Performing Arts Center
Future Site: 8-4

Phillips Hall: D-5
Physics and Chemistry: H-6
Plecker Athletic Center: D-6
Potomac Hall: H-7
Quad, The : C-4
Rockingham Memorial
Hospital: D-4
Roop Hall: C-5
Sheldon Hall: C-4
Shorts Hall: C-6
Showker Hall: D-7
Sonner Hall, Admissions
Welcome Center: C-7
Spotswood Hall: C-4
Studio Center: 8-2
Taylor Hall: D-5
Theatre II: 8-5
University Recreation Center: F-7
University Services: 8-3
Varner House: C-5
Wampler Hall: 8-4
Warren Hall: D-5
Wayland Hall : 8-5
Weaver Hall: F-6
White Hall: F-6
Wilson Hall: C-5
WVPT: 8-7

8
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New Student Ambassadors attend a training session led by the tour cofrdinator to learn JMU facts and important topics to cover on campus
tours. Then each ambassador is required to shadow at least two tours Y(ith a veteran Student Ambassador and take a final comprehensive
tour with the tour coordinator to hone their knowledge of academics, ~dministration, tour routes, JMU trivia and folklore. Ambassadors
begin training in February so they can start leading tours after Spring Break. Above, Elliker leads his group past D-Hall, and below, he takes
the group past the Plecker Athletics Center into the football stadium.1

https://commons.lib.jmu.edu/madisonmagazine/vol29/iss4/1
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ELLIKER TALKS ABOUT THE MYSTERIOUS TUNNELS that run
underneath the Quad. "When JMU was a women's college, the university president didn't want the young ladies
to walk in the rain," he says. But the runnels, which also
housed Heating ducts, have long been closed to student traffic - well, "official" student traffic.
Elliker leads the tour farther into the Bluestone Area and
explains that the Quad is wireless now, which allows students to sit outside with their laptops and do class work.
Elliker points outJfarrison Hall, which was recently renovated and now houses the School of Media Arts and Design,
the School of Communication Studies, the Institute of
Technical and Scientific Communication, the Writing Program and the offices of the College of Arts and Letters.
The guides also mention the Music Building at the far end
of the Quad. Thanks to an anonymous $1 million donation,
the School of Music became an All-Steinway School in 2005, a
distinguished honor awarded by the N.Y.-based firm of Steinway & Sons to music schools that exclusively use its pianos.
When the guides stop in front of Wilson Hall, the "figurehead of the Quad," a fellow ambassador runs eagerly over to
the group. Sophomore Meghan McCormack is completing an
assignment for her communications class, where she's learning
how to decode and encode facial expressions. She has to walk
around the Quad, smiling and waving at anyone she sees. "I
hope you enjoy your day," she says, heading back to class.
As the group continues, the Wilson Hall bell chimes
loudly. Every day at noon, the bells play the ]MU Fight Song.
The tune to "Madison, James Madison, We are the Dukes of
JMU," resonates through campus.
Wiih\-

liM

"I learned that we are called the JMU Dukes in honor of our second
president, Samuel Page Duke," says Maria Powell ('08). "It's fun to
throw in some fun JMU facts while talking about academics."
34
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Two friends from Delaware, both high school juniors, are
already hoping they can become part of the Madison tradition. "We have a friend who goes here," says Emily Shapero,
17. "It's definitely my top choice."
The guides slow down again in front of Kissing Rock near
the edge of the Quad. Elliker explains that it was too expensive
to remove the enormous limestone rock when the Quad was
first graded to build Alumnae Hall. Before JMU became coed, students from Virginia Military Institute would visit to take
Madison women on dates. After they returned from their night
out, the couples could sit on one side of the rock and kiss goodnight without the "dorm mother" seeing. Today the legend is if
you kiss someone on the rock, you will marry him or her.
A mother on the tour appreciates the guide's anecdotes.
"The guides have a great sense of humor," says Julie Norton, who lives near Charlottesville. "I like how they throw
in the extra stuff, like the kissing rock."
The group heads toward The Commons, and the ambassadors point out Rockingham Memorial Hospital in the
distance. JMU will expand into there once the hospital relocates. They briefly visit Carrier Library and Elliker answers
a question about the library's online access and interlibrary
loan features. Prospective students ask to stop for a few minutes in front of D-Hall (The Commons area) to listen to a
band playing.
"I have this little theory about The Commons," says
Elliker. "During the lunch hour on a nice day, you can't go
10 seconds without seeing somebody you know. It's a fun
fact to share with the tours, but it also lets them know that
although JMU is large, it has the feel of a small school."
Molly Lapekas, a high school senior from Charlottesville,
watches the commotion as students make their way through
The Commons. She was accepted to JMU for fall 2006, but
this is her first campus visit. Her ambassador-led tour, she
says, "will definitely weigh in her final decision."
Before entering D-Hall, Powell and Elliker point to the newest part of campus across the interstate, where the Integrated
Science and Technology, Health and Human Services, and
Physics/Chemistry buildings rise against the backdrop of the
Blue Ridge Mountains.
Once inside the all-you-can-eat buffet, these prospective Dukes witness the lunch rush firsthand. And they get
another friendly warning from Elliker, "The dessert section
is the death of you freshman year." That's not in the 40-plus
page Student Ambassador Tour Guide Manual. It's something every student learns.
Student Ambassadors go through rigorous, semester-long
application and training programs to learn how to best represent the university and lead campus tours. "JMU - the
campus and the students - usually does all the convincing on its own," says Elliker. "As an ambassador, I just talk
about what prospective students and parents can't see from
the outside looking in."

m
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Ab ove: Even with a lack of Frisbee players and lawn daisies (sunbathers), prospectives can see that the Quad is the heart of campus. Elliker shows off the new sidewall<s that crisscross the Quad.
The sidewalks were installed in 2005 to replace beaten paths created by decades of students.

https://commons.lib.jmu.edu/madisonmagazine/vol29/iss4/1

Below: Lauren Caskey ('08) and Student Ambassador Meghan
McCormack ('08) run up to Elliker's tour group at the Quad. Their
" smile attack" went beyond friendliness; the duo were completing
a communications class assignment - learning how to decode and
encode facial expressions.
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Dick Roberts ' $1 mill ion for t ) e Shirley Hanson
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Roberts Conc ert Hall is in gratitude for JMU's gift

I!
1:
11,
II!

I
I
J

to him - his sweetheart of 50 years

I

A Madison Io ve story
I
BY KAREN DOSS BOWM AN
PHOTOGRAPH BY MARK ATKINSO N

f,
O N A WARM SUMMER DAY in June 1954, Madison College
sorority sisters Shirley Hanson and Fern Jennings strolled
together on the Virginia Beach boardwalk. At the same time,
Dick Roberts, a young midshipman from the U .S. Naval
Academy, was in the Tidewater area for summer training with
the Marines. He and a fellow "middie" had just left a shooting gallery on the boardwalk, where Dick won a trophy for his
skills. As the men walked along, Dick noticed Shirley and told
his buddy she was the most beautiful woman he'd ever seen.
Dick approached Shirley and offered his trophy to her, saying, "Congratulations, you have been voted the most beautiful woman on the boardwalk - here's your trophy. We also
have the privilege of taking you ladies to dinner tonight."
The girls huddled, he says, and then, "That vision in the
pink bathing suit looked at me and said, 'We accept."'
From that point on, Dick says he was smitten. After courting fo r a few years, the couple married on Aug. 3, 19 57.
If Shirley had not been attending Madison College, Dick
believes the two wo uld never have met. She had considered transferring to an Ohio school after her freshman year,
he explains; and if she had done so, she never would have
been vacationing in Virginia Beach that day with her Tri

i'!

!1

Sigma sisters. "Something kept her from transferring," Dick
says. "It had to be her experience at Madison, that first year
before we'd met. "
As an expression of affection and appreciation for the university, Dick, a retired cable television executive, recently
gave $1 million to JMU, to name the Shirley Hanson Roberts Concert Hall, which will be part of the future Performing Arts Center. But the gratitude Dick Roberts feels
toward Madison is something he could never repay - he
considers the university's "gift" to him far more priceless.
"No other human being has had a more positive impact
on my life than my wife," Dick says. "Were it not for her, I
would not be the person I am today. And if it were not for
Madison College, we would not have met."
Sitting in the library of their Virginia Beach home, the
Roberts seem to enjoy telling the story of how they m et ,
bantering and elaborating on each other's version of the
tale. T he more reserved Shirley uncharacteristically d iscloses that as she and Fern huddled that day, they discussed giving the midshipmen fake names. But mistaking
them for Naval officers, the girls decided such trickery
wouldn' t be necessary.
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It's a tale that Shirley and Dick both claim her parents never
knew. "In those days, you didn't even speak to strange boys,
much less go out to dinner with them," Shirley says. "My poor
mother never knew about that."
"Her mother would have died," Dick adds, "and her father
would have killed me."
To this day, neither Shirley nor Dick knows how her parents thought the two mer.
"Eyebrows were raised," Dick jokes, when Shirley brought a
Navy man - "a Yankee," he says - from Quincy, Mass., to
her Lynchburg, Va., home.
But Dick becomes more serious and notes that it surely was
"divine intervention" that brought the couple together. Shirley's 50th college reunion in April gave the couple an opportunity to reunite with her lifelong Madison friends, including
Fern Jennings Frutchey ('56), who was there when the Hanson-Roberts romance began.
The springtime visit to campus was Shirley's first in about
25 years. "The size was overwhelming," she says. "I really don't
think I could have found my way around if you had taken me
and just dropped me off down there."
Even so, the campus felt familiar to her. "I felt [the campus]
still had retained its friendliness - the same atmosphere," as
when she was a student. The education major has fond memories of her classes, student teaching, May Day dances and Saturday night movies. She also remembers with affection Mama
Ding, the dorm mother for the Tri Sigma sorority house. "She
was just a wonderful lady," Shirley says. "Her patience, how
interested she was in all the girls - she just had a wonderful
way of doing things that made you want to follow the rules."
Of course, Shirley admits there were times she and her
friends broke the rules, but their antics pale in comparison to
today's standards. "Probably the worst thing we did was wear

https://commons.lib.jmu.edu/madisonmagazine/vol29/iss4/1

our raincoats over a pair of Bermudas to go check the mail,"
she says, laughing. And, Shirley says, Mama Ding was never
told the story of how she met Dick - especially the part about
wearing a pink bathing suit.
After graduating, Shirley and her roommate, Margie Hazel
Presson, ('56), rented an apartment in Portsmouth, Va., where
Shirley taught high school social studies, and Margie was an elementary school teacher. While Dick was deployed in the Mediterranean Sea aboard the USS Forrestal, the world's first super
aircraft carrier, the roommates planned Shirley's wedding. The
women are still close friends and gee together at lease once a year.
"The nicest thing I got from JMU is my lifelong friendship
with Shirley," Presson says. "I wouldn't trade it for anything
because I chink many people go through life without having a
real true friend, and that's what Shirley and I are."
During Spring Reunion Weekend, the Roberts also made a
point to chat with students they encountered, and both were
impressed with their enthusiasm for the university. They also
were impressed with JMU President Linwood H. Rose, who
spoke at the Class of 1956 reunion luncheon about the universiry' s need to raise private funds as higher education faces
cuts in state and federal budgetary support. Dick says he was
surprised to learn that state-supported schools are relying more
and more on philanthropic giving.
T he Performing Arts Center, which is on target for groundbreaking next year, caught his attention - not only because
of its value to JMU students, but also because the community
will benefit from the cultural initiative.
"The Roberts' gift was motivated purely by chis overwhelming feeling chat Dick got when he was on campus," says Sally
Boucher, director of development for university programs.
T h e 600-seac Shirley Hanson Roberts Concert Hall will
provide a performance venue for the university's large musi-
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cal ensembles, as well as for guest artists, explains Jeff Showell,
director of the School of Music. It will include a choral balcony and a large symphonic organ loft. In designing the room,
"acoustics rule," he says. While the setting is intimate, the room
will be built with a large air space above the ceiling. "So the
ceiling is very tall, but it won't look terribly high," he explains.
Marilou Johnson, interim dean of the College of Visual and
Performing Arts, says the concert hall will be a much-needed
I replacement to Wilson Hall's multipurpose room where
i
ensembles currently perform. "This moves us to the level
I of venues that you find in large cities that are designed for
music," Johnson says.
Students today
The Madison Singers also ser'
enaded the Class of 1956 during
OfflOrrOW, 20 years their reunion, and Dick was so
I rom now Will never taken with their perfor~ance
I
'
that he earmarked a pornon of
l<now who Shirley
the donation for the ensemble's
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Hanson was. But
when they wall<
· t th t
t
In O a COnCer
hall they Will realI- 'h
/IZe t at Someone
~hought enough of
J~er experience at
LIMU to be sure that
i
1
!hey have a chance
/tO have a worldclass experience.'

July trip to Prague'. the c~pital of
the Czech Republic. This was a
case of serendipity because some
of the singers were short of funds
for the trip, says director Patrick Walders. "We were hoping
angels would surface," he says.
The ensemble went abroad
to participate in a large choral
festival that combined more
than 150 voices from other
universities and from the Czech
community. "It was a once-ina-lifetime experience [for the
students]," Walders says.
While Dick was certain that
it was the right time for the
couple to make the $1 mil- DI C K ROBERTS lion stock transfer gift, Shirley needed some convincing
that it was financially prudent. Not only that, but Shirley
- whom friends describe as very private, modest and unassuming - initially was a little embarrassed at the idea of
having the facility named for her.
"Shirley is the practical one - I'm kind of the wild-eyed
dreamer," Dick says, going on to explain his strategy for
persuading her to agree to the gift. He presented the idea
to Shirley, whom he describes as a "feet-on-the-ground
woman," in three stages - each time upping the ante.
"Students today, tomorrow, 20 years from now, will never know
who Shirley Hanson was," Dick says he finally told her. "But when
they walk into that concert hall, they will realize that someone
named Shirley Hanson Roberts, Class of 1956, thought enough of
her experience at JMU to be sure that they have a chance to have,
in this particular venue, a world-class experience."
After making this point, he says, Shirley said nothing. Then
he knew she was in agreement. "She's such a really wonderful

wife," he says. "She just raises sound, practical questions. It's
just the way she thinks through things."
JMU isn' t the first institution to benefit from the Roberts' generosity. Last year, for example, they gave $1 million
to endow the Shirley H. and Richard D. Roberts Director of
Architectural History position for the Colonial W illiamsburg
Foundation, where Dick is a trustee. They are generous with
their good fortune, but they usually prefer to give silently.
"We've been blessed in so many different ways, and I don't want
to dwell on the material because that has never been our focus,"
Dick says. "It's just kind of come along, and we're grateful."
The Roberts also are active volunteers with various nonprofit organizations in their community. The former president
and chief executive officer ofTeleCable Corp. and former secretary of Landmark Communications Inc., Dick also is a board
member for Virginia Wesleyan College. The Harvard Business
School graduate recently completed a term as chair of the Norfolk Airport Authority. He also has served on the boards of the
Westminster-Canterbury Foundation, the Children's Health
System Inc. of Norfolk and the Chrysler Museum.
At First Presbyterian Church of Norfolk, where the Roberts
are members, Shirley was the second woman ever elected an
elder. She served several terms totaling about 15 years, completing her most recent stint in June. Shirley also is an active volunteer for King's Daughters Children's Hospital, the Garden Club
of Norfolk and the Redwood Garden Club. She has been a
board member for the Norfolk Botanical Garden, WestminsterCanterbury Foundation and the Portsmouth Service League.
It should come as no surprise to Shirley that Dick would
choose to name JMU's future concert hall for her - seven
years ago, he named his home after her. Shirley Hall, a Georgian-style, Colonial Revival home located in the Bay Colony
of Virginia Beach, is listed in the Virginia Historic Landmarks
Register. The house was designed by architect William Graves
Perry of the nationally known Boston firm, Perry, Shaw and
Hepburn - the leading architects for the restoration of Colonial Williamsburg. After purchasing the home in 1996 as a
place for their antiques collection, the couple spent about 18
months meticulously restoring its original character.
Though the house is "young," having been built in the
1940s, it qualifies as a historic landmark because many of its
features are old, such as the floors, which are cypress boards
that the original owners brought from an 1840s Louisiana
plantation. The 180-yea~-old staircase, part of the original
structure, came from a farmhouse in Princess Anne County.
During their 49 years of wedded bliss, the Roberts have
raised three daughters, Catherine, Helen and Caroline, and
have five grandchildren. The secret to a long, happy marriage
is simple, Dick says: "I love her."
But any marriage that's endured nearly five decades has had
its share of challenges and hurdles, they say. Keeping the bonds
strong requires a desire to make the marriage work, Shirley says.
"You either pull rogether and come out the other end of the tunnel, or else you crash in the middle of the dark tunnel," Dick adds.
"We have been mightily blessed to have this relationship." ffl
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BE the CHANGE /
An interview with arts
benefactor Judy Strickler ('60)
J UDY AND CHARLES "cHIP" STRICKLER courted at Madison
where he proposed to her in 1961. Together they served as
tireless fans and advocates ofJMU for decades. Chip, who died
in 1999, and his brother, Twig, were the driving force behind
JMU's ROCCO Forum on the Future, a progressive forum
to explore social and economic trends. Today Judy continues
her family's tradition of giving back to JMU, most recently by
making a gift to support the future Performing Arts Center.
Madison: You have a long record of being a generous supporter of the arts. Why do you think the arts are so important?
Strickler: The arts add a quality of life to one's experiences.
When I came to JMU as a student, there were several courses
that we had to take to be more well-rounded students, and two
of those were art appreciation and music appreciation. JMU
offered me an opportunity to grow and develop as a person. I
am so pleased with what JMU is doing in the arts. We have an
outstanding faculty for theater and dance and talented students
who present nationally recognized productions despite limited
resources and facilities. Once the Performing Arts Center,
with its convenient parking, is complete, it will be wonderful
to have even greater accessibility for the community to experience these exceptional theater and dance productions.
The building itself will be spectacular. It will be a real asset
no t only for JMU, but also for the community at large. My
Byrd grandchildren have been involved in the arts through
JMU for a long time, so I have firsthand knowledge of how
outreach programs can really benefit kids.
Madison: What motivated you to accept the JMU Board of
Visitors position, and why is it an important use of your time?
Strickler: As a member of the Harrisonburg and Rockingham
community, my goal is to help cement a bener relationship between
the university and the city. Right now JMU is doing so many great
things. The students are involved in community service locally and
in faraway efforts like Katrina Relief, and the community doesn't
realize that. We have an excellent faculty. Making it easier for the
community to participate in a wide variety of activities here will help
bridge the gap between the university and the community and bring
a greater understanding and sense of ownership between the two.
Madison: You also were instrumental in starting the Edith J.
Carrier Arboretum and Botanical Gardens. Talk about that.
Strickler: Through an advisory council, we built an attractive
entrance, created native plant gardens and developed the area so
the community could enjoy it. One of my most special memories was working on the design of the gates at the entrance of the
arboretum. Chip and I commissioned Ken Beer, who was an art
professor at JMU, to design and build sculptural gates that are
naturalistic, and gave them in honor
Judy Strickler ('60), here
of Charles and Dorothy W ampler.
Madison: T h ere is a long Strickler with granddaughter Ali
Byrd, has been a steadfamily connection to JMU.
fast JMU advocate for
Strickler: That's right. I gradu- decades. She has made a
ated in 1960 as a home economics gift to help fund the future
major. After I received a master's Performing Arts Center.

https://commons.lib.jmu.edu/madisonmagazine/vol29/iss4/1
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degree from the University of Tennessee, I taught at JMU for
a year and was a supervisor for the home management house,
which is now Varner House. One of my duties was to check
the girls in. At that time, anyone who left had to return by curfew. The night my husband proposed to me I had to be back at
10:30 to check the girls in. Well, I had no idea that he was going
to propose. If I had, I would have made other arrangements.
Our ties to JMU go back even farther - to my student days
here. Chip went to Virginia Tech, and we dated when he was
in town. Back then we had to tell our dates goodnight out in
front of Spotswood Hall at the lamppost and then walk up to
the door by ourselves. Years later Chip told Dr. Carrier that he
wanted one of those lampposts, one of those "500-watt moons,"
if they ever got rid of them. And lo and behold a few years later
one of them showed up, and it's in our backyard now - still
working and reminding me of the good times that Chip and I
shared when I was a student here.
When JMU's sports programs became more visible shortly
after Dr. Carrier came in 1971, Chip and I were always spectators. Now my grandchildren are into sports, so we come to football games, men's and women's basketball games and particularly
the men's and women's soccer matches. Our daughter, AnneMarie [Elles ('91)], graduated from JMU and has been a very
active alumna in Richmond and has served on the alumni board
as well. My daughter, Stephanne ('93M), and her husband, Ted
Byrd ('90M), both got their master's degrees here. I also have
relatives on my side of the family who've gone here, including
my aunt, Virginia Shreckhise Wilson, who graduated in 1940.
Madison: Where do you thinkJMU will be in the next 20 years?
Strickler: I think one of the best things about JMU is its ability to grow, to change and to adapt. JMU has graduated students who have made contributions worldwide. I believe JMU
will continue to make an impact on society, education, the arts,
health and science. Either you grow and change as an institution or you become irrelevant. JMU adds to everyone's quality
oflife. As I think about all Madison has to offer, I often wonder,
wouldn't there be a huge void in our lives if we didn' t have this
resource in our community?
ffl
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New Performing Arts
Center will showcase and
centralize the arts for
JMU and the community

Location, Io ation , locatio n
BY MARGIE SHETTERLY
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THE VIEW ACROSS MAIN STREET from the Quad is about to be
transformed into a showcase for the performing arts. Ground
broke in May on a parking deck for the future Performing Arts
Center, which will unite the College of Visual and Performing
Arts with superb theater, dance, music performance and classroom spaces. Moreover, the center will provide the proximity
among the performing arts that students and professors have
long sought to feed their creative and collaborative energy.
Currently, the "cross-pollination of ideas" between disciplines is difficult with the college's professors and students
spread across campus, William Buck, director of the School
of Theatre and Dance, admits. "You get an idea and just
want to open your door and walk down the hall to discuss
it with your colleagues" - but can't because they're on the
other side of campus.
The lack of a centralized location affects student and professor collaboration, according to Marilou Johnson, interim
dean of the College of Visual and Performing Arts. "Our students don't run into one another as often as they should and
don't often experience the energy and excitement that comes
from bouncing ideas off of one another. With the new Performing Arts Center, the possibilities become limitless."
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Today, students, professors, props, scenery, imaginations, energy and even audiences must crisscross campus co
study, create and perform. An inventory of current facilities used by the performing arts at JMU quickly affirms
why the performing arts faculty has yearned for a new,
centralized complex.
The dance program is in Godwin Hall, and facilities for
theater are in six buildings that stretch from main campus to a storage facility near Eastern Mennonite University. The main p erformance venue for theater and dance
is Duke Hall's Latimer-Shaeffer Theatre, a 300-seat facility built in 1967 when the university's student population
was 2,000.
The Music Building's excellent facilities are bursting at
the seams, as students cram hallways, stairwells, closets and
faculty offices, and often spill out onto the Quad in search
of practice sp ace . Music's main venues are Wilson H all
Auditorium, which it shares with other university events,
and the auditorium in Anthony-Seeger Hall, a former elementary school. Both have limited stage and backstage areas
and were designed for multiple uses, not as music performance spaces.
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So imagine what JMU students and professors will accomplish with the space, facilities and technology to make their
creativity shine . "We'll finally have performance space specifically designed for what we do, and we'll have control of
it," says music professor John Little.
In short, JMU will gain facilities chat reflect the quality of
its performing arts programs.
The center, co be located across South Main Street from
JMU's historic Quad, will combine two major facili t ies
- the Dorothy Thomasson Estes Center for Theatre and
Dance and a Center for Music Performance, including the
Shirley Hanson Roberts Concert Hall, with a covered plaza
between the two.
The Performing Arts Center will create a new focal point
for JMU as well as an inviting entree to the arts for both the
public and campus community.
Included in the plans are a walkway under South Main
Street that will provide easy pedestrian travel between the
center, the Quad and the parking deck behind the site of the
future Performing Arts Center that will make arts patronage
convenient for the entire region.

https://commons.lib.jmu.edu/madisonmagazine/vol29/iss4/1

Architects plan co blend the new cen- Above: An artist's
ter with its cowering ceilings, spacio us drawing of the yet to
performance halls, and dramatic plaza be named proscenium
theater, part of the
arches and pillars with existing campus Dorothy Thomasson
architectural themes by using the same Estes Center for Thebluescone chat covers much of the his- atre and Dance. Previtoric part of campus. Plans include a ous page: an artist's
large concert hall and recital hall for rendition shows the
music performances, a proscenium the- new arts center in a
view from the Quad.
ater, an experimental black box cheater,
a dance performance studio cheater and rwo dance studios for
rehearsals and classes, as well as dressing rooms, a costume shop,
scene shop, practice rooms, faculty offices and classroom space.
With the main focus of the center on performing arts space, the
college will continue to use the Music Building, Duke Hall and
the studio center for classroom and office space. The School of Art
and Art History will remain in Duke Hall and its additional leased
space for art galleries and studios on Grace Street. The school's
existing facilities anchor a vibrant and expanding arcs quarter
between the Quad and Memorial Hall, formerly Harrisonburg
High School and now the home of the College of Education.
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HE FU TURE PERFOR M I NG A RT S CENT ER will cover an
area on South Main Street between Warsaw Street and
~ nthony-Seeger Hall, and will total 167,000 square feet.
JMU expects to raise at least $10 million in private fund·ng for the center, which will cost $68 million. According
to Tassie Pippert, director of development for college and
university programs, JMU friends and supporters have surpassed the halfway mark of that $10 million goal, thanks in
arge part to the $2.5 million gift from Ed Estes in memory
-11:.:....i,.-of his :wife, Dorothy Thomasson Estes, $ 1 million from
Richard D. Roberts to honor his wife, Shirley Hanson Roberts ('56), and scores of other supporters.
Construction of the new center will begin in 2007.
Approximately $51 million of the remaining funding
will come from state support through a bond referendum
passed in 2002, and some will come from other university sources.
The n ew center will al so
'The new complex
serve as a "wonderful recruitill be something
ing tool as we ' re talking to
prospective students," says
he university and
Cynthia Thompson, profeshe community can sor of dan ce, by in creasing
the visibility o n campus of
al<e great pride in, not
only the dance program,
something that will but of all the p erforming arts.
"The new complex will
serve both well for
be something the university
and the community can take
he next 100 years
great p r ide in ," Buck adds,
nd provide an
" someth i n g t hat will serve
important resource both well for the n ext 100
years and p rovide an imporhat will benefit
tant resource that will ben efit
in the region. "
everyone
everyone in the
Perhaps the new Performing
entire region.'
Arts Center can be summed
up with just one word: possi- W I LL I AM BUCK, bl
i ities . " Our p erforming arts
director of the School of programs them selves are topTheatre and Dance n o tch ," J ohnson says . "Th e
experiences in the class room
and studios, and the one-on-one with faculty members are
terrific." The advancement in technologies, growth in enrollment, and the continual stretching of student and faculty
imaginations, however, "have pushed [current performing
facilities] to their capacity and well beyond."
With th e n ew Performing Arts Center, JM U students
and professors will fi n ally h ave a central state-of-the-art
facility in which to collaborate, create, sh owcase talents
and launch careers as they present the perfo rming arts to
the campus and community.
ffl
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An artist's rendering of the Shirley Hanson Roberts Concert Hall.
True artistry knows no bounds. But to perform in world-class spaces
heightens the experience of the performers and the audience. There
is a sacredness to fine halls as they inspire students to reach deep to
do their absolute best. Inspiring students to reach their full potential is the main goal of JMU's future Performing Arts Center.
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Arts Recognitions
MUS I C
The Marching Royal Dukes

marched in Virginia Gov.
Tim Kaine's inaugural parade
in 2006. T he band also performed at the New Year's
Eve 1997 gala for Monaco's
700th-anniversary celebration of Grimaldi family rule,

T he JMU Jazz Ensemble
performed at the world's
three biggest jazz festivals in
summer 2006:
• Montreal International
Jazz Festival
• North Sea Jazz Festival in
Rotterdam, Netherlands
• Montreux International Jazz
Festival in Switzerland
In 2006, che Madison
Singers performed Carmina
Burana with a massed choir
ac Smecena Hall in Prague,
capital of che Czech Republic.

The 300-plus Marching Royal
Dukes perform in the 2001
Macy's Thanksgiving Parade.

performed at former Virginia
Gov. Mark Warner's inaugural ceremony in 2002, and
marched in inaugural parades
for Presidents Bill Clinton
and George W. Bush.
Erin Driscoll {'03) won the
2006 Helen Hayes Award for
Outstanding Lead Actress for
her Washington, D.C., performance in Urinetown.

T he JMU Brass Band
placed second in che championship section of che North
American Brass Band Championships in 2006. The band
won the honors-section competition in 2004 and 2005 .

I

I

2005 Pulitzer Prize winner
Steven Stucky attended performances of his work at the
26th annual JMU Contemporary Music Festival in 2006.
Music professor and JMU
director of bands J. Patrick
Rooney was one of three
international judges
invited to Dublin
to judge the St.
Patrick's Day
parade bands.
Rooney received
the 2000 Scace
Council of

J

JMU staged three musical
performances ac the Kennedy
Center in 2006:
• Pianists Gabriel Dobner
and Lori Piitz performed
fo urhand compositions
• A performance by violinist
Wanchi Huang and Dobner
included che premiere of a
composition written by JMU
composer Jason Haney
• Montpelier Winds, the
JMU faculty woodwind
quintet, concluded the series

J

Professors violinist Wanchi
Huang and pianist Gabriel Dobner
performed at the Kennedy Center
in the premiere of Rant, a fun
composition written by music
theory professor Jason Haney.

The Doctor of Musical
Arts degree in performance
pedagogy and literature will
accept candidates in fall 2007.
Music industry professor
David Cottrell won an Emmy

for his music scoring for
National Geographies "Stalking Leopards" episode.

THEATER
AND DANCE
John Hilliard wrote a composition,
which wasperformed atthe inaugural festivities of hishigh school
classmate President Bill Clinton.

Music professor John S.
Hilliard completed a 1782
Mozart fragment for cello
and piano, Mozart Roundedoff which was published by
Gicchi-Mukwa Press and

Theater professor Tom Arthur
was named a
Fulbright Senior
Lecturer in American Theater, and
taught and conducted research
ac Hacectepe
University in
Ankara, Turkey.

Tom Arthur
was named
a Fulbright
Senior Leeturer.

nationwide.
ors and
performed
With an anonySizwe
mous $1 million
Bansi
gift, the School of
is Dead
Music became the
in the
first All-Steinway
Kennedy
, School in Virginia
Center/
and joined such
American
prestigious institutions
as Oberlin, Juilliard
JMU is the only All-Stein- College Theway school in Virginia.
acer Festival.
and Curtis.

https://commons.lib.jmu.edu/madisonmagazine/vol29/iss4/1
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Left: Richard Finkelstein's
drawing of an Amadeus set
design for the California Theatre for the Performing Arts.

Theater professor Richard Finkelstein designed
scenery for Man of
LaMancha for Broadway
director Pat Birch at the
New York State Theatre
Institute, and portions of
the Yakov Smirnoff Show.
He designed a major production of Amadeus at the
historic California Theatre
for the Performing Arts,
as well as productions Off
Broadway and at the Barter
Theatre in Virginia. His
photographic work has
been seen in publications
around the world and his
Artslynx performing arts
Web site continues to be
recognized as one of the
most significant venues
of its type in existence.
His design work appeared
in the juried World Stage
Design 2005 Catalog.
Theater professor
Pamela Johnson, the 2006
Carl Harter Distinguished
Teacher, was selected to
attend the Kennedy Center
ACTF National Fellowship
for Design Intensive. She
also received the Region
IV Kennedy
Center American College
Theatre Festival award for
Outstanding
Achievement
as a Teacher
of Costume
Design.
Pam Johnson's
design work
appeared in
Shenandoah
Shakespeare's
Les Liaisons
Dangereuses.
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The Virginia Repertory
Dance Company, under
the leadership of dance
professor Kate Trammell had its piece, Aria,
selected for inclusion at the
ACDFA regional gala. Student choreographer Casey
Blake's work was selected
for performance at the
Kennedy Center's American College Dance Festival.
JMU's dance program
produced In This Valley
with nationally recognized
choreographer Mark Taylor in residence, as part of
the Contemporary Dance
Ensemble Concert. The
program was supported
by a $10,000 grant from
the National College Choreography Initiative, and
JMU was the only Virginia
school selected.

ART AND ART
HI ST ORY
Studio art
major Laura

The International Reading Association named
graphic design professor
Richard
Hilliard's

book, Neil,
Buzz and
Mike go to the ,,_
Moon, to its
annual list of
Children's
Richard Hilliard
Notable
Books (2006 ). honors his heroes
from Apollo 11.

Graphic design major
Kristie L. Kinch ('06) won
the grand prize in the international Design Against
Fur poster competition and
traveled to Rome to pick
up her $5,000 prize.
Mark Rooker, professor
of metals and jewelry, won an
Award of Merit for his entry,
Unfolding, in a juried group
exhibition of contemporary
jewelry/metals at Kendall
College of Art and Design
of Ferris State University.

Graphic design professor

Diehl ('06)

Sang Yoon earned certifi-

won first place
in the Ill us erators of the
Future Scholarship Competition in 2005
and received
a $5,000
scholarship.

cates of design excellence
for two logo designs, which
also were selected for publication in the American
Corporate Identity 22.
Laura Diehl's
art work
earned scholarship monies.

Artwork by Millicent
Young ('97M) was featured
in the Florence Biennale, 2005.

Today's

realities

0 Romantic scenes of
trumpeters, cellists and
ensembles practicing on the
Quad often mean there is no
practice space available in
the Music Building.
8 Elaborate sets for students' experimental theater
and the summertime Children's Playshop are built in
Duke Hall and then trucked
or carried by hand to the performance space - a former
chicken hatchery several
blocks south on Main Street.

8 The casts of main stage
plays cram into classrooms
they share in Duke Hall
with temporary lighting and
design workshops and a
green room.

e Dancers block out their
performances in their practice space in Godwin and then
perform them in LatimerShaeffer - a half mile away.

0 Prior to every musical
performance in Wilson
Hall Auditorium, workers
assemble an aging portable
acoustical shell to compensate for the lack of acoustics
in the auditorium.

0 The front rows of seating
Art professor Diane
Banks presented a solo

Katherine
Schwartz,

exhibition, Hidden Truths,
at East Carolina Universiry' s Mendenhall Gallery in
Greenville, N.C.

professor of
art education,
was recognized
as the 2005
Southeastern
Region Higher
Education Art Art educator of
Educator of
the year Katherthe year at the ine Schwartz.
National Art Education
Association Conference. fll

Graphic design professor
Dawn Hachenski received

an Artist Book Residency
Grant from the Women's
Studio Workshop in
Rosendale, N .Y.

in Wilson Hall Auditorium
are unbolted from the floor
(and later rebolted) to make
room for the orchestra during large university events
- thus limiting the seating
for the audience.
@ Music recitals are performed in the elementary
school assembly hall of the
former Anthony-Seeger
Campus School.
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Family ties
Estes honors wife with gift to
create a theater and dance center
Eo ESTES IS THE EPITOME OF A SELF -MADE MAN. He started
his trucking business with a few dollars, a leap of faith and a
gritty determination to make his venture succeed. After quitting his job with his father's company after he was refused a
$10 a month raise, Estes "saw a truck going by, flagged him
down and bought it. I had my own trucking business with
one truck and no drivers." But he may have had something
better. In addition to his vision of what he could accomplish, he had his high school sweetheart Dorothy Thomasson Estes ('45). And through those whirlwind years of building his trucking empire, his wife was always there, quietly
encouraging, supporting him and their family.
"Mom was the glue, the nurturer," says daughter Martha
Estes Grover ('83) of her mother, who died in 1996. "She kept
things together and stayed in the background somewhat."
To honor the memory of his wife, Estes gave $2.5 million
to JMU to help fund the Dorothy Thomasson Estes Center

https://commons.lib.jmu.edu/madisonmagazine/vol29/iss4/1
PHOTOGRAPH BY DIANE ELLIOTT ('OO)

for Theatre and Dance, part of the new Interim dean Marilou
Johnson thanks Ed
Performing Arts Center.
While this gift is the largest private Estes, who raised
the curtain on the
gift in JMU's history, it certainly isn't
arts with a gift of
the first from the Estes family. In what $2.5 million to build
has truly become a family affair, Estes' a center for theater
grandchildren made a gift to Madi- and dance in honor
son to name the bluestone fireplace in of his late wife.
the Leeolou Alumni Center for Mrs.
Estes, Grover contributed to the fountain in Newman Lake
in her mother's memory, and Estes himself established the
endowed Estes Scholarship.
Estes family ties to JMU run deep. "There are three reasons for me to give to JMU," Estes says. "My daughter, sonin-law [Martha's husband John Gordon "Chubby" Grover
('81)] and my wife went there."
So it's fitting that a man with far-reaching vision should
offer support for a project for the arts with such a lofty goal to create performance facilities chat match the quality of the
students and faculty who study and teach here at JMU - and
do it as a way to honor a woman who rarely sought attention
for herself. Grover admits chat her mother "would have been
embarrassed by the attention, but she would have tears in her
eyes chat Dad recognized her in such a way at JMU."
ffi
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Plecker Center boosts
academic success and athletics
camaraderie to become the
study center of choice

Doing wonder s
BY MARGIE SHETTERLY
PHOTOGRAPH BY DIANE ELLIOTT ('00)

THE NEW ROBERT AND FRANCIS PLECKER Athletic Performance
Center, which opened in 2005 as part of the Madison Century
capital campaign, has been life-altering for JMU athletes.
"On the whole," says associate athletics director Casey
Carter, "grades are better." Carter is in charge of academic
support services for JMU athletes.
Women's head basketball coach Kenny Brooks ('92) is
more specific. "This last semester has been the best semester we've ever had," Brooks says about the academic achievements of his student-athletes. Of 13 players, 11 had GPAs of
3.0 or better, and the other two were close to the 3.0 mark.
"For that, I love the building. It's done wonders for us."
The $9.8 million facility, located just beyond the eastern
end zone at Bridgeforth Stadium, serves as the "front door to
our athletics program," according to athletics director Jeffrey
Bourne. The facility houses sports medicine, and strength and
conditioning facilities used by the football team as well as the
field hockey, softball, lacrosse and men's and women's golf
teams, the football coaching staff offices and football locker
rooms. Additionally, the center's sophisticated rehabilitation
equipment expands the therapy and rehabilitation possibilities
for all JMU athletes. With other strength and conditioning
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and sports medicine facilities located in Godwin Hall, Bridgeforth Stadium, the Convocation Center and now at Memorial
Hall on South High Street, the new apparatus at the Plecker
Center gives trainers new options in advanced therapy and
rehabilitation for different types of injuries.
All student-athletes use the Plecker Center for academic
support services. The academic component of the new center
includes a 36-seat computer lab, study and meeting rooms,
and space for tutoring - all located in the heart of campus.
According to Carter, it's the latter that is bringing some of
the biggest dividends for JMU student-athletes.
"It's been a life-altering experience for us," Carter says.
"We always wanted a place for students to study and do group
work that would be open at night. We wanted a quality environment" that student-athletes could call their own . With the
Plecker Center, JMU's athletes now have just that - a beautiful, spacious, conveniently located building equipped with
the technology students need.
Tom Martin, head coach of men's soccer, says the center's
centralized services and location give student-athletes from
JMU's entire 28-sport program a physical place that has a "high
degree of comfort." They also create a "sense of ownership " in
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the new center. "It's not only because of what's physically there
[in the new center]," Marcin says. "Ic's also the atmosphere."
Before the Plecker Center opened, student-athletes used
academic facilities spread throughout campus, which did not
encourage much contact with athletes from ocher spores. That
dispersion throughout campus also made it difficulc co monitor
the time scudent-achleces were working on academics and limited
the availability of tutors co help chem in specific subjects. With
the new center, academic advisers and coaches can now individualize study programs for each athlete and can closely monitor
how well each student-athlete is following chose programs.
"Freshmen will have a certain number of hours across the
board," Carter says. "After the first semester, we look at the
individual and customize the number of required hours based
on their academic success, study habits and schedules. Instead
of forcing people into something chat's not about chem, we give
chem the space and resources co develop their own strengths."
As pare of the academic support program, academic advisers
and coaches regularly meet co look at the expectations of each
student-athlete and come up with ways for these students co
best use their required weekly
study hours. The new athletic
performance center monitors
student use by having students swipe their JACards as
they enter and leave the facili cy, so coaches can crack the
study habits of their ath letes
co make sure they are meeting
their commitments co their
classes and are making effective use of their time.
Additionally, the center 's
extended hours give students
the flexibility co choose their
best times of day co study,
rather than being assigned a
- C ASEY CARTER study hall at a specific time.
With designated space in
che new Plecker Athletic Performance Center for tutoring
services, academic support services has been able co expand
the availability of tutors co help student-athletes in specific
areas . Tutors now have regular, scheduled hours in addition
co appointment times with individual students. "Now the
new center gives us the opportunity co have people here at the
moment a question arises," Carter says. Currently, the center
offers regular hours for math and accounting tutoring, and
will branch out co ocher subjects as the need arises.
Perhaps a side benefit of the new center is an enhanced
camaraderie among student-athletes from all sports programs
as they enjoy a common place co meet, get to know each ocher
and expand their circle of friends and role models.
What's interesting, Career says, is chat even for athletes who
are upperclassmen with excellent grades and who aren't required
co study at the center, the Plecker Center has "become their
study place of choice. That's a vety positive statement. It speaks

'Almost every
!coach in recruiting
r,Jill bring prospec'tive athletes to the
center. Parents
see it as a visible
commitment of the
school to the academic success of all
~heir students.'

https://commons.lib.jmu.edu/madisonmagazine/vol29/iss4/1
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volumes co ocher members of the team co have srudent-achletes
who are very dedicated, very serious about their academics, have
a strong sense of pride and ownership in the center."
While students certainly have claimed the new center as
their own, coaches are equally enthused about it - and about
the boost it gives co their recruiting efforts. "Almost every
coach in recruiting will bring prospective athletes co the center," Career says. "Parents see it as a visible commitment of
the school co the academic success of all their students."
Brooks calls the center a "big-time atmosphere co go along
with che big-time campus. It lets prospective students and
their parents understand chat we really value the academic
part of student-athletes. We do put 'the student' firsc."ffi

Training and academics
hub funded by longtime
j Mu friends by Margie Shetterly
THE LATE ROBERT PLECKER always thought college athletics was a
good cause.
"Athletics makes a university education possible for a number of
people who would not otherwise get a college education," the Harrisonburg entrepreneur and businessman said when he and his wife,
Frances, established the Plecker Athletic Scholarship at JMU.
Now, once these athletes reach JMU, the Pleckers have also greatly
improved their chances of achieving academic success. With a gift of $2
million in 2003, the Pleckers helped fund the $9.8 million Robert and Frances Plecker Athletic Performance Center, which opened in the fall of 2005.
Since then it has become a visible sign of JMU's strong commitment to
both the athletic and academic success of all its student-athletes.
As coaches and administrators attest, the center has changed the way
of life for JMU's athletes, becoming both a training and academics hub.
"I thought it was a worthwhile project," said Plecker, who loved
sports and was always willing to try new adventures (he went whitewater rafting with his grandchildren when he was 80).
Longtime members of the Duke Club, the Pleckers also enjoyed the
games - all of them. Before Robert Plecker died in October 2004,
the couple faithfully attended all JMU football and basketball games
- "men's and women's," Frances stressed - over the years.
JMU athletics director Jeff Bourne called the Pleckers among JMU's
"most loyal fans."
Robert Plecker established the successful Truck and Equipment Corp.
and other businesses and ran many of them until his retirement in 1997.
He was named the 1999 Entrepreneur of the Year by the HarrisonburgRockingham Chamber of Commerce, and was named the Commonwealth
of Virginia's 2003 Small Business Veteran of the Year. The Pleckers'
daughter, Patti, graduated from JMU in 1983.
In addition to the Pleckers, the late Zane Showker, former member
of the JMU Board of Visitors and longtime supporter of JMU, gave $2
million toward the new Plecker Center. The family of the late William
E. Bridgeforth, who served on the JMU Board of Visitors from 1982 to
1990, contributed $1 million to the center. These and other private gifts
constitute $7 million of the total $9.8 million needed for the new center.
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Bill Boyer: Why I chose JMU
Professor was both encouraging and challenging

BY GENE

c.

FANT

('84), PH .D.

uring the spring of
my junior ye ar of
high school, my family encouraged me to
narrow my college
choices by visiting
the schools I thought I might like to
attend. We made our way across the
state from our home in Hampton to
tour three campuses.
I made a special point to meet
with faculty members from my proposed major, anthropology. At one of
the universities, the faculty member
was pompous and aloof. At another,
the professor was somewhat engaging, but he really didn' t seem to care
whether or not I chose his university.
Ah , but the third professo r was
Bill Boyer, in JMU's anthropology
department. His bushy mustache
framed a quick smile and reinforced
his easy-going temperament. He was
both encouraging and challenging.
I struggled with my choice, but
finally settled on JMU in large
part because of Dr. Boyer, so I was
delighted to be able to take one of
his courses during my first semester. On the opening day of the class,
he brought in some sort of strange
obJ. ect and had us try to figure out "I chose JMU because of Dr. Bill Boyer, whose quick smile reinforced an easy-going temperament.
He was both encouraging and challenging," says Gene C. Fant, ('84).

what it was. We made all sorts of
guesses, and he just smiled and sipped his coffee. After a while
he told us what he thought the object was. H e was introducing
us to a foundational skill in archaeology: object interpretation.
I didn ' t know it back then, but that moment was a central teaching moment in my life. At the same time, Clarence
Geier, then chair of the anthropology department, challenged

····· ·· ··· ·············· ····· ······ ···· ···················· ···· ···· ··· ··· ·· ··· ··· ·
About the Author: In addition to his B.S. in anthropology, Gene
C. Fant, ('84), Ph.D., earned four graduate degrees. He chairs the English

department at Union University in Jackson, Tenn., and has published nearly
100 articles, poems, essays and reviews. He is a frequent contributor to The
Chronicle of Higher Education and has written or contributed to seven books.

···· ····· ······ ·· ··· ····· ········· ··· ·· ·· ······ ···· ····· ····· ··· ····· ·· ····· ······
About the Professor: Bill Boyer served on the /MU faculty from

1919 to 2005 and continues to teach part time in JMU's General Education
Program. An unceasing advocate for the importance of liberal education as
part ofa university education, Boyer helped develop JMU's Interdisciplinary
Social Science program and was an active participant in the design of the
Freshman Seminar. As head ofJMU's Sociology and Anthropology Department from 1993 to 1999, he contributed significantly to the creation of the
current General Education Program.
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me to learn how to observe people; and Jean Cash, a professor
in freshman English, cultivated my love for story. Those three
professors subtly joined together to shape my eventual career in
writing and college English teaching.
People often ask me how I made the transition from anthropology co literature, and the answer is pretty easy. I simply
went from interpreting artifact to interpreting text. I also write
poetry and fiction , both of which depend on keen observations
of people and their interactions. At every turn, I fi nd chat my
training in anthropology expresses itself in my work, whether
I'm writing, teaching a story, or even managing my colleagues
as an academic department chair.
Now that I'm a college professor, I have a special passion
for helping to recruit prospective students. I have students and
their families in my office almost every week. Very few of these
meetings pass without me remembering when I was the student in the professor's office and Dr. Boyer was inviting me to
change my life by attending JMU. So I smile at these prospective students, and I wonder if they will think of me in 25 years
the way char I think of him.
11
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{Books}
Desiring Women:
The Partnership
of Virginia Woolf
and Vita Sack•
ville-West

DESIRING
WOMEN
THE PARTNERSHIP OF
VIRGINIA WOOlf AND
VITA SACKVILLE ·WEST

BY KARYN Z. SPROLES ;
2006 UNIVERSITY OF
TORONTO PRESS INC.
ISBN 0-80209-402-3

On Sept. 23, 1925, Virginia Woolf wrote to Vita
Sackville-West: "If you'll make me up, I'll make
you." In Desiring Women, Karyn Sproles argues
that the two writers in fact "made" each other.
Woolf and Sackville-West produced some of
their most acclaimed work during their passionate affair. Through examining the works that
the authors produced at the time, (essays, criticism, novels, poems, biographies and personal
letters) Sproles demonstrates how this body of
work was a collaborative project - a partnership - in which they promised to reinvent one
another. Sproles contends that in all they wrote
during their relationship, the pair struggled
to represent their desire for one another and
resist the social pressures that would deny their
passion. Orlando, Woolf's biography of Sackville-West, is used to demonstrate the discussion of gender and sexuality. Amazon.corn's
Editorial Review says, "Sexy and provocative,
Desiring Women re-imagines Woolf and Sackville-West as daring, funny, beautiful and bent
on resisting the repression of women's desires."
Sproles is an English professor and associate
dean of University Studies at JMU.

The Red Flannel
Rag: Memories of
an Appalachian
Childhood
BY PEGGY ANN SHIFFLETT ('69); 2004 COMMON WEATL TH PRESS
ISBN 0-9759648-1-1

Peggy Ann Shifflett ('69)
earned the 2005 Elmer Lewis Award for preservation of Shenandoah Valley folklore for her
book, The Red Flannel Rag, which shares the
fascinating lives of her family and neighbors
eking out a hard living in Appalachia. Many
works on Appalachia are analytical or told by
observers, but Shifflett's characters are real
people. Readers will feel as if the Hopkins Gap
folk are part of the family. "From birth customs
to death customs, and through virtually every
rite of passage in between, Shifflett takes the
reader on a journey of remembrances," says
Radford University professor Grace Edwards.
For example, readers experience "the collaboration, cooperation and camaraderie of
the butchering process - all the sights, sounds
and smells that take us from hog on the hoof

to the pork on the plate." Shifflett, a retired
department head from Radford University, also
wrote The Fundamentals of Sociology (2003).

The Dillohead's
Guide lo Adult
Beverages
BY BRITT GILLETTE ('99);
2005 REGNERY PUBLISHING; ISBN: 0-89526-012-3

Britt Gillette ('99)
started listening to The
Rush Limbaugh Show at
the age of 12. With the
help of Limbaugh's irreverent humor, Gillette
offers a recipe book full of "adult beverages,"
a favorite in the Limbaugh lexicon. Millions of
"dittoheads across the Fruited Plain" lacked
an authoritative source for the best adult
beverages. Gillette's guide features 125 humorous recipes, including such notables as the
Rio Linda Rouser, EIB Ecstasy Elixir and Club
G'itmo Guzzler. Human Events Online says,
"Gillette captures the essence of the Dittohead
experience and the result is a humorous look
at the American political landscape that only
fellow Dittoheads can truly appreciate."

The World's
Cheapest Desti•
nations: 21 Coun•
tries Where Your
Money is Worth
a Fortune
BY TIM LEFFEL ('86);
2006 BOOKLOCKER.COM
INC., ISBN 1-59113-936-8

A new and improved edition of The World's
Cheapest Destinations shows travelers that
they don't have to save up for years or be a
lottery winner to travel overseas. "By simply
choosing a less pricey destination," says Tim
Leffel ('86), "overseas travelers can easily
cut their travel costs by more than half." The
revised edition highlights 21 countries where
vacationers can find deals like S10 hotel rooms,
S2 restaurant meals and S1 pints of beer. The
Boston Globe says, "Leffel uses colorful and
sometimes blunt language to describe 21 countries worth visiting where travel is cheap." Leffel
has dispatched articles from five continents and
is a regular columnist at Transitions Abroad

{Music}
All My Rainy Days
VICTORIA PATCHEN ('99) AND LUCKY DAY;
2006 ARTIST RELEASE

Lead singer Victoria Patchen ('99) and her
band, Lucky Day, released their debut EP, All
My Rainy Days, in concert at Vienna's Jammin'

https://commons.lib.jmu.edu/madisonmagazine/vol29/iss4/1
LUCKY DAY PHOTOGRAPH B Y STAT IA GROSSMAN/RETNA

Java in April. The
D.C. pop/rock
band's new song
was an editor's
pick at Smother.
net before it was
released: "Victoria Patchen spews
forth vocals that
are beautifully
melodic and with
additive harmonies that tie the
germane angular
guitar hooks and
undercutting bass
grooves together
neatly ... the
resulting pop-rock
amalgam is cheerfully catchy."
All My Rainy Days reached No.
4 on The Washington Post's
MP3 site on Nov. 11, 2005,
five months before its official
release. Patchen minored in music and studied
classical voice under the direction of JMU professors In Dal Choi and Brenda Whitmer. Give
a listen at www.luckydayband.com/.

Coming Alive
JOY BELLIS ('95)
2006 WHITE
BUTTERFLY MUSIC

Joy Bellis ('95)
released her
debut CD, Coming
Alive, in March in
conjunction wi th
White Butterfly
Music, owned by
Jeff Haas ('96).
Coming Alive is
an eclectic mix of
selections from the American songbook,
Brazilian tradition and contemporary
pop. Bellis, whom All-about-Jazz.com
compares vocally to Nora Jones, is an
experienced performer who has headlined
New York City clubs for seven years. Fans
ma y not know that she started out as an
investment banker as a ve hicle to get
her closer to NYC's performance venues.
Bellis studied jazz standards and Latin
(especially Brazilian) rhythms with jazz
singers and voca l coaches Carol Fredette
and Maura Ellyn. Ejazznews.com says,
"Belli s attempts to deliver her music with
a certain smoothness and quality, while at
the same time offering an interpretation
that appears more dramatic and interesting
than anyone else's version ." Check out her
vocals at www.joybellis.com.
ffl
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Climbing down lhe corporate ladder
After life with the 101st Airborne and GE, alumnus chronicles the discovery of real fulfillment
bringing Christianity and medical care to Afghanistan BY Ro ss PATERSON ('90)

Border crossing, Spin Boldak, Afghanistan, Feb.15, 2002
ur ream was edgy as our Toyota microbus pulled
up to the immigration control office at the dusty
border town of Spin Boldak. We were well aware
chat we were about to enter one of the world's
most perilous and mysterious countries. To add
to our apprehension, several men came out of the
office compound holding Kalashnikov assault rifles. Some of the
men wore military uniforms, while others were dressed in the traditional Shalwar kamis consisting of loose baggy pants held up by
a drawstring and a long shirt covering the body past the knees. A
few wore dark, meticulously wrapped turbans and had long beards
that we associated with the recently overthrown Taliban regime.
My teammates and I exchanged silent glances. What had we
gotten ourselves into?
Instead of simply logging our passport numbers into a book
as had been done on the Pakistani side of the border moments
before, we were ordered out of the van and led into the compound. The guards rook us to the headquarters building and
motioned for us co cake a seat. The room was small; the only
light came through dark and dusty curtains chat covered every
window. Our team was noticeably nervous, but the Afghan doctor Rahimullah, who served as our interpreter, cold us everything was fine. Moments later the director of the station entered,
smiling and exchanging greetings. Rahimullah explained what
we needed.
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The director was elated to see Ross Paterson ('90) has
Americans not associated with the spent several years in
media; none had come through his Afghanistan bringing Christianity and medical assiscrossing in a long time. He ordered tance to the war-torn nation.
his assistants to bring in some tea. He is trying to replace the
Thus, what would have been an country's poverty and war
impersonal, clerical transaction in with peace and prosper·
ity. "We've been met with
America became an important first optimistic anticipation" and
glimpse into the people, the culture "welcome, thankful" atti·
and the country we felt called to help. tudes, says Paterson, who
An hour later we were traveling (center) shares in refresh·
north through the Rigestan Desert, ments with his Afghan hosts.
and a mild sandstorm intermittently reduced our visibility to as
little as 50 feet. We had changed vans because our Pakistani driver
and guards could not go past the border. An Afghan driver and one
of the soldiers from the immigration office became our new escorts.
The road - I use that term very loosely - was lined occasionally
with nomadic Kuchis and their children, who appeared like ghosts
in the sandy fog. With outstretched hands, they begged for handouts from the vehicles passing only a few feet away.
In most places, four co six alternate traffic lanes had been
carved into the desert by cars and light trucks capable of maneuvering off the main, heavily rutted gravel road. Dry riverbeds
had become bouncy bypasses so vehicles could avoid backups
on one-lane, war-ravaged bridges. I watched in disbelief as
large cargo trucks straddled their wheels across bomb holes in

PHOTOGRAPHS COURTESY OF ROSS PATERSON (' 90)
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the bridges where steel-reinforcing cables
hung down like spaghetti.
After a couple of hours of bouncing, we
stopped in the middle of the desert for a
break. Rahimullah, a former freedom
fighter, or Mujahideen, asked the guard for
his Kalashnikov rifle. There, in the desert,
he commenced to give us all shooting lessons with the old, poorly maintained rifle.
After shooting a few rounds, we could now
be considered men in this gun-focused warrior culture - we had fired the legendary
Soviet-made rifle that has been too large an
influence in Afghanistan's recent history.
This was my introduction to the wonderfully complex, intriguing and desperately needy nation of Afghanistan.
I spent four days in the southeastern city
of Kandahar on this first trip. The fresh
devastation from the American-led intervention three months earlier was nearly
indistinguishable from the previous decades
of destruction. Whole city blocks were flattened, and unrepaired bullet holes scarred
many walls . The tallest building in the
city, a Russian-built hotel, had been condemned. The many battles fought in and
aro und the structure had left large holes
on every side of the building, and mangled
antennae on the roofleaned at odd angles.
T he people in the city were amazingly
unfaze d by the destruction, almost accustomed to it. Kandahar has the same hustle
and bustle of many Third World cities .
The road s are congested all day. German
buses (d onated for public transportation) ,
cars, trucks and vans compete for space
with sm all motorcycles, bicycles and even
do nkey carts. Drivers manage to speak a
whole new language through their incessant horn-blowing, gestures and yells.
Aspects of the strong tribal-based culture
wi th its h eavy emphasis on family were evident in all that we saw. Because construction of family dwellings begins with a wall
and a ga te, glimpses into everyday home
life are rare. The women, though free from
the Taliban 's oppression, continue to wear
bl ue b u rkhas that completely cover their
bodies, except for a small mesh opening
for their eyes. But there are signs of progress. We witnessed an all-girls school, forbidden under the T aliban, dismiss classes
for the d ay. Dozens of girls emerged from
class in their traditional black dresses with
white scarves tied loosely over their hair.
We checked into the Nur Jan hotel, just
west of Martyr's Square late the first night.

The work our military is doing - getting rid of those who
thrive on war1 fear
and oppression - is
only the tip of the
iceberg. The war on
terrorism will ultimately be won when
we create a new
generation of hope.'
1

It was much better than we expected beds with sheets and blankets, a bathroom
and shower down the hall , and at least
intermittent electricity.
Our first meal that night was very traditional Afghan fare - beef kabobs roasted
on an open flame, served with a white
yogurt sauce for dipping. Like almost all
Afghan meals, it was accompanied by palau,
a rice dish with raisins and carrots cooked
in a sweet-tasting oil, and nan, a delicious
flatbread baked against the inside wall of
a fire-fed oven. Most Afghans would eat
from a communal plate with their hands,
but our innkeeper was kind enough to provide some forks for his American guests.
'America has brought us freedom, not
bombs.' - Yusuf Pasht un, governor of
Kandahar reg ion
e also gave us our first glimpse
into the minds of the majority of
the Afghans we would meet on
this trip. He was excited about the partnership that was forming between Afghanistan
and America, and very positive about the
prospect of prosperity and peace replacing
poverty and war.
On this first trip into Kandahar in February 2002, two paradigm shifts radically
changed me from the inside our. First,
the people and their story were not at all
as I had expected from the portrayals in
American media. If you want to find corrupt leaders and trouble, inevitably they
will be found . We can find them in any
country, including ours, for that matter.
The vast majority of the people I have
encountered on subsequent trips welcome
the American intervention , are thankful

H
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for the security provided by our armed
forces and are desperate for a new future
of peace and prosperity. Engineer Yusuf
Pashrun, the minister of reconstruction
for the Kandahar Region, welcomed us
the second day in Afghanistan and told us
in perfect English, "America has brought
us freedom, not bombs."
He then added that freedom was not
worth much without food, water and
medical resources to keep people alive. The
survival and success of the new government
was going to be tied closely to the ability
to deliver results in these key areas. In the
three years since my first trip, Pashtun has
become governor of the Kandahar region.
The second realization that rugged at
my soul was the extreme desperation in
this impoverished and war-scarred land.
Consider the life experience of a 29-yearold male in Afghanistan today:
• He was born one year before the Russian
invasion and has known nothing but war.
• Out of an average of eight siblings per
family, two died before age 5 - a 25 percent mortality rate for preschool children.
• He is well past middle age with a life
expectancy of only 42 years.
• Drug lords tempt him to produce poppy
with the limited resources available in the
devastated agricultural infrastructure.
• If he can read and write, he is in the top
10 percent of Afghans.
• He and his family do not have access to
basic health care.
During our four days in Afghanistan ,
I walked the floors of the Mir Weis hospital - the worst medical facility I had
ever seen in my life. Later I was stunned to
learn that it was the only hospital facility
available to support a regional population
of over 1.5 million.
We met with the next generation of!eaders at Kandahar University and saw more of
the same optimistic anticipation that we had
seen in our innkeeper the first night. We
visited Afghan refugee camps in Chaman,
Pakistan, and heard stories that reflected the
deep tribal divides that had kept the country in a perpetual state of war for more than
a decade after the Russians withdrew. After
seeing all this, I remembered the challenge
from Pashrun. We had asked him, "What
can we do to help?" His response, arms in
the air, was, "Pick a place; pick any place;
just do something to help."
The work our military is doing - getting rid of those who thrive on war, fear and
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Afghanistan 2006
oppression - is only the tip
n Afghanistan, our teams
of the iceberg. The war on terand programs have made
rorism will ultimately be won
an impact on millions of
when we create a new generalives. Our purpose is to cretion of hope: children who can
ate a network of faith-based
read, write, and learn to think
partners to show God's love
for themselves; a new generato the people of Afghanition of doctors that turn the
stan. Our vision is to recontide on child and maternal morstruct hope in Afghanistan
tality rates; people who know
by rebuilding sustainable
peace, prosperity and hope.
medical , ed ucational and
Some may argue that
agricultural infrastructures
is way too big a job; but, I
that will be the foundation
knew I had the power to do
for a future of peace and
something. It was as if God
prosperity . G l oca l Venhad given me the unique gift
tures and partner organizaand experiences to handle
tions have he! ped rebuild
this work in a tough land.
irrigation canal gates and
How could I walk away and
locks to boost the region's
do nothing?
The school and medical clinic that Ross Paterson and his team helped
agricultural economy and
My life at JMU (1986- build sits at the bottom of the mountain behind Malimjaqoob, a Mujaassisted in building schools
90) was very focused. I hideen fighter against the Soviet Union. "Malimjaqoob was telling us
war stories, and we were taking pictures of the area where we hope to
and medical facilities in the
attended Madison on a four- build more schools and clinics," says Paterson.
year ROTC scholarship and
poorest villages.
We have recruited and funded developeventually went on to command the cadet Padres' new field and the reconstruction
battalion and the school's elite Ranger of Soldier Field in Chicago.
ment workers from other Asian countries
group. All I wanted to be was an infanHowever, my business career never had who have boldly moved to Afghanistan
try officer, and I was blessed to spend six the same feel as my military service. I never with their families. This allows them to
years in infantry battalions around the had the congruency between my work, life integrate with the community and influworld. I culminated my military career as and passions. I was never able to get into ence the culture more effectively than
a company commander in the 101st Air- the elusive "zone." Despite my rowdy, air- Westerners . Within these fami lies are
borne Division.
borne-Ranger life in Harrisonburg, I dedi- skilled doctors, dentists, agriculturists,
After the military, I set off for new chal- cated my life to being a follower of Christ as teachers and computer specialists who are
lenges in the business world. I was hired a second lieutenant facing the first Persian developing long-term programs to build a
by General Electric and spent the next Gulf War. As I have grown and matured in future of hope.
seven years working in GE's widely var- my faith, my life and priorities have been
Our results in Afghanistan have created
ied manufacturing businesses all over the transformed. The drive for success that I new opportunities for us to get involved
country. I built locomotives in Erie, Pa.; possessed as an infantry officer and busi- in other countries as well. Glocal Venrefrigerators in Decatur, Ala., at the amaz- ness leader in GE has been replaced with a tures and our partners are now engaged
ing rate of 5,000-plus per day; and spent drive for significance. It all comes down to in emerging works in Indonesia, Nigeria,
my last two years as the business leader for the basic Stephen Covey principle of"begin Algeria, Vietnam and Egypt.
a joint venture called GE Spores Lighting with the end in mind." At the end of my
Now, after stepping out of my American
Systems LP. During my time in the spores time, what do I want my legacy to be?
Dream comfort zone, I believe that everylighting business, we designed and built
In the year that followed my first trip one should have a life project. The bigger,
everything from four-pole, 12-light sys- to Afghanistan, a team from NorthWood the better. Something that is nearly impostems for Little League ball fields, to major Church in Keller, Texas, including senior sible to change, but worth giving a life
stadium projects, including the San Diego pastor Bob Robercs Jr., put together Glocal for; a mission that awakens the senses and
Ventures Inc., a nonprofit organization. Glo- moves you into your zone of top perforAbout the Author: After attending Madison
cal, a combination of the words global and mance; a vocation requiring every ounce
on a four-year RO TC scholarship, Ross Paterson
local, works to form partnerships to trans- of your skills, gifts, and passions; a calling
began a military career that culminated as a comform communities and touch the world. I that stretches you past your current capapany commander in the 1 OJ st Airborne Division.
became more and more involved in their bilities and makes an impact on a world
H e then spent seven years with General Electric
before deciding to move down the corporate ladAfghanistan project as a volunteer. Even- larger than the one you now know.
der. "My drive for success has been replaced with
tually I started working my way down the
A decision to move in this direction
a drive for significance, "he says. As a founding
corporate ladder so that I could devote more demands adj ustments in one's current deforganizer of Glocal Ventures Inc., an international
time to Glocal efforts. Within two years, I inition of success but pays dividends that
nonprofit development organization, Paterson is
was working full time in the nonprofit world, are unimaginable. If you are having troutrying to fight terrorism in Afghanistan by recondeveloping strategy, funding and networks to ble thinking of somewhere to invest, you
structing hope. Paterson's former roommate, Tom
continue the work in Afghanistan.
Rogers ('90), collaborated on this article.
are welcome to join us on our next trip. fll
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Helping build a free press
Alumni assist Ukrainian TV station counterparts

BY MAR1ssA HANK1Ns

('02)

wo JMU alumni working in Roanoke's CBS basic studio and functional control room that allowed them to
affiliate WDBJ7-TV traveled halfway around the produce a variery of popular programs.
world to help television colleagues build a fledgThe operation had a few quirks, though, like the day the comling free press in the former Soviet bloc.
puter crashed as staff members assembled a newscast. As we eyed
WDBJ and Vezha, a television and radio station the clock on the wall, the staff continued to work methodically
in Ivano-Frankivsk, Ukraine, spent a year working until everyone was ready. We were in shock as the 6:30 p.m . start
together through a U.S.-funded program facilitated by the non- time came and went. The program finally went on air at 6:38.
There are so many differences between American and Ukrainian
profit International Research and Exchanges Board. Staffers at the
two stations traded two team visits. The first group from WDBJ television that we had to be very flexible to work with the Vezha team.
visited Ivano-Frankivsk several months before the highly charged Current Ukrainian TV is comparable to American TV in the 1960s
2004 presidential election (between Prime Minister Viktor Yanu- (but with modern equipment) . Weather reporters hold up products
for advertising after their reports. Comkovych and opposition leader Viktor
Yushchenko) and the ensuing political
mercials vary in length and are basically
crisis that brought Ukraine international
as long as the advertiser feels like making
headlines. It was clear that the counthem. Newscasts are not live. They avertry was facing an important crossroads.
age 15 minutes in length and are recorded
While the station and its employees were
and then run from the computer.
I spent most of my visit discussing how
wrestling with the tension between their
market research could help Vezha and local
journalistic ideals and the desire to take
businesses. In the United States, stations
sides in a critical national debate, they
have ratings systems so we know how many
worked hard to reflect a variety of viewpoints in their political coverage.
people are watching our news and enterThe second trip for WDBJ was slated Front row, seated: WD8J7·TV staffers Marissa Han- tainment programs. In Ivano-Frankivsk,
kins (orange shirt), Kelly Zuber ('81) and Greg Brock
for November 2004 and included two take time for a team photo with Vezha TV staffers.
they have no clue if viewers are watching
Vezha or one of the other local stations.
JMU alumni. As research director, I
joined Kelly Z uber ('81), promotions and public affairs director, T his presents problems in creating appropriate content and selling
and Greg Brock, account executive. Weeks before we were about to advertising time. So we discussed the ins and outs of puning together a
depart, peaceful political protests broke out in response to the cor- research study in the region to address this problem. American research
rupt presidential campaign. Ukraine's Orange Revolution was plas- principles are hard to adapt in an area such as Ivano-Frankivsk because
tered all over the news, thus postponing our trip until March 2005. two of the main ways market research is conducted: via phone and
When we finally arrived in Kiev and made a quick stop at the mail. Neither of these systems is well developed in Ukraine. Internet
U.S. Embassy, we were taken to the Hotel Ukraine to stay until usage is also quite low, so that eliminated another medium.
Through interpreters, I learned that the Vezha staff faces many
we departed for Ivano-Frankivsk. We immediately recognized
the hotel from the news because it overlooked the square where similar problems that American TV teams face. We swapped sto100,000 Ukrainians had set up tents and gathered for the protests ries about difficult clients and sales strategies and laughed at how
similar things are. After many days of discussing issues at Vezha
that had taken place only months before.
Our arrival in Ivano-Frankivsk was met with cold weather but and some of the problems facing local businesses, we created some
warm hearts, as three Ukrainian friends who had visited WDBJ research strategies to help Vezha and its advertisers.
Our visit was chock full of sessions on different aspects of
just six months prior greeted us. After being treated to the best
Ukrainian hospitality, Kelly, Greg and I settled in to begin our the TV business, but it wasn't all work. Ukrainian hospitality is
unmatched, and we were treated to the most delicious and plentiweek with our Vezha counterparts.
The first thing we noticed as we entered the Vezha srudio was ful meals during our stay. Of course, no meal in Ukraine is comthat the news set and logos were changed to orange to show support plete without a shot or five of vodka. Toasting was a big deal
for the Orange Revolution. Since an overwhelming majority of the at all meals, and we were expected to participate and offer toasts
area supported the revolution, Vezha was excited to show they were ourselves. With the help of our interpreters, we toasted our new
friends and their wonderful hospitality.
a reflection of the people and not of the once corrupt government.
The night before we were to head back home, Kelly, Greg and
Vezha's equipment was not what would be considered professional grade, but it was better than expected. The scaff used com- I were walking through the downtown area and stopped at a street
puters to edit news stories and play them on the air. They had a vendor who was selling Orange Revolution paraphernalia. Greg
wanted to buy a flag and didn't have enough Ukrainian currency
About the Author: Marissa Hankins ('02) is research director for WDBJ7left
for it. Recognizing we were from the United States, the man
TV In April, she hosted the second exchange team from Vezha, driving them
said in choppy English, "You have. Ukraine, America - friends. "
to Washington, D. C., and making a stop in Harrisonburg to see an American
And we are.
ffi
college campus and sample some American cuisine from Buffelo Wild Wings.
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Helicopter parents

I

Swooping to the rescue via new technology, even with the best of intentions, may be harming
rather than helping students BY D AVID O N ESTAK , PH.D.

I

!
I

I

'· ./

on't trust anyone over 30."
This motto provided the psychological backdrop as the young adults of the late '60s and
early '70s left the homes of their parents to enter
the worlds of college and work - and some
I
other experiences. Many of these children of the
Greatest Generation had concluded that they did not want their
lives to be governed by their parents' styles and values, which
they viewed as antiquated and overly rigid. They demanded the
separation and independence they felt they needed to fashion
their own lives, journeys and destinies.
Fast-forward a few decades.
Those young adults have now become the parents of young
adults. Surely these parents are prepared to extend to their own
progeny the same opportunity to separate from their parents,
autonomously make decisions and solve problems, and begin to
shape their personal and professional futures.
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Well ... not exactly.
Instead, the unwillingness of many in the current generation of
parents to provide their offspring the space and freedom required
for a healthy transition from adolescence to adulthood has generated a new term on college campuses: helicopter parents. Newspapers like The New York Times and the Wall Street journal have
chronicled how these well-meaning but hyperinvolved parents
hover above their students, searching for any sign of problems.
When their exquisitely sensitive emotional radar detects even a
blip of struggle on the part of their students, they swoop to the
rescue, providing answers and solutions, often nudging the students aside and assuming responsibility for resolving the issues.
A few parents go as far as to fill out college applications for their
students, dictate majors and class schedules, and demand that
professors change grades they judge to be unfair. Some students,
all too happy to avoid the demands of young adulthood, collude
with their parents by freely relinquishing their responsibilities.
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In the final analysis, it is not what you
do for children but what you have taught
them to do for themselves that will make
them successful human beings.
-

A NN L ANDE RS

As the director of the JMU Co unsel ing and Student Development Center, I
pro bably get to hear more helicop ter-parent tales than jus t about anyo ne on campus. Faculty and staff members often call
to consult with our center when they are
experi encing a t roub li ng situation that
they do not know h ow to navigate, and
an increasing number of these contacts
concern challenging experiences with
over-involved parents . My position provides m e an excellent vantage point from
w h ich to consider both the factors th at
encourage this particular parenting style
and its impact on student development.
Let me say that most parents do a good
job balancing th e somewhat paradoxical
needs that students have for both continued support and increasing levels of independence. Effective parenting is not an easily achieved goal. As a parent of two children , I have firsthand experience with the
daily ambiguities and struggles inherent to
parenthood ; and I th oroughly empathize
wi th the parental desire to shield one 's
children from life's sharp edges.
T hat being said, over my 15 years of
experience at fo ur university counsel ing ce nters, I have noticed an increasing level of parental involvement in the
academic, emotional and social lives of
students. D uring most of this time, I welcomed - at times even solicited - the
increased support parents were providing.
However , as once noted by a sage who
suggested that the four most important
word s in the English language might be
"up to a point," the new millennium has
ushered in a wave of parental involvement
that n ow often stunts the development of
students . A growing minority of parents
is so extreme that I think of them as
Apache attack helicopter parents
who are on heighte n ed alert to
launch p arental Hellfire missiles at any problem that might
stan d i n the way of their
student's immediate happiness and success .
Why are so many wellmeaning parents beh aving this way?

A number of cultural factors seem to
be at play. For one, a drop in the fe rtility
rate in the decades fo llowing th e 1950s
caused fami ly size to sh rink. Wi th fewe r
children in th e home, parents have been
ab le to foc us a greater level of atte ntion
and energy on each individual child. New
societal expectations of what it means to
be a "good parent " have also emerged .
Good parents are presently expected to
attend every athletic and oth er extracurricular event, a standard that wo uld h ave
seemed radi cal to previous generations.
Expectations also changed rega rding
the type of personal re lations hi p an d
emotional connection parents sh ould

have with th eir ch ild ren. T he parents of
today's college paren ts, h aving survived
the searing experiences of both the Great
D epression an d Wo rld War II, were generally less inclined to express their affectio n fo r their ch ildren (although likely
feeli ng it just as deeply) , and obedience to
p arental autho rity was considered more
important than a n uanced understanding
of a ch ild's emotions and motivations.
In my opinion, the ch ildhood experien ces of today's parents have much to
do wi th th e rise of helicopter parenting.
Having fe lt a lack of support and understanding from th eir own parents , these
young ad ults, u pon becoming parents

Breaking Out ofthe Holding Pattern
'"""'!~~~ :::::.:::

Avoid the "empty nest syndrome." When children leave for college,
chang es in the parent' s role can lead to a t ype of identity crisis. Pa rents can ease their transition by refocusing some attention from their stud ent
to their own personal interests and desires, many of which may have been
ignored while fulfilling their parental respon sibilities.
Convey your confidence in your student's ability to be successful ...
even if you aren't sure that they can. Expressed parental support and
en couragement are much more important than students will t ypically
acknowledge. Students need to know that their parents belie ve in their
ability to handle the new challenges college will bring.

Avoid rushing or pushing your student into a major or career. On average,
student s change their major twice before finally deciding upon an area of stud y.
Confu sion in this area is normal, especially du r ing the fre shman and sophomore
years. Ru shing the decision to select a major or pushing a student into a career in
which he or she has no interest is an almost certain recipe for academic disaster.
Keep the lines of communication open. When parents re spond too harshly to a
student's mistake or failure, the student often becomes defensive and will no longer
offer important information. As a re sult, minor problems that could be easily solved
with a little parental guidance may become major crises.
Talk about finances, especially credit cards. Clearly let your student know what
you will and what you will not contribute to college expen ses. Based on thi s, help
them develop a monthly budget to determine how they will make end s meet. A
student should have no more than one credit ca rd and pay off th e
-~entire balance at th e end of each month.

~

Don't rush in and solve problems. Students need the experience of solving problems on their own because valuable lessons are learned and confidence is built in the process. Remember, you will not al ways be th ere when a pro blem comes up. In
fact, some of the most empowering word s a parent can utter to a
student are, "What do you thin k you should do about this problem?"

-"";/,
•

Learn about on-campus resources available to your student.
Take advantage of the yea rs of experience Madiso n faculty and staff mem bers have working with st udent s in all
areas of college life. If your student tells you that there is
no one to help, don't believe it. He or she probab ly has
not looked hard enough.

https://commons.lib.jmu.edu/madisonmagazine/vol29/iss4/1
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foster dependency in their students to of these students to cope with the normal
maintain the parents' identity as impor- problems of young adulthood.
tant, valuable contributors to the lives of
For example, student clients of the
their children. Still others, burdened by Counseling and Student Development
work demands and other responsibilities, Center who are struggling with self-consolve students' problems because it seems fidence and decision making frequently
more efficient and safer than the alterna- make statements such as "I tell my
tive (i .e., examining the problem with mother everything" and "My father is my
the student, helping to identify relevant best friend." Students offer these as high
factors, deciding on a process, anticipat- praise of their parents; and I, too, can easing and overcoming setbacks, trusting the ily fall into a Steve Marrin-like fantasy in
which my own son and daughter speak of
student will follow through, etc.).
But perhaps the most important rea- me with such reverence. As a college menson for the accelerated involvement of tal health professional, however, I know
parents in the lives of college students is that such statements often indicate that
the simplest: Because of technology, now parents are not providing these students
they can be. A few decades ago, there was with sufficient space to develop their own
usually only one telephone for the entire lives and that, if changes are not made,
floor of a residence hall, long-distance dependency on parents will triumph over
costs were prohibitively high, and the healthy independence.
U.S. Postal Service delivered most comFurther, parents who swoop out of
munications between parent and student. their hovering flight patterns to solve
Under such conditions, the intentions of problems deprive their students of the
even "Apache attack helicopter" parents practice and experience that we all need
would likely be frustrated.
ro learn to cope with the vicissitudes and
The once-a-week phone call or letter struggles that characterize daily life. This
that characterized parent-student com- is especially unfortunate, as college promunications a generation ago has been vides students with a wonderful training
replaced by daily contact and the expec- ground filled with challenges and decitation of immediate replies from both sions (e.g., a roommate who is not a good
parties ("Where were yo u? I left a mes- match, choosing a class schedule, the
sage over an hour ago!") . On today's col- ending of a romantic relationship) that
lege campus, the slinging of book bags develop the mind-set and skills required
onto students' backs is accompanied by to navigate the truly significant issues
Making the decision to have a child the flipping of cell phones to their ears. they will face in the future (e.g., marital
- it's momentous. It is to decide forever to E-mail is checked religiously, and an problems, choosing a career, the deaths of
have your heart go walking around outside instant message is never far from students' others close to them). Thus, the powerful
your body. - Elizabeth Stone
fingertips. Parents have cell phones and parental motivation to protect their stucomputers, too, and a combination of dents from anxiety and harm ulcimacely
At very selective schools, such as JMU, wires, cell-phone towers and satellites all denies their children the opportunity to
students often come from highly success- fuse into an extended electronic umbili- work through difficult situations and
ful families in which parental expectations cal cord that continuously connects par- emerge better, stronger individuals.
for academic and professional success are ents and students. Advances in technolheightened, sometimes to the point that ogy have also spawned a 24/7 media cycle
Don't handicap your children by making
students' journeys toward these goals are that highlights every possible individual their lives easy. - Robert A. Heinlein
sullied by their parents' demand that they and societal danger, further increasing the
be obtained at any cost. Other parents centripetal forces binding parents and stuUlcimacely, the larger message helicopdents together.
ter parents send to their children is chat
What impact do all of these influences without intense parental involvement
About the Author: David Onestak is direchave on the development of students into their students are incapable of embodying
tor of the ]MU Counseling and Student Develophealthy, functioning adults? Up to a point the goal of the JMU mission statement:
ment Center. Previously he directed the Counseling
(remember that phrase?), increased paren- " ... educated and enlightened citizens
Center at Eastern Illinois University for seven years
and was a staffpsychologist at Georgia Southern
tal involvement has caused students to who will lead productive and m eaningand the University of Pittsburgh. He joined the
feel cared about, supported and reassured ful lives." How distressing and ironic it
]MU staff in spring 2004. He is a psychology gradthat they will not face life's challenges would be if the central lesson that the
uate ofPenn State and earned his Ph.D. in clinialone. However, more parents are now present generation of parents bequeaths
cal psychology at the University ofSouth Carolina.
going well beyond this point, resulting to their college students is, "Don' t trust
David and Judy, his wife of20 years, are steeling
in insufficient boundaries between stu- anyone under 3 0 ... especially if they're
themselves for the college years of their children,
ffl
dents and their parents, and the inability your son or daughter. "
Lauren and Brandon.
themselves, decided, 'Tm not going to
do it that way." Unfortunately, reactions
to emotional life experiences are often
extreme. The pendulum swings too far,
creating unintended problems of its own.
Many parents seem to believe that they
can, should and need to be all things to
their children and that everything is riding on how well they perform. A wonderful theatrical depiction of this belief
can be found in the movie Parenthood.
Steve Martin's character experiences two
sequential daydreams that exaggerate his
potential impact on his son's future. In
the first, his son is the valedictorian of
his college class and delivers a speech that
credits his father with doing everything
right and making him "the happiest, most
confident and most well-adjusted person
on the face of the earth." In the second,
his son is shooting at people from the college's bell tower and screaming that his
father "made me play second base!"
There are other emotional issues that
can set the blades of helicopter parents
whirling. Some parents live out their
own dreams and ambitions through their
offspring, often appearing to be more
interested in the success or failure of
their child than the child himself. (If you
want to observe this in all its glory, visit
your local Little League Baseball field
sometime.)
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Honesty works!
How to resolve the htdden cause ofpainful problems at work and home

e have all been there: In the midst of a conversation with a coworker or a loved one,
we've had something pressing to say - and
then held back. Or maybe we debated offering an idea or advice and fretted, "Should I
say it or not? Ah, forget it; it will probably
just cause an argument. It's not worth it. "
Next time you're in that situation and before you decide
whether bringing up your concerns is worth it or not, consider
these statistics:
• An average employee loses seven weeks of productivity every year
because of troublesome and unresolved communication issues.
• Lack of open, honest communication is at the root of 80 percent of problems at work.
• Nearly 75 percent of employees who leave their jobs do so
because of communication issues with their boss - not money.
• The No. 1 factor that drives employees to be engaged in their
job is their relationship with their boss.
• The divorce rate is still 50 percent.
Now, put those statistics aside and answer this question. Sharing something or keeping it inside, which takes more energy? If
you are like most people, keeping things inside is more stressful.
When yo u finally share it with someone the outcome usually is
not as bad as you feared.

https://commons.lib.jmu.edu/madisonmagazine/vol29/iss4/1
ILLUSTR ATION BY JUD GU ITTE AU/i SPOT

B Y ST EV EN GAFFNE Y

('85)

Having been "in the trenches" working with thousands of individuals from organizations of every size for more than a decade,
we have discovered that the root cause of most problems is a
lack of honest communication and the subsequent withholding
of issues, information and ideas.
How often have you said to yourself, "If they had just told me
what was bothering them and what they wanted, I could have
done something about it." Or, "If I just had all the necessary
information to do my job, I could have made a better decision
in a fraction of the time and done it so much better. " Recently,
a participant in one of my seminars shared that his wife of more
than 25 years told him she was unhappy and wanted a divorce.
The worst part about this is that he never saw it coming. He
never knew she was unhappy.
Honesty is not only about telling the truth vs. telling a lie.
That's just what everyone talks about. Honesty is about saying
what needs to be said and not withholding information and ideas.
Most people are unaware how much simply not being honest
hurts relationships, curbs teamwork, stunts innovation, wastes
millions in productivity and restricts the ability to generate new
business. Unfortunately, some people think hoarding knowledge means power, while the reality is withholding can be toxic
to every relationship at home and at work. Here are a few costly
results of dishonesty:
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• Poor decisions are made based on a fraction of the potential information.
• When vital information is nor shared in
a timely manner and expectations are nor
honesrly managed, contracts develop problems and customers are lost.
• Departments don't share important information and, thus, can't work effectively
with each other.
• Meetings become exasperating and unproductive because real issues are not discussed
or resolved.
• Co-workers avoid each other instead of
working together and resolving issues.
• People leave their jobs because of unresolved relationship issues.
• Instead of talking to each ocher, people
hide behind e-mail.
• Office politics and hidden agendas cause
employees to spend time developing backup and contingency plans rather than focusing on the work at hand.
• People do nor feel free to share the innovative, raw and crazy ideas chat could be
refined to make the organization incredibly
successful and profitable.
According to a national study, 91 percent
of people lie on a regular basis, and, in reality,
the other nine percent were probably lying.
The truth is that all people lie or withhold to
some extent. Ir's not because they are malicious or ethically flawed (though that can be
a problem for some); it is primarily because
they are afraid ofhurring someone's feelings,
afraid of retribution for being honest, afraid it
will permanently damage their relationships,
afraid char it will affect their careers, etc.
When we reduce fear, we can increase
honest, open communication - information, thoughts and ideas - chat can improve and have a positive impact on the
organization. People want to be upfront
and express their ideas. As I have already
mentioned, it takes more emotional energy
to keep things inside than to let things our.
The key is to create an environment where
people feel safe to do so.
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About the Author: Through keynote
addresses, breakout sessions and intense seminars,
Steven Gaffney ('85) encourages others to improve
communication, boost teamwork, increase productivity and generate new business. Gaffney
combined his speeches and seminars, print interviews and media appearances for his two books Honesty Works! Real-World Solutions to Common Problems at Work & Home (2006) and Just
Be Honest: Authentic Communication Strategies
that Get Results and Last a Lifetime (2 002).
Learn more at www.StevenGajfney.com/.
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According to a
national study, 91
percent of people lie
on a regular basis,
and, in reality, the
other nine percent
were probably lying.'
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STEVEN GAFF NEY

('85)

The Solution: Three Keys

0

ur years of working with thousands of people have uncovered
three keys essential to getting people to stop withholding, say what needs to
be said and get others to say what needs
to be said. By instituting these three keys
through specific real-world strategies, relationships can be fixed and grow at home
and work, and organizations can boost
teamwork, increase productivity and generate new business. As we all know, no
matter how great we are at something we
can always improve.
Key 1. We all need to be aware that
people rend not to be open and honest
and withhold information and ideas. For
example: When we say we are too busy
when we really don't want to deal with
someone; when we say everything is fine
when things are nor, because we fear potential backlash if we are upfront. We
need to recognize others are doing the
same to us.
Many of us don't realize chat we often
unknowingly encourage others not to be
honest with us by getting defensive or
upset when someone tells us bad news or
unpleasant feedback. So the next time that
person has to tell us something important,
the poor bearer of bad news is too scared
to be honest and instead does nor say anything. Awareness is the first step to changing the situation.
Key 2. Leaders need to advocate, demonstrate and reward honesty. We are all
leaders at home and at work. We lead our
families and at work we lead our boss, our
co-workers and our employees. As leaders
in our lives, we need to not only advocate
the value of honesty bur also consisrenrly
demonstrate it through full disclosure, encouraging feedback and positively reacting
even when people give us unpleasant news.

This also means apologizing and raking
full responsibility when we make mistakes.
Remember, there is no statute of limitations on apologies. If we owe someone
an apology, we need to apologize; just because they don' t bring it up doesn't mean
they have forgotten or chat they are over
what happened. So model and reward the
behavior you seek in others.
Key 3. You must provide the strategies
and skills for candid, honest communication and develop an environment where
others feel safe to practice them. We must
learn how to say what needs to be said. We
must be aware of the difference between
honesty and brutality, clear on the facts
and careful nor to accuse or blame. Honesty is not about sharing all of our opinions because often people don't care about
our opinions. Take responsibility for your
"mind charter" and how yo u see things.
Check-in with what you "imagine" (opinions, thoughts and conclusions) by asking
effective questions from a sincere position
char you may be missing something and are
nor fully aware of what is going on. Make
requests, suggest ideas, focus on finding a
solution, scare rhe benefits for ochers to fulfill your request and share ideas.
When everyone stops hinting around an issue and is transparent and candid, issues and
problems can be addressed and resolved, relationships can be transformed, people can do
their jobs significanrly better, organizations become more innovative, teamwork improves and
revenue goals are achieved. Both our home and
work life becomes more enjoyable and rewarding. By using these strategies and techniques,
many have saved their marriages, resolved issues
that had never been resolved and gotten promoted when it had seemed impossible.
So here is the challenge - what are people withholding from you? The scary part
is we don't know. The good news is we can
take action and do something about it.
Honesty rakes strategy, skill and practice.
After all, you don't go out and exercise once
and declare "Now I am healthy." Instead we
must work on it. The idea is to make improvements - not to be perfect bur to be
willing to feel awkward. If we do, the benefits are enormous. Juse imagine if you and
everyone around you really talked more
openly and shared ideas and wisdom with
each other. Ask everyone in your life to read
this article, discuss it and then share what
you are going to do differenrly. The way to
change your future is by changing today. ffl
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INSIDE:
The Reunion Interview Liz Sollenberger ('61) shares Madison memories; Bluestone Society's induction
My Madison Carolyn Rabunsky ('56) shares memories of two Madison presidents
Chapter News Featuring Atlanta, Chicago, D.C., Denver and New Orleans alumni .
Back in the 'Burg Carolyn Abitbol ('67) shares her passion
Tidewater Beach Party Alumni writer and photographer tag-team the fun-filled event
Alumni duo Create first-of-a-kind wrestling program ..
Black Alumni Chapter Reunion Weekend Alumni talk about diversity and mentor current students
A Madison centenarian Former educator Mary Frances Turner Darst ('38) turns 100
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{The Reunion Interview}

45 years of lhe Madison Experience
Liz Sollenberger shares Madison memories, including flapper pudding
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Sollenberger: The one I
usic educalearned the most from was
tion major
Dr. Lester Bucher. He was
Elizabeth
head of the music depart"Liz"Gough
ment. He was wise. I'm
Sollenberger
still working with the choir,
('61) earned
and I'm still teaching them
her master's in education from
things that he taught us. He
Madison in 1975. In April, she
had experience, so he was in
returned to campus to celebrate
touch with the real world.
her 45th class reunion. She was
And one day in education
the organist and choir director
class, we said, "Dr. Bucher,
at Woodstock United Methodwhat about discipline? "
ist Church for 37 years and is
And he said, " Keep them
currently the organist and choir
busy." And after 34 years
director at Woodstock Presbyof teaching, whether it was
terian Church.
kindergarten kids or high
She taught fifth grade for 15
school Spanish students, it
years in Shenandoah County.
She spent nearly 20 more years Liz Sollenberger ('61), a former chapter president of the Alpha Delta Kappa worked. "Keep them busy,"
honorary sorority tor women educators, talks about her 45th reunion.
and that's all he said.
teaching Spanish, music appreciation, middle school choir and music, and elementary classroom Madison: How did your experiences at Madison prepare you fo r
choir at other schools. Sollenberger serves on the board of the your careers as a church organist, a choir director and a teacher?
Shenandoah County Historical Society and is a member of the Sollenberger: I got the technical knowledge of music and the
Shenandoah Valley Music Festival Guild. Below, she shares some performance experience of getting up in front of people. We had
Madison memories and impressions of Spring Reunion Week- something that we called Friday Vespers. It was just a miniature
end.
church service. So the music majors' job, and this was purely volMadison: When you visited JMU in April for your 45th reunion,
unteer, was to play the organ. The voice majors would sing. And
what kind of changes did you notice?
the worst people to perform in front of are your peers, because
Sollenberger: The changes that I noticed were the physithey're going to be the most critical. That prepared us ro perform.
cal plant of the place - so many buildings for receptions and Standing up and singing in the Concert Choir gave us confidence.
entertaining people.
The only way to gain poise is to do it. When you teach music,
Madison: Did you find anything reminiscent of your days at you're constantly in front of people.
Madison? Is there anything that hasn't changed?
Madison: What accomplishment, personal or professional , are
Sollenberger: One thing that hasn't changed, I think, is the spirit you most proud of?
of the students. They love being there. And I was very impressed Sollenberger: Working with adults and children all these years
with the Student Ambassador Program that they have. I came to take them where they are, either through knowledge or musical
home and I thought, 'This young man is 20 years old; he's going skills, and then take them farther down the road than they were
to get dressed up in a suit on a Saturday night - a suit now when I started out. And doing it with a personal relationship so
and sit with a bunch of people his grandma's age. ' And Student that we respect each other later on.
Ambassadors are volunteers; he's not getting paid. He's reaching Madison: Your reunion weekend Madison Memory Book entry
out to other people unselfishly, and I was very impressed.
lists some great experiences - concert choir tour to New York
Madison: I heard you revealed plenty during the Madison ConCiry, 1957 Ashby Hall panry raid, fun at Doc's Tea Room - but
fessional program.
what is flapper pudding?
Sollenberger: On those days when you get frustrated, you just Sollenberger: Flapper pudding was an extremely rich dessert
want to hit somebody or something; and as a music major, I could served occasionally in the dining hall. Everyone liked it because it
get rid of the frustration by just going in and pushing the tutti was so good - butter, egg whites, pineapple, walnuts and vanilla
button on the organ. (In Italian tutti means "all.") And just push- wafers - how can you go wrong?
ing the tutti button on the organ, which meant every pipe was Madison: What do you treasure most from your rime at Madison?
available to be played - you could just raise the roof. This organ Sollenberger: Thar's a hard one. The closeness we had among
would thunder because it was four manuals. It was like driving a our classmates. The closeness chat we had with our professors
car and putting the pedal to the metal - bur that's dangerous. - they knew us, we knew chem. They gave us a basic foundation
in our field char we could rake with us and be trained on the job
This didn't hurt anybody.
ffl
to do whatever our boss wanted us to do. And we had fun.
Madison: Who was your favorite professor?
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SPRINGREUNIONS

Spring Reunions 2006

Five-year veterans
" of the Bluestone
Society induction,
18 members of the
Class of 1951 enjoy
their 55th reunion
• and reminisce
about special teas
with the deans, curfews and Madison
College President
G. Tyler Miller.

D

id you miss it? Nearly 120 Madison College
alumni from the Classes of 1951, 1956, 1961
and 1966 came back to campus for Spring
Reunion Weekend in April. Fifty-four members
of t he Class of 1956 were inducted into the Bluestone
Society and celebrated with JMU President Linwood H.
Rose. Alumni reminisced about everything from flapper
pudd ing to curfews and Doc's Tea Room, and also toured
a newly renovated Harrison Hall, which houses the School
of Media Arts and Design and other programs.
Liz Sollenberger (left)
brought copies of the
1961 Breeze editions to
share with her classmates at their 45th
reunion. Some of the
classmates helped produce the final issue of the
Schoo/ma'am. In 1962 the
yearbook changed to its
current name, 8/uestone.

" M an on the hall!" Gordon Leisch ('56) and George "Jack"
Leffel ('56) remember a Madison College full of women
- an d strict rules. Leisch made history as the only male on
t he porpoise team, the synchronized swim team.

https://commons.lib.jmu.edu/madisonmagazine/vol29/iss4/1

Fifteen members of the
Class of 1966 celebrate
their 40th reunion and
reminisce about Doc's Tea
Room and Dean Garber's
office "overlooking Kissing Rock." Though the
campus became fully coed
in 1966, Jack and Scottie
Foster (back row, center)
remember some leftover
strictness. "We were called
before the dean of women
for 'holding hands too much
in public,"' says Jack.
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President Linwood H. Rose and his wife, Judith, honored the
Class of 1956 with a reception in their home, Oakview. Here, Rose
greets Page Callis Morrison ('56) and her husband, Robert.

Nancy Caldwell Norman and Robin Brooks
Bowyer reconnect at the Class of 1966
reunion luncheon.

i,
Can you guess her class year? Janet
Thomas Vanover spared no detail for her
50th reunion.

111

I'

Barbara Johnson Riddleberger, Mary Sue Nelson and Maggie
Hartsel Birch - on behalf of the Class of 1956 - present JMU Presi·
dent Linwood H. Rose with a check for $317,214 during the Spring
Reunion Luncheon. The gift is the largest amount ever raised by
an individual class and reflects cumulative giving over the last five
years. The monies benefit the Class of 1956 Scholarship and other
university programs designated by individual Class of '56 donors.
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The JMU Alumni Relations team provided gifts to alumni attending the
Reunion Luncheon. Helen Morris Barnes ('46) and Ca!harine "Cappy"
Clodfelter Patrick ('46) open their JMU commemorative plates.
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{My Madison}

Presidential memories
Former assistant secretary is inducted into the Bluestone Society

BY S ANDE S NEAD

(' 82 )

arolyn Caricofe Rabunsky
('56) may have graduated a
half century ago from then
Madison College, but she
felt a schoolgirl's excitement
when she returned to JMU
in April to be inducted into the Bluestone
Society. Only those who are celebrating
their 50th graduation reunion are invited
to join the prestigious society.
Rabunsky was delighted to be joined
by her two senior year Madison roommates - Mary Sue Nelson and Cathy
Howard Padgett - as well as a number
of other good friends from the Class of
'56. During Reunion Weekend, the class
was honored with a reception at the home
of JMU President Linwood H. Rose.
Rubbing elbows with the university
president brought back a flood of memories for Rabunsky. Originally from Dayton, Va., Rabunsky grew up just a few
miles from the university. Her second
job after high school was as ass is tan t
secretary in the Office of the President
- first for President Samuel Page Duke
in 1948, and then for President G. Tyler
Miller from 1950 to 1954. Alma Flick
Former assistant secretary to the president Carolyn Caricofe Rabunsky ('56), seated, chats
was the secretary.
with fellow 50th reunion classmates Nancy Revercomb Brubaker and Mary Sue Nelson.
"I was glad to see that the president's
office is in Alumnae Hall, still on the
graduated wi th a business degree in 1954
1
main Quad," says Rabunsky. "That's fitand became a Navy pilot.
ting for the history of Madison."
After graduation, Rabunsky taught
One of Rabunsky' s main duties as assishome economics fro m 1956 to 1962 in
tant secretary to the president was to check
Fairfax Co unty schools, where she me t
her husband, Martin, who taught social
the attendance in Wilson Hall chapel each
studies and history. Both went on to
week. "The entire student body - those
living on campus and day students teach in Montgomery County, Md.'s
gathered for assembly in Wilson Hall on
public school system - she from 1962 to
1989, and he from 1962 to 1984.
Mondays and Wednesdays to make sure
everyone was accounted for, " says RabunNow living in Silver Spring, Md., the
sky. "There was assigned seating so we
couple enjoys retirement. T hey go out to
CAROLY N CAR I COFE RAB UNSKY (' 56)
lunch most days and like to watch sports,
could look and see who was missing. We
had about 1,200 students back then."
particularly basketball, on television .
Drs . Duke and Miller used to hold by the tunnel in bad weather," Rabunsky And when they get the chance, they like
meetings for the school's entire faculty in says. "Getting the mail was one of the to come home to Carolyn's alma mater.
one place as well.
duties I loved when the weather was nice. "I come back when I can, but I had my
Rabunsky recalls many trips to the post Starting in 1952, I only worked part time 50th college reun ion April 7 and then my
office to pick up mail twice daily for the because I began pursuing a degree in edu- 60th reunion from Dayton High School
president's office. The post office was in cation (home economics) at Madison. I in June. (Ir took me 10 years to earn my
Shenandoah Hall along with the school resigned from the job to attend full time degree while I was working at the same
time.) So that's too many reunions in
bookstore and main dining room. The in 1954 and finished in '56."
annex housed the laundry room and a
Rabunsky's brother, C harles Newton just a few months. It's tiring, but it's also
tea room. "You could get to Shenandoah Caricofe, also attended Madison . He pretty exciting."
ffl

1was glad to see
that the president's
office is in Alumnae
Hall, still on the main
Quad ... That's fitting
for the history of
Madison.'
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{Chapter News}

Alumni gather around
Future Duke Kylie
Roberts during the
Atlanta Chapter's
Spring Picnic. Roberts
is the daughter of
Atlanta Chapter
President Melissa Pal·
ladino Roberts ('98).

Atlanta alumni help
Relay for Life

I

M

elissa Palladino Roberts
('98), Atlanta Chapter president, is proud of her fellow
chapter members who participated in the American Cancer Society's Relay for Life in May. Chapter members also sponsored a beverage booth at
the annual Dogwood Festival and raised
more than $1,700 for the American
Cancer Society. "Alumni always come
out for a good cause," says Palladino.
The chapter also sponsored their annual
spring picnic and an outing to the June 4
Atlanta Braves baseball game.

I

I

Denver alumni
chat with JMU
Vice President
for University
Advancement
Joanne Carr
at a monthly
Thirsty Thursday chapter
event at
Hemingways.

Madison College
alumnae enjoying
the annual Tidewater
Luncheon include (1-r):
Annette Taylor ('47),
Mary Lee Lowe ('44),
Fran Allis Topping
('55), Katherine Samford ('57), Barbara
Ohmsen ('55), Lucy
Palmer ('51), Linda
Daniels ('61), Anna
Margaret Rhodes
('55), Aida Deluca
Boyle ('61), Nina Batzel ('60), Eugenia Ferrell ('47) and Virginia
Bendura ('61).

Rocky Mountain
Dukes elect leaders
BY

C

UJ

Iz
....a

&

a
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I
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I
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DAR C IE ROBERGE

('06)

olorado's Rocky Mountain
Dukes elected 2006-07 chapter officers in May. Taking the
helm are chapter leader Sean
Harrington ('96), fundraising/service
chair Allison Coffman-Leking ('01) and
social chair Bryan Pigott ('94).
Alumni have made their purple and
gold presence known in the Centennial
State through activities like the monthly
third Thursday mixer, Thirsty Thursdays,
a ski trip to Breckenridge, a Homecoming trip, Phil Vassar ('85) concert events
and happy hour gatherings.
"We've grown from hosting one
annual event to averaging 12 to 14
events per year," says Harrington, who is
also an alumni association board member. "We've created our own Web site
and e-mail distribution system and have
hosted events featuring university dignitaries, including Dean of the College of
Business Robert Reid and Vice President
for University Advancement Joanne
Carr. We really want to interact with
more alums, and e-mail is the best way
for us to keep everyone informed about
our activities. We need people to keep
their addresses up to date with JMU."

* About 850 Dukes live and work in Colorado, but Harrington says that he only has
e-mail addresses for about 150. Are you
an alum living in Colorado? Want to get
involved? Visit the chapter's Web site at
www.RockyMountainDukes.com and get registered at JMU's online community at www.
alumniconnections.com/olc/pub/JMD/.
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Chi-town
Dukes root on
the Chicago
Cubs, who
lost a tight
game, 2-1, to
the Atlanta
Braves on
May 27.

I Tidewater Madison
I alumnae keep lunch
1

1

tradition alive

T

welve Madison College alumnae gathered for a luncheon in
Tidewater on April 21 and heard
a college update by Paul Campbell ('04), assistant director of alumni
relations. Barbara Ohmsen ('55) plans
the annual Tidewater luncheon, but she
skipped last year's event to help plan
her 5oth Madison reunion. Discussion at
this year's luncheon centered on campus
changes and memories of Madison days.

Campbell also gave an update on the
Madison Century Campaign and shared
JMU's new marketing video, Be the
Change, which can be viewed at http://
media.jmu.edu/archives.asp#Video.

Chicago Dukes cheer
on the Cubs

I

The

Chicago-Area Alumni Chapter kicked off summer with
their first Cubs game outing
on May 27. Alumni began their
day at Wrigley Field with pre-game
festivities at Goose Island Brewery and
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CHAPTERNEWS

continued post-game at Sheffield's
Bar in the Lake View neighborhood. " It
was a great day to be at the ballpark,
hopefully we can make this an annual
event," says Danielle Turley ('00), who
was joined by her brother Christ opher
Turley ('06), who graduated from
JMU in May. The chapter had a great
turnout for the game with alumni from
several decades and some f uture
Dukes attending.

{Back in the 'Burg}

Abilbol shares her passion
B Y K ATIE FIT ZG ER A L D

(' 0 7)

D.C. alums put up their
dukes to fight cancer

T

he JMU Chapter of Metro
Washington "Raced for the
Cure" on June 3. Kate ('94) and
John Finamore ('94) led Team
Mommer and were joined by alumni
in the National Race for the Cure. The
duo also sponsored a brunch for alumn i
team members. John established the
team in 1997 when his mom was st ruggling with breast cancer. After she died
in 1999, he stepped up his efforts and
has registered a team annually. Met ro
Dukes also participated in Relay for
Life in May at South Lakes High School
in Reston and hosted the 14th-annual
Scholarship Golf Tournament on June
12 at the Piedmont Club in Haymarket.
All proceeds from t he tournament fund
the chapter's scholarship.

New Orleans chapter
president seeks alums

P

hil Antis ('97) and his wife, Katie
Antis ('98), took t he helm of t he
New Orleans Chapter in 2005.
"The chapter was pretty nonfunctioning at that time, and we were
trying to get things running," says Phil.
"We had a list of current alumni in the
city and were trying to contact those
people but all our plans went out t he
window with Hurricane Katrina. Now
that t hings are settling down for us
personally - although our house is still
being repaired - we should be ready to
try to get t his thing started again." ffi

*

Antis asks New Orleans-area alumni to
contact him, so the chapter can start planning some events. If you live in or around
New Orleans, please contact Antis at pjantis@yahoo.com or (504) 427-8416.

arolyn Abitbol ('67) , professor of pediatrics Carolyn Abitbol ('67),
and director of pediatric dialysis at the Uni- pediatrics professor at
versity of Miami, presented the keynote ad- the University of Miami,
talks to students and
dress at JMU's 31st Department of C hemistry JMU chemistry profesUndergraduate Research Symposium.
sor Gina MacDonald
Abitbol spoke ro students and p rofessors Handal at the chemabout the "chemistry" in medicine and about h er life as a istry department's
Undergraduate
medical researcher. "Medicine is a passion that I cannot put Research Symposium.
aside, " said the former chemistry and biology major and student body president. Abitbol was one of the first thesis honors students in the chemistry department and was pleased to learn that Carrier Library still has her 1967 thesis,
"An Investigation of the Surface Tension of Electrolytic Solutions."
"I don' t really know wh y I picked this subj ect," she said. "But I really wanted to
jump in there and impress them."
Abitbol earned her M.D. from the University of Virginia School of M edicine, specializing in surgery. "This was in the midst of the Vietnam conflict," said Abitbol.
"And for the first time it was made available to treat kidney failure with dialysis treatment, but not for women and children."
H er residency at Emory University in Atlanta is where her "future started," she
said. There she met her husband, Andre Abitbol. And she completed a research project on amino acid patterns in low birth weigh t infants on parental ali mentation . "I
love babies and wan ted to help them," she said.
Abitbol also completed a fellowship in pediatric nephrology at the Universiry of California, San Francisco, (where dialysis was fi rst performed on children). "After the first
child went through dialysis," Abitbol remembered, "she said, 'send out for a pizza."'
A F ulbrigh t- H ays Scholarship winner, Abi t bol studied at H opital des Enfan ts
M alades, in Paris. She then worked at the Stare U niversity of New York at Stony
Brook and the Cornell Medical Center as an assistant professor of pediatrics, where
she dialyzed and saved more than 25 babies. Today, she works at the largest pediatric dialysis center in the country and has published nearly 60 peer-reviewed articles.
Abitbol is the principal investigator on five ongoing research projects. "There is much
chemistry in medicine and nephrology," she told students. "We have to strive to keep
the 'science' in medicine."
ffi
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{Tidewater Beach Party}

Fun-filled, sun-filled fundraising
Alumni party and network to fund student scholarships
vercoming near gale-force winds, JMU alumni
pulled off the third-annual Tidewater Chapter Beach Party without a hitch . Nearly 100
alumni ventured to the new Ocean View Fishing Pier in Norfolk on June 10 and raised more
than $2,000 for the chapter's scholarship fund.
The first two beach parties were held at the local favorite
Duck-In, but the restaurant closed its doors last fall. Chapter
President Kelly Stefanko ('94) was concerned that the fishing
pier wouldn't be "as big of a hit with parents because it wasn't
on the beach. But the location turned out to be a plus."
Mary Jones ('91) says, "It's nice that the location is a
smaller, more intimate setting. It makes it easier to mingle and
meet. Without the sand and surf to play in, it made me relax
more since I didn't have to worry about my kids wandering off
into the water."
Michael ('92) and Mary Loumeau ('93) of Pilates Central in
Norfolk kept kids entertained with games and hula-hoop competitions . A disc jockey offered dance hits, including classic
'80s tunes and the JMU Fight Song. The cookout on the deck
included hamburgers, hot dogs, chicken, sides and beverages.
Alumni and guests purchased raffle tickets in the hopes of
winning one of the many door prizes, including a Ryan Newman Alltel racing pack donated by Michelle McKinney ('93),
a JMU Duke Club Homecoming rent pass and Harrison parking spot donated by the Duke Club, eight box seats for Norfolk Tides games donated by Phillip's Automotive and Mark
McKinney ('92), and a free balcony party at Premiere Nightclub donated by the Granby Theater.
Denise Rembis ('O 1) managed the chapter raffle. Jason Moore
('05) and Alison Cooper ('93) announced raffle prize winners
and provided comic relief and event announcements between
DJ sets. Though it was his first beach party, Moore served as
master of ceremonies. "I want ocher recent graduates to see char
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BY RosY N B uc HANAN GERSTENsLAGER

('04)

it's very easy to get involved," Left to right; Kelly Woodruff
he says. "Ir was just a great ('94), right, thanks beach party
rookie Jason Moore ('05), who
rime with great people."
served as emcee. Metro Dukes
The chapter also auctioned Riya Mehta ('03) and James
VIP box seats with parking Williams ('03) traveled from
to a 2006 Verizon Wireless Northern Virginia for the party;
Virginia Beach Amphitheater "We love going to JMU events,"
Mehta says, "but this is prob·
concert. Jeremy Starkey ('94) ably the farthest we've gone so
bid $130 to win.
far." Raffle ticket duo: James
Bob Barton ('96) of Beach Sheasley ('02) and Kelly Ste·
Ford in Virginia Beach fanko ('94) offer raffle tickets
to raise money for scholarships.
has served as a beach party Sponsors and prize donors
sponsor for all three events . Michelle ('92) and Mark McKin·
"Sponsoring the beach party ney ('92) brought their daugh·
is one of the ways I like con- ters, Cameron and Haley, to the
rri bu ting to the university family friendly beach party.
and to future students," he says. "Ir's a great event. My favorite part was meeting new JMU alumni. "
Many thanks go to the ocher purple and gold sponsors
- alumni entrepreneurs and alumni-owned businesses - which
include: RE/MAX Alliance, Stephanie Clark ('90); Long John
Silver's, David Grimm ('74); Dodi & McKinney, P.C., Mark
McKinney ('92); Marathon Development Group Inc., Buddy
Gadams ('93); Troutman Sanders, John C. Lynch ('91), and
Ghent Chiropractic, John ('95) and Jennifer ('96) Clayton.
A few Metro Dukes even showed up for the party. Riya
Mehta ('03) and James Williams ('03) traveled from Northern
Virginia. Both are involved in the D.C. chapter, "We're always
willing to support JMU," Mehta says.
Kristy Fowler ('01) summed up the afternoon, "Ir's always
a great time with plenty of friendly people. Ir's good chat the
Ocean View pier worked out. I can't wait for the Richmond
Crab Fest!"
She means next year's beach party, of course.

P HOTOGRA P H S B Y A LI SO N COOPER ('93)
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{Beat the Streets}

Going lo the mal for kids
Alumni duo create first-of-a-kind wrestling program

B Y MORGA N

D n ('05)

r's definitely nice to see a familiar face at a new job," coordinate and provide opportunities for amateur wrestlers to
says Chris Poli ('01), recounting his reacquaintance achieve their full human and athletic potential." MWA is the
•
with former JMU classmate Mark Harman ('02). The only allied member of USA Wrestling's Board of Directors.
duo has created the very first middle school wrestling The organization saw a need to prevent at-risk you th from
team in the history
failing in school and life. Beat
of New York City .
the Streets provides "25 to
The team, which is funded by
3 5 after-school fun hours" to
the Metropolitan Wrestling
stimulate the mind and body.
Association's "Beat the Streets
Poli has received donations of
Program," was a pilot program
wrestling shoes from Asics, and
last year. Next year the proBrute provided wrestling headgram will include six additional
gear for the program's particischools in Manhattan and 15
pants. Beat the Streets is a great
throughout New York City.
program, says Poli. "We help
Poli and Harman are graduimprove kids' self-esteem and
ates of JMU 's kinesiology
their attitudes toward learning."
program but say that they
It is fitting that Poli and
didn't really know each other
Harman created their program
at Madison. Harman concenin New York, which has a rich
trated in physical education,
history of wrestling, beginning
while Poli focused on sports
at the N.Y Athletic Club in the
management.
late 18 80s. Wrestlers repreIn September 2004, Poli Kinesiology graduates Chris Poli ('01) and Mark Harman ('02)
senting the "winged foot" concreated New York City's first middle school wrestling team.
noticed Harman on the first
sistently won Olympic medals.
day of school at New York's Simon Baruch Middle School. He In 1929, Oklahoman Merl Thrush took over coaching at the
introduced himself and says the duo could "never have imag- NYAC and for 41 years dominated national competitions.
Poli moved to New York after earn ing his master's from
ined they would play an integral role in such a progressive
movement in NYC's lower east side."
Adelphi University. "JMU is never far from our minds, " he
Established and incorporated in 1984, the Metropolitan says. Harman earned his master's degree from the University
ffl
; Wrestling Association's mission is to, " ... advocate, promote, of Virginia in 2003.
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{Alumni News}

Kim Dixon joins alumni relations staff
her B.A. in sociology from the
im Dixon joined the
University of Virginia, and this
} ( Office of Alumni
May, earned a master's degree
Relations in April
in tourism administration with
as assistant direcdual concentrations in events
tor/chapter liaison. She will
and sports management from
assist in the coordination of
George Washington University.
JMU alumni chapter activities
Dixon's professional experiand events. "I look forward
New
JMU
staffer
Kim
ence
has included event coorto working with JMU alumni
Dixon will assist in
dination, hospitality manageleaders to continue to build
upon the strong affinity for the coordinating alumni ment and sales. She worked in
chapter events.
the U.Va. Conference Services
university that already exists
Office
and
has worked in the private
among the alumni, as well as serve as a
sector to coordinate meetings, events
liaison to keep alumni connected with
and tours for corporations, individual
new developments taking place at JMU,"
groups and private organizations.
ffl
says Dixon. The Danville native earned
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Madison Events
SEPT. 16

Metro Dukes
Chapter CrabFest
at Fo rt Belvoir, Va.
www.metrodukes.com

OCT. 6·8

Family Weekend
www.jmu.edu/parents

OCT. 20•21

Homecoming 2006
www.jmu.com/homecoming
For more detailed information on any of
these events, please call the JMU Office
of Alumni Relations, toll free 1 (888) JMUALUM, or visit the online calendar at
www.jmu.edu/alumni/calendar/index.html
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{Student Ambassadors}

,
I
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I

I

Bluestone
Societx earns
'Top10 spot
BY

iI

E LIZA BETH PURIT Z

('07)

W

Student Ambassadors Vice President for Alumni

I

Celebrate Homecoming

Hollywood style
October 20-21
+ Rack up discounts and freebies in
Harrisonburg with the JMU Alumni
Homecoming Discount Card + Meet
your friends at the Seventh Annual Homecoming Tailgate + Win fun prizes in the first Homecoming Tailgating Contest + Cheer on the Dukes as they tackle William
and Mary + Have fun with the whole family at the Homecoming Parade + Party down at the Homecoming Gala

eekly, I stand before
the Student Ambassadors organization
membership and try
to convey my enthusiasm for spending
time with JMU alumni at events and
as liaison to the Office of Alumni Relations. Admittedly, I'm so excited sometimes that my fellow Student Ambassadors think that I'm crazy. Most of my
fellow ambassadors, especially new
members, don't get to spend quality
time with alumni like I do. I discovered
my enthusiasm and genuine love for
Madison alumni just over a year ago
when I attended the 2005 Bluestone
Society Dinner. This year, the Reunion
Weekend spotlight was on the Class
of 1956. Watching this lively group of
Madison alums walk up and receive a
Bluestone Society medal for reaching
their 50th reunion easily made the
"Top 10" list of my Madison Experience. Sitting down to meals with
alumni at Reunion Weekend, exchanging stories of old and new, exploring
new traditions and even sharing hugs
allowed many Student Ambassadors
to experience the excitement I have
been jabbering about for weeks.
Please don't miss your Madison
reunion. It's worth it!
ffl

Student Ambassador Elizabeth Puritz
('07), second from left, helped the alumni
relations staff plan and execute Spring
Reunion Weekend. Here, she chats with
Bluestone Society inductees Jack Leffel
('56) and Geraldine "Gerry" Walker Earman ('56). Second from right is Gerry's
husband, John Earman.
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{Reconnecting}
Black Alumni
Chapter President
Vanessa Evans
('93, '97M), below
center, shares
advice on "life after
college" in a roundtable discussion
for JMU students.
Alum ni also heard
aboutJMU's

Black Alumni Chapter
Reunions provide an
opportunity for JMU
alumni, professors,
students and prospectives to mingle
and connect. Steve
Smith ('71), associate vice president for
constituent relations;
Art Dean ('93), CMSS
director; and Daniel
Wubah, special assistant to the president;
listen to alumni
concerns.

Black Alumni Chapter Reunion
Weekend showcases lalenl
Alumni talk about diversity and advise current students
MU Black Alumni Chapter members celebrated each abo ut the changes, challenges and accompl ish ments of J MU's
other's talents and talked about JMU to prospective and diversity initiatives. "Dr. Rose was extremely candid abo ut camcurrent students during the second-annual April Reunion p us diversity - the shortcomings, positive steps and initiatives
Weekend in the 'Burg.
currently in place," says Evans. "Alumni were energized to hear of
JMU's Students for Minority Outreach co-sponsored the commitment JMU has made to create a more diverse campus
an alumni talent showcase, and alumni enjoyed a cook- environment. Dr. Rose also challenged al umni to continue to be
out, happy ho ur and parry in the Grand Ballroom. "The weekend proactive in our diversiry efforts and to consider developing a prowas a great success," says Black Alumni Chapter President Vanessa gram with middle school students, so that we can begin to mentor
Evans ('93, '97M). "Alumni from many different class years, and students at a yo unger age to prepare them for the rigors of college
those who had not seen campus in years, were back this year."
life. Immediately fo llowing the meeting, alumni were conversing
Evans, associate director of the Ron Brown Scho lar Program on how to make this challenge a reality. And we know we will. "
for the CAP Charitable Foundation, joined six alumni leaders in
In a rare opportuniry, JMU prospective studen ts, curren t stua panel discussion to give advice to JMU students . The "Pack- dents and alumni mingled at a single event - the an nual Block
aging and Preparing Yourself for Life After College" program is Party, which is co-sponsored by the BAC, the JMU Office of
designed "to mentor current JMU students and help them begin Admissions and the Center for Multicultural Student Services. "It
was fantas tic," says Evans. "We listened to music, chatted during
to create a JMU network," Evans explains. "It was open to all academic levels. We discussed what life was like on campus when we lunch and watched student organizations perform. It was amazing
were enrolled, and we talked about preparing for job interviews to see the talent that JMU fosters."
Many alumni joined the voices of the Contemporary Gospel
and resume writing. Approximately 20 students attended. "
Shavalyea Wyatt ('OO) assisted faculry members with interviews Singers at the weekend's final event. Sunday's spiritual celebration
of students accepted to JMU' s Centennial Scholars program. The featured the Rev. Dr. David Forbes ('85) as guest speaker. Forbes
is pastor of the Columbus Christian Center (Ohio) and the Spirit
students received prestigious Centennial Scholarships.
iffil
The BAC also invited JMU President Linwood H. Rose to talk of Life Church International in Roanoke.

'Black Alumni Reunion Weekend was developed as a time for
alumni to gather to reconnect with not only classmates, but
current students and the JMU community as a whole.'
VANESSA EVANS ('93 , ' 97M)
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{Up Close}

A Madison centenarian
Alumna dedicates life to education and serving chtldren BY D ARCIE

RoBERGE

('06)

hile thousands
of ]MU seniors
donned caps
and gowns to
accept their
degrees on May
6, Mary Frances Turner Darst ('38)
put on her favorite blue suit and a
blush rose corsage to celebrate her
100th birthday.
The centenarian dedicated her
life's work to psychiatric social work
for children. According to her greatnephew, Charles Robertson, Darst is
the longest-lived member of her family. For Darst, turning 100 is "just
another day... . I know that I'm living on borrowed time," says Darst. "I
just try to take it one day at a time."
Born at home in Haleford, Va., in
1906 to John William Turner and
Lillian Hancock Turner, Darst had
four brothers and sisters and gained
six half brothers and sisters from her
fath er's previous marriage. Darst's
mother was a teacher, and her father
was a general store owner.
Darst's educational experience in Mary Frances Turner Darst ('38), who dedicated her entire career to
a two-room schoolhouse was not education and psychiatric social work for children, turned 100 on May 6 .
unusual for the time. "Everyone I Inset: Mary Frances at 9 months old.
knew went to school in the two-room schoolhouse," she says. join various clubs and participate in many
"The lower grades were taught in one room and the upper activities," she says. "I also received special
grades were taught in the other room. But we [shared] recess."
favors from the administration as a result of my
There was no high school in the community of H aleford, so the husband's reputation. I was invited to play bridge
Turner children either had to board or stay with relatives. Then, in the home of President Sam Duke."
according to Darst, they "were left to fend for themselves."
After graduation, Darst again taught for a few years. "Although
After high school Darst entered Ferrum Training School, now I was successful as a teacher, I knew that it wasn't what I wanted
Ferrum College, and graduated in 1924. She taught in a one- to do," she remembers.
room elementary school in Franklin County, while continuing her
Darst became a yo uth counselor with the N ational Youth
education at Radford College during the summers. She completed Administration and earned a master's degree in social work from
her student teaching in Pulaski County,
the Richmond Professional Institute of the
and that appointment changed her life. She
College of William and Mary (currently
met the superintendent of schools, Edward
part of VCU). H er first experience with
Lewis Darst, and later married him.
fieldwork was in the Children 's Home
Darst's husband was well known in VirSociety of Virginia, a statewide adoption
ginia's educational circles . The marriage
agency established by the Virginia legislaended prematurely when Edward died from
ture. Because of philosophical differences
complications following a car accident.
with the agency, Darst took a job with the
Finding herself alone, Darst decided to
Family Service Association in Richmond.
attend Madison College to earn a B.S. in
A firm believer in education, Darst then
social work. Though she was older than
entered Smyth College in Amherst, Mass.,
typical students, Darst was welcomed into
where she received an M.S . in psychiatric
the Madison community. "I was invited to
CHARLES R OBERTSON
social work. "Our teachers were the very

'Aunt Mary has definitely taught me how
important family is ...
Family is not a priority in today's world,
but it's very important to us.'
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UPCLOSE
best," she says. "Classes were caught in
the summer, so we had professors coming
from Yale, Boston, New York, Cincinnati
and many prestigious clinics."
During her career, Darst worked with
many influential figures in her field,
including Dr. Erik Erikson, whom she
assisted at European child psychology
conferences. She also met Dr. Spock
and the psychiatrist who evaluated Lee
Harvey Oswald.
"I admired Annette Garret, one of the
foremost social workers of her time,"
says Darst. "Our field is very fulfilling.
If someone came in feeling depressed,
yo u could work with chem to help them
feel better."
After a long career working in clinics and advising social work students,
Darst retired in 1971 and moved to
Roanoke's Friendship Manor Retirement Center. She lived there and cared
for her sister, Annie Hancock Turner,
until her death in 1997. Darst moved
to Harrisonburg in 2000 to live in Sunnyside Retirement Community.
"Aunt Mary has definitely taught me
how important family is," says greatnephew Charles Robertson. "Family is
not a priority in today's world, but it's
very important to us . ... Aunt Mary is
the most educated person in our family. She's always willing to cry anything.
Anything. One of her friends wanted
to be married in a hot air balloon.
The bride's father would have no part
of it, so she asked Aunt Mary to give
her away at the wedding. Her bravery
inspired the father. He said, 'If she's
going to do it, I'll do it too."'
m

••
Join us this year for
Family Weekend, Oct. 6-8
Enjoy music events, an arboretum tour and sale, UREC adventure
programs, a gala dinner and the annual Godwin Field Festival.

Don't miss the football team as they tackle Rhode Island, Oct. 7
If you haven't received your
Family Weekend brochure,
please contact the Office
of Parent Relations
at (540) 568-3190 or
e-mail parent@jmu.edu

--~

Mary Frances Turner Darst ('38) is congratulated by her great-nephew, Charles
Robertson and some of the 30 family
members who attended her 100th birth·
day celebration.
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Mildred Danley moved
to Berrien Springs, Mich.,
to live with her daughter, Ibba
Glaske, in January after living in
Winchester for 44 years. Though
her move may seem mundane,
Danley is 104 and her daughter is
77. Danley has lived alone since
her husband died in 1978. "It is
too lonesome," Danley told The
Winchester Star before her move to
Michigan. Danley has two other
children: daughter Lana Buckingham, 79, lives in Tarzana, Calif.,
and son, F. W. D anley, 75, is in
Rancho Cucamonga, Calif. "I'll
always be a Virginian," Danley said
before departing on her 600-mile,
14-hour trip by train. A member of
the Daughters of the American Revolution, Danley's advice includes,
"Don't smoke or drink." Danley
taught school in Frederick County
and Winchester. She graduated
from Winchester schools in 1921
and attended the State Teachers
College at H arrisonburg to earn her
teaching credentials.

62

Joyce Buse! Miller volunteers at her local elementary school, serves as president of
the O range County Retired Educators Association and is active in the
Delta Kappa Gamma Society International. Miller also stays busy with
the O range Farmer's Market and
her grandchildren, Ben and Claire.
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Jeanne Marie Schneider
Wilhelm has served as president of a Veterans of Foreign Wars
Ladies Auxiliary post since 2002,

50th Reunion Year: Members of the Class of 1956 gather for their 50th reunion portrait. Did you attend
Reunion Weekend in April? Want your class reunion photo e-mailed to you? Call (540) 568-2664.

and she was recognized as 2004-05
President of the Year. Wilhelm has
taught faith form ation to first-grade
students for nine years, and she is
teaching third grade this year.

72

Stephen P. Davis Sr.
retired in 2005 after 25
years with the National Geospatial-lntelligence Agency and its
predecessor organizations. H e
served as senior staff offi cer within
the homeland security division of
NGA's Office ofAmericas. Davis
is now enjoying a second career as a
professional dru m mer.

74

Ball State University
tapped Ben Hancock
('75M) as vice president for university advancement. H ancock has
been vice president for institutional
development at Albion College in
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Michigan since 1989. During his
tenure, Albion College successfully
completed three comprehensive
campaigns: the $140 million
Liberal Arts at Work campaign,
the $75 million Campaign for
Generations and the $40 million
Campaign for Albion. Under his
leadership, average annual alumni
giving to the college reached a
consistent 50 percent participation
rate. At Ball State, H ancock will
oversee the establishment of effective fundraising and alumni relations strategies, systems, networks
and practices. In addition, he will
supervise the administrative area
of university advancement, which
comprises university development,
advancement services, international
advancement, alumni programs
a nd the Ball State University
Alumn i Center. "Philanthropic

support has never been more critical to public universities, and Ball
State is uniquely positioned to make
a compelling case for continued
and increased generosity from
alumni and friends who believe in
its mission," H ancock says. Prior to
joining Albion College, Hancock
was director of development and
executive director of the university's
foundation at Boise State University. He began his work in higher
education in 1977 as director of
alumni services at JM U and then
moved into the position of di rector
of development and alumni relations at Maryville College. Anne
Dervishian Perdue ('77M) is the
2005-06 Augusta County Teacher
of the Year. She is a T itle I read ing
specialist working with second and
third-grade students at R iverheads
Elementary. Perdue is also record-

*
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ing secretary for the Virgin ia State
Reading Association and a member
of the Delta Kappa Gamma Society
International. She is active in the
Shenandoah Valley Reading Council. She and her husband, Dean, live
in Mint Spring. Robert Stacy
is deputy assistant director of the
Department of Defense Learning
and Development Division in Crystal City. He is the training manager
for the department's workforce on
the upcoming pay-for-performance
National Security Personnel System.

*

75

Theresa Beeton earned a
Ph.D. in human services
and clinical social work from
Walden U niversity in February.
A licensed clinical social worker
with a private practice devoted to
relationship therapy, Beeton conducts workshops for couples and is
chair of the resea rch committee for
Imago Relationships International.
Ronald Kinzer was appointed
business auditor for the City of
Fairfax after serving 31 years with
Washington Gas Light Company.
Fauquier County school chief J.
David Martin
is the Virginia
Superintendent
of the Year.
The recipient
of the awa rd is
determined by
the president of
J. David
the State Board
Martin ('75)
of Education,
the acting state superintendent of
public ed ucation and the presidents
of four major educational organizations. "David Martin assists his
staff with balancing the needs of
the students who perform below
standard with the needs of those
who perform above by emphasizing high expectations for the low

*

*

achievers and stretching the top
for the high achievers," says VASS
President Margaret Blackmon. A
Culpeper native, Martin has been
Fauquier County's superintendent
since 2001. Before assuming h is
present position, the 30-year education veteran served as superintendent with the Williamsburg-James
City, Henry County and Manassas
Park school divisions. Martin
serves as an adjunct professor at
Shenandoah University and as
executive superintendent of the new
Mountain Vista Governor's School.

30th Reunion Year: SEPT. 2
P. June D iehl ('SOM)
recently published a book,
The Magic & the Mundane: A Guide
for the Writers journey. She teaches
writing classes, has won awards for
short stories and poetry, and hopes
to finish her first novel this fall.

SCHOLARSHIP THANKS
Dear Charlotte C. Arrendell:
My name is Bruce Blair, and I want to take the time to
thank you for the Marilyn Crawford Kinesiology Graduate
Scholarship. What a wonderful way to honor the memory
ofyour sister, Dr. Marilyn Crawford, who taught kinesiology
and served as head of]MU's Department ofPhysical Education and Health
Sciences for 23 years. As a graduate student in recreation management,
my desire is to develop residential and recreational care facilities in Third
World countries. I have a strong passion for working with at-risk children
and helping develop them into leaders within their communities. Your generous gift will go a long way in helping my dreams become a reality. After
graduation I plan to work in Costa Rica; and through all things, I hope to
serve others and uphold the standard ofexcellence that is represented in the
Marilyn Crawford Scholarship. Thank you again for all that you provide
/MU andfor making a difference in my life.
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Cathy Foley and R. Bruce
Chisholm were reunited
and married in 2003. They live in
Carlisle, Pa.

82

Joanne Bowers was
appointed head women's
gymnastics coach at the University of Washington, becoming
only the fifth head coach in the
program's 32-year history. Bowers spent the last five seasons as a
highly successful assistant coach
at the University of Michigan,
helping lead the Wolverines to a
seventh-place finish at the 2006
NCAA Championships. She also
led the Wolverines to the NCAA
Championships every year she
coached, and her teams won four
Big Ten Championships. * Wesley
Burkett is a supervisor for Comcast
Cable. He lives in Tennessee with
Sheila and their children, Chelsea

https://commons.lib.jmu.edu/madisonmagazine/vol29/iss4/1

Bruce Blair ('06M)

and Brandon. * William S. Corey
Jr. is office managing partner for
the Baltimore office of PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP.

84

John Powers was the JMU
chemistry department's
keynote speaker at the grand opening of the Physics/Chemistry
Building during Homecoming
2005 . In addition to international
marketing of specialty chemicals,
Powers still finds time to play bass
and sing in a rock 'n' roll cover
band. He and Carol celebrated their
21st wedding anniversary in June.

85

Michael Keller is technology coordinator for Virginia Commonwealth University's
English department and production editor of Blackbird, an online
journal ofliterature and the arts.
He and wife, Leslie, live in Richmond with their daughter, Jordan .
Elaine Toth Hinsdale earned
the President's Volunteer Service

*

Award for surpassing 100 hours
of volunteer service in 2005 . The
award recognizes Hinsdale's dedication to volunteerism and signifies
that she has served the community
and the country with distinction. "Through service to others,
you demonstrate the ourstanding
character of America and help
strengthen our country," said President George Bush at the annual
celebration ofNational Volunteer
\\P.
Week in April. Hinsdale
is an active volunteer
,,,_...,.._.
with Florida Hospital, UnitedArts
of Central Florida
f
and president of
~
~..
JMU 's Alumni
~
~ I
'\"
Association.
l.:1,:~ . [ ~ \C
Nancy Sheppard Stone
earned a master's in public health
in health policy and administration
from the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill in May. Ladd
Wagner is an agent with State Farm
Insurance in Pittsburgh.
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Advocating compassion

E

BY D ARCIE

R OBERGE

(' 0 6)

xewtive Director of the Virginia Interfa ith Center for
Public Polic y Doug Smith ('93) says, "There was a whole
series of JMU sociolog y professors - including Mary Lou
Wylie, Gail Funke and Cecil Bradfield - who really raised
up a generation of us asking, 'What will you do for others?"'
Smith had planned on law school after J MU, but accompanying Bradfield on a May-ses sion journey through Appalachia
convinced the now-Rev. Smith that "God was calling me to work
for 'the least of these "' (Matthew 25:40). Lobbying may tap talent s that Smith might otherwise have used in courtrooms; but
he points out, "Convincing legislators of a moral policy, such as
preventive healthcare for the indigent, is more do-able if I can
argue that it ultimately saves ta xpayers money."
As director of Virginia 's olde st faith-ba sed advocacy group,
the Disciples of Christ minister conducts lobbying, research and
educational campaigns on behalf of the poor and marginalized.
He says, " My job give s me an opportunity to realize that small
difference s in legi slature can have a tremendous impact on the
lives of tho se who don't ha ve a voice."
The aim of the Virginia Interfaith Center for Public Policy is "to
unite people of faith to build a more just and compassionate commonwealth." VICPP was founded in 1982 by a Presbyterian minister, and the current staff of four weigh in on state issues such as
children's health, church/state, welfare reform, poverty, the working
poor and tax modernization. The group
aided in the advocacy of a bill allowing
18-year-olds with
training to report
child abuse and
neglect. The bill was
passed and became
a law last May.
The Virginia Interfaith Center also
brings to Virginia a
number of speakers
who are knowledgeable about certain
legislative issues .
A West African cotton farmer spoke to
religious leaders in
Roanoke about subsidies and their impact on farmers . The organization al so sponsors th e " Poverty Diet," where partic ipants live on a food stamp
diet for three days to experience what it 's like.
Smith believe s that hi s JMU experience and his degree in sociology give him an edge in examining legislation very critically.
"Service learning really helped prepare me for the real world,"
he say s. "As citizens, we mu st be civic minded in our actions.
JMU has one of the be st program s for helping prepare students
for the practical aspect s of compassion ."
Smith also met his wife, Cindy Whitt Smith ('93) at Madison.
"JMU wa s great. There 's nothing like serving in the middle of a
110-degree de sert and having the JMU Fight Song stuck in your
head. JMU ha s never been far from my heart."

*Learn more about Doug Smith at JMU's "Be the Change"
Web site: www.jmu.edu/bethechange.
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20th Reunion Year: SErT. 2
J. Mark Dressel is
corpora re director
of finance for a startup ho rel
company, Twelve Hotels and
Residences. He and h is wife,
Krist in, live in Atlanta with
their daughters, An na, Emma
and Madeli ne.
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SCHOLARSHIP THANKS
Dear Arthur and Caroline Brown ('9IP):

There are many ways
to communicate appreciation; but when the
gift is large, very few
ofthese ways are fitting. How can I best
express how impressed
and grateful I am for your gift? To
show my appreciation, I promise to
always remember the model ofservice
and leadership that Michael Matthew
Brown ('91) exhibited. Beginning this
foll, I will work for at least two years in
an inner-city school through Teach for
America. Eventually, I want to create
new jobs by starting a sustainable business called BioNeighbors. Your gift in
memory ofMichael helped me get one
big step closer to achieving these dreams.
Thank you for choosing to give.

Joseph Y. Gallo has
been appointed vice
president and ch ief information officer for T he Dispatch
Printing Company in Ohio.
Prior to joining the company,
Gallo was executive director
of information technology
for The New York Times companies at the Shared Services
Center in Norfolk. The business administration major
and his wife, Mary, have three
children. The Dispatch Printing Company is a privately
held, fami ly-owned media
Cory Suter (' 06)
organization in central Ohio
whose affiliates include The
Columbus Dispatch, WBNS-10 TV,
city's quality oflife," rhe Master
of Publ ic Administration graduthe Ohio News Network, This Week
Community Newspapers and
ate told rhe Harrisonburg Daily
Radio Sound Network. * Richard
News-Record. Byrd is a manager for
T hompson is director of support
Rocco Food Products in Edinburg.
services at Page County Public
'Tm quite humbled by the vote
Schools in Luray.
of confidence that the citizens of
Harrisonb urg gave ro me," Byrd
Lisa Milliken ('OOM)
told Harrisonburg's WHSV TV-3.
is assistant principal at
"I hope that I can live up to their
Turner Ashby High School in
expectations during the next four
years serving on city council." Byrd
Bridgewater. She earned a second
is a 1995 graduate of the University
master's degree from Shenandoah
ofVirginia Sorensen Insrirure's
University and has worked as a
Political Leaders Program. He is
special education reacher. * Susan
Morrison is the 2006 Teacher
married to Stephanne Strickler
of rhe Year at Culpeper Middle
Byrd ('93M). Kathryn E. Van
Voorhees joined Paule, Camazine
School (Vi rginia), where she
reaches algebra and geometry. She
& Blumenthal,
P.C . as an
is completing her master's from the
Un iversity ofVirginia and plans
associate. She
to become a midd le school math
brings 11 years
specialist. "CMS has a wonderful
of experience
staff, and I have fantastic students,"
in civil and
she says. "I am honored robe their
commercial
reacher of the year."
litigation ro the
firm. Her areas
Jerry Brooks is a lieutenof practice
Kathryn E. Van
include insurant colonel in rhe Army
Voorhees ('90)
Reserve serving outside of Baghdad,
ance defense,
Iraq. H e works as a Multinational
personal injury, public entity
Corps-Iraq historian. * Republican
defense and employment discrimination. Van Voorhees is a board
candidate Ted Byrd won election ro
the Harrisonburg City Council last
member of the Women Lawyers
May and rook office in Ju ly. "VotAssociation of Greater Sr. Louis,
and she is licensed to practice in
ers likely responded to my message
Missouri and Ill inois.
about guarding and improving the
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Robbie Gibson Whitehead is an associate of
Pfizer Inc.'s neuroscience cluster in
Kimberly Dalianis
Roanoke.
Zarkin is associate professor of
communications at Westminster
College in Utah. She and her husband, Mike, published the book,
The Federal Communications Commission: Front Line in the Regulatory
and Cultural Wars.

*
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Adam Mahmud welcomed
President George Bush during a visit to Europa Stone Distributors in Sterling, Va. Mahmud is an
owner and vice president for Europa
Stone. Parties representing various
segments of the scone industry were
brought together under Europa's
roof for a roundtable discussion
with the president. Mahmud joined
Europa in 2002 and is in charge of
operations. His prior experience
was in sales and supply-chain management while working for PricewacerhouseCoopers and AT&T
and in international banking while
work ing at Bahrain's Arab Banking
Corp. Mahmud lives in Ashburn ,
Va., with his wife and three sons.
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Erik Cope reaches social
studies at Hyde Park
Academy in Chicago's South Side.
Neil Sherman is director of
reconscruccive and female urology
at New Jersey Medical School/University of Medicine and Dentistry
of New Jersey. He completed a fellowship in reconstructive urology
at Duke University Medical Center
and a urologic surgery residency at
UMDNJ.

*
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All-about-jazz.com feat ured Joy Bellis' March
7, 2006 , CD release, Coming
Alive, and compared the vocalise
to N ora Jones. Bellis is signed co
W hite Butterfly Records, which is
owned by Jeff Haas ('96), who is
also a trading
assistant with
Timber Hill. A
finance major,
Bellis "moved
co Manhattan
for a job in the
investment
banking world,
but knew this
Joy Bellis ('95)
was a vehicle
to get her closer co chat place where
she could also make her singing

dreams happen," according co Allabout-jazz. com . Bellis has studied
jazz standards and Latin (especially
Brazilian) rhythms with jazz singers
and vocal coaches, Carol Fredette
and Maura Ellyn. Bellis has provided backup vocals in live performances for the Larin rock group
Batista and completed studio work
for songwriters in the dance, pop
and musical cheater genres. Learn
more abo ut the singer's work at
www.joybellis.com. Sarah-Katharine Owen caught high school
English in Talavera de la Reina,
Spain as part of the 2004-05 Fulbright Teacher Exchange Program.
David Wilson is director of th ird
party services for Quantum Servicing Corp. in Shelton, Conn. He
lives in Wash ington Depot, Conn.,
with Margaret and their children,
James and Matthew.

*

*

10th Reunion Year:
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SEPT. 2

Rammy Ihsan Alam of
Annanda le ea rned his
Doctor of Osteopathic Medicine
degree from
Philadelphia
College of
Osteopathic
Medicine in
June. H e is
completing
his internship
at Delaware
Rammylhsan
County MemoAlam ('96)
rial Hospital in
Drexel, Pa. Kevin Faikish is hospital account manager for Merck
in Connecticut. Kristine Hinck
is senior manager, internal communications and public relations,
at Pepsi-Cola North America in
Purchase, N.Y. Kerry Callahan
Mandulak won an undergraduate
teaching award for a speech science
class, the only student-nominated
teaching award at the University of
North Carolina at Chapel Hill.

*

*

*

Keep your
subscription
up to date
To receive Madison, keep
your address up to date
with JMU. See the inside
back cover or visit
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Globelrolling JAG officer

L

BY H ALI CHIET

('07)

t. Col. Michael McWright ('85) has traveled around
the globe since graduating from JMU. After earning a B.S. in political science and a minor in criminal
justice, McWright entered Ohio Northern University's
law school, where he earned
his law degree in 1988. He
passed the Indiana bar exam
and began private practice
in Versailles, Ind. McWright
says he didn't really enjoy
his practice, so he applied
for the U.S. Army Judge
Advocate General's Corps.
"I went into the JAG Corps
because I felt an obligation
to serve our country in the
military and for the opportunity to practice law in
various legal fields," he says.
" The JAG Corps has officers
assigned all over the continental United States and
throughout the world, so it's
a great opportunity to see
many places."
In June 1989, McWright was
commissioned as a first lieutenant and went to the Judge Lt. Col. Michael McWright ('85)
outside the Task Force War
Advocate Officer Basic TrainFighter camp in Anaconda,
ing Course in September.
Balad, Iraq, in October 2005.
After training, he began his
military journey. "I was stationed at Fort Gordon, Ga., from 1989
to 1992, Fort Stewart, Ga., from 1992 to 1995, and Fort Riley,
Kan., from 1995 to 1997; earned my Master of Law from the
Army Judge Advocate General 's School in 1998; served on the
faculty at the Air Force Judge Advocate General 's School, Maxwell Air Force Base, Ala ., from 1998 to 2001; was deputy staff
judge advocate at Fort Polk, La ., from 2001 to 2003; and was
deputy staff judge advocate at Fort Leonard Wood, Mo., from
2003 to 2005."
In 2005, McWright deployed to Iraq to serve as regional
defense counsel, Region IX (Middle East) for the U.S. Army
Trial Defense Service. He was stationed at Camp Victory in
Baghdad through summer 2006. " The TDS mission provides a
full range of criminal defense legal services to soldiers, which
includes representing soldiers charged with criminal offenses
at trial and during criminal investigations, or in other adverse
criminal or administrative actions," he explains.
McWright did a good bit of traveling while supervising 21
Army trial defense attorneys stationed throughout Iraq ,
Kuwait and Afghanistan. Currently, McWright is executive officer for the U.S. Army Trial Defense Service Headquarters near
Washington, D.C. " I'm glad I deployed to Iraq because I had so
many great soldiers and attorneys working with me, but I'm
glad to get back and see my wife, Andrea," he says.
Although he wasn't a part of JMU's ROTC program, McWright
says that the military science courses he took were some of his
favorites. The proud Duke Club member says, "I had a blast at JMU
and am amazed at the growth of the school since I graduated over
20 years ago. I'd love to come back and teach someday."
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Personal best in the
Boston Marathon

D

I

BY

DARCIE R OBE RGE

('06)

avid R. Meyer ('88) not only completed the 2006
Boston Marathon at 40 years old, but the dedicated
runner clocked his personal best.
Meyer finished in the top 200 of nearly 19,000 runners. And in the masters division, ages 40 to 49, Meyer placed
in the top 25. He was the second runner from Virginia to finish
the marathon and clocked in at
2 hours, 41 minutes, 33 seconds.
Meyer was ecstatic to shave
about eight minutes off of his first
Boston Marathon time. "I felt a
great sense of accomplishment in
finishing and improving my time
from 2:49," he says. "It was a new
personal record, and being familiar with the course helped me
take a bolder pace."
Three weeks after the Boston
Marathon, Meyer won the masters
division in the Flying Pig Marathon
in Cincinnati, Ohio, and finished
12th overall. Meyer competes in
two to three marathons and six
to seven shorter races per year.
In order to participate in the Boston race, runners must complete
a qualifying run in their age group. For the masters division, the
qualifying time is 3 hours, 30 minutes. At the qualifier in Tucson,
Ariz., Meyer clocked in at 2 hours, 54 minutes and finished 17th.
For Meyer, Heartbreak Hill is the most challenging part of the
Boston Marathon, both mentally and physically. After completing 20 miles of the marathon, participants reach Newton and its
series of four hills. The last, and most infamous, is Heartbreak
Hill. With a duration of half a mile and an incline of nearly 90 feet,
the hill is a beast for even the strongest runners. The famous
marathon course isn't completely treacherous, though. Meyer's
favorite stretch is the "scream tunnel" at Wellesley College. "The
female students cheer you on," he says. "It really picks yo u up.
They are so enthusiastic."
Meyer says that runn ers should train for about 16 weeks before
a marathon. "You really need to be sure that you can devote time
to training and get your mileage up to 60 to 70 miles per week
for the duration of the 16 weeks," says the runner, who also uses
weight training and stretches. "I want to shoot for 2 hours, 35
minutes in my next qualifying run."
The former JMU track and cross country team member tells
beg inning runners to " be consistent." He also recommends keeping a diary and finding a coac h. "Challenge yourself, but don't try
to increase your mileage too quickly," he warns. "If you're going
to run a marathon, you should have at least been running for a
year beforehand. It takes that long to build up your joints and
muscles to with stand the stress."
Running since he was 14, Meyer says he find s inspiration in two
marathon runners from the '70s: Bill Rodgers and Alberto Salazar.
When he's not co mpeting, Meyer works as a general practitioner at the Fort Chiswell Medical Center in Wyth eville, Va. Prior to
this position, Meyer was an osteopathic surgeon at Southwest
Family Medicine, where he earned the New Mexico State Award
for Academi c Excellence.
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Michael McFarland is a
U H-60 Black Hawk pilot
supporting U.S. Marines stationed
in western Iraq as part of Operation
Iraqi Freedom.
Bradley
J. Sandella
ofBlue Bell,
Pa., earned
his Doctor of
Osteopathic
Medicine
degree from
Philadelphia
Bradley J. SandCollege of
ella ('97)
Osteopathic
Medicine in June. He is completing his internship at Christianna
Hospital in Chriscianna, Del. *
Jody Stell will spend three months
in Ecuador and a month in New
Z ealand chis year doing volunteer
environmental work.

*
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Elizabeth Bagby Agnew
ofReston earned her
Doctor of Osteopathic Medicine
degree from Philadelphia College ofOsceopachic Medicine in
June. She is completing an internship at Moses H. Cone Memorial
Hospital in Greensboro, N.C. *
Steven Fairchild is a patent lawyer
in Manhattan and a globecrotting
photographer.
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Andrea Weinberg Hayken
was recognized at Fairfax
County's 25th anniversary teacher
awards program. She teaches third
grade at Kings Park Elementary
School in Springfield. * Matthew
Perrone teaches high school mathematics in Los Angeles. He also pursues a music career and performs in
bars, clubs and coffeehouses.

00

Austin Adams earned
an executive master's in
leadership from Georgetown Un iversity in 2005 and is the fou nd-

ing president of the Georgetown
Leadership Society. * Andy Bacon
climbed Washington state's Mounc
Rainier July 2-5 as part of the
Climb to Fight Breast Cancer. The
program raises funds for the Fred
Hutchinson Cancer Research Center. Breast cancer is the most common type of cancer and the second
most common cause of cancer
death among women in the United
States. Professional guides helped
Climb to Fight Breast Cancer participants of all skill levels scale six
peaks in the Northwest, Eastern
Europe and Africa chis past summer. Climb to Fight Breast Cancer
has raised more chan $1 .75 million
in eight years. Learn more at www.
fhcrc.org/ about/ ne/ events I climb/.
* Mark Cerefice earned his medical degree at Sc. George's School
of Medicine. He is completing
his residency in internal medicine
at Thomas Jefferson University
Hospital in Philadelphia. * Jeffrey
Dietz has been appointed principal
of Culpeper County High School
(Virginia) . He earned a master's
degree in administration and
supervision and a certification co
teach mathematics and economics
from JMU. H e is completing his
doctorate in administration and
supervision from U.Va. Dieczspent
the past 11 years as an educator
and administrator at Harrisonburg
High School. * Stephen Ravas
graduated cum laude in 2005 from
Wayne Scace University Law School
in Detroit. He is a law clerk for U.S.
District Judge Paul D. Borman
in the Eastern District of Michigan. * Jason Sitterson earned a
bachelor's degree in nursing from
Virginia Commonwealth University in 2005. H e ea rned his R .N. in
March and is working in che cardiac surgery intensive care unit ac
VCU Health System, formerly the
Medical College of Virginia.

Would you like your
alumni chapterevent
highlighted in Madison?
Get a stajfOK(540) 568-2664. Start planning early six weeks in advance
of the event. Provide digital images at least 300 dpi resolution and 3x5inch dimensions minimum. Cover the story Tap the journalism, PR or
communications grad in your chapter to be your reporter. Submit all
materials by deadline. Go to www.jmu.edu/Madison0nline co find more
helpful in-depth information about getting your chapter event featured.
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5th Reunion Year: S EPT . 2
Heather E. Clark works

0I

for the nonprofit Goodwill
Industries in Danville.

02

Karin Hamilton was

promoted to captain in the
U.S. Army. She is located at Fort Sill,
Lawton, Okla. She earned a doctorate ofveterinary medicine from Tufts
University in May and is on active
duty in the military as a veterinarian.

03

Jeffrey Cretz was promoted to fi rst lieu tenant
in the U.S . Air Force in 2005. H e
is a combat mission ready navigator on the EC-130H C ompass Call
aircraft. * Dave Kirn earned a m aster's degree in internationa l policy
studies, focusing on no nproliferation of weapons of mass destruc tion
and East Asia, from the Monterey
Institute oflnternational Studies.

04

Deanna Rella earned a
master's degree in higher
education and student affairs from the
University of South Carolina in May.

05

Keri Bottenfield of New
H ope earned the adult education /human resources development outstanding graduate award
fromJMU's C ollege of Education.
T he award is presented to a grad uate student who excels in lead ership,
quality of academic work, w ritten
and oral expression, interpersonal
skills and professionalism. Bo ttenfield earned her degree in business
management with a concentration
in human resou rces. She is a human
resources coordinator for Virgin ia
Panel Corporation in Waynesboro.
* Ensign Edward Herbert was
commissioned as an officer in the
U.S. Navy in March. * T hree 2005
graduates were recognized at Fairfax
County's 25th anniversary teacher
awards program. Erin Powers was
one of two finalists for the county's
Outstanding First Year Teacher
Award. Powers teaches language
ans and social studies at Key M iddle
School in Springfield. Also recognized were Michael Jeffry, who
teaches biology at Woodson High
School in Fairfax, and Mary Phillips,
who teaches mathematics and science
at South Secondary School in Lorton.

Instant results drive TV journalist

V

B Y K ATIE

O' D owo (' 0 7)

iewers of Richmond, Va., CBS affiliate WTVR-6 may know Shelby Brown
Mc Downey ('93), the station's Chesterfield beat reporter. But it's doubtful they know that she's the youngest girl of 13
children. Brown is the first in her family to graduate from a four-year college, and she credits her
success to her "biggest cheerleader," her mother,
Evelyn. "My mom is so strong," says Brown, who
uses her maiden name on air.
Brown's journalistic power stems from a
personal drive that appeared in childhood. "I had
a weird obsession with watching the news as a
child," she laughs. "My brothers and sisters would
watch cartoons, and I would watch 60 Minutes
with my parents. I used to watch a Norfolk
newscaster and think, 'I want her job."'
Brown was exposed to the limelight at an early
age when her mother would make her present the
church welcome. "Here I am, in front of a church
full of folks, and I had to ad-lib," says Brown,
who encourages the same attitude in journalism
students. "Get out there and be aggressive
- those are the ones who make it."
Brown says her JMU classes prepared her well.
"In Dr. Roger Soenksen's mass communication
law class, students could opt not to take the
final if they were satisfied with their grade," she
remembers. "I was one point away from an 'A' in
the class, so I decided to take the exam. I was the
only student in the room, and I still didn't get an

'A.' I always remember now to go that ext ra mile
- especially for stori es."
Each story has a lot of power for Brown. During
one sweltering summer, she found out just how
much. As part of her piece about the Chesterfield
Sheriff Department's program that chec ks on
elderly shut-ins, Brown interviewed an elderly,
blind woman who had "formed a great bond with
a deputy who checked on her daily." The woman
had no air condition ing and no hope of affording
it. After the story aired, a local business quickly
donated AC units for the woman and others
in need. "When you do a story, there's a result
- sometimes instant," says Brown.
After graduation, Brown moved to Atlanta, Ga.,
where she worked as a marketing representative
for Mccann-Erickson Event Marketing. She later
worked as a marketer at Turner Broadcast ing
and conducted studio tours at CNN. She began
her career in broadcasting as a news reporter at
WBHF-PrestigeVision Channel 4 in Cartersville,
Ga. She also worked for WRBL in Columbus, Ga.,
and the NBC affiliate in Mobile, Ala. Starting out,
Brown worked every holiday, even Christmas.
"The news never stops," she says.
Brown joined WTVR in 2001 . " Shelby is very
involved in her community, which is a key element
in making a passionate reporter," says Rick
Howard, WTVR news director.

*Learn more about Shelby Brown at JMU's " Be

the Change" Web site: www.jmu.edu/bethechange.

06

Leah Goodman has completed training and is serving the Peace Corps in Larin A merica.

https://commons.lib.jmu.edu/madisonmagazine/vol29/iss4/1
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Calculated solutions:
FFL&Co.

J

11

B Y KATIE

O ' D owo (' 07)

MU College of Business graduate David Lowen ('77) really
believes in JMU accounting majors. The president of Roanoke-based Foti, Flynn, Lowen and Co. has hired four so far.
"I believe JMU did indeed prepare me well for the job market and for the world," Lowen says. "I am forever grateful for
the educational opportunities."
While none of FFL & Co.'s College of Business grads knew
each other at JMU, they all credit their Madison experiences
for their success. David Booth ('89), audit specialist at the
firm, says, "JMU provided me with necessary accounting background to understand the basic transactions of any business.
It also helped me develop reasoning skills to be able toquestion unusual items and research more difficult areas related to
accounting and auditing."
FFL & Co. is solution-oriented; their motto is "calculated solutions." Lowen says, "We don't think in terms of 'this can't be
done.' We think in terms of 'How can this problem be solved?."'
The firm works closely with clients to develop reasonable solutions that best fit each client's need. "Our goal is to be a trusted
resource, adviser and partner for all of our clients in order to
help them grow, attain success and meet their personal goals,"
Lowen adds.
Vice president and firm treasurer Bill Brumfield ('78) also
serves as the firm's accounting and auditing partner. Frank Hancock ('88) serves as the secretary and shareholder in charge of
technology. Allen Haggerty ('04, '05M) is the newest addition to
the team. "Allen obviously has a strong accounting background and
a great attitude," Lowen says. "We hope he is here for a long time."
Lowen says he thinks alumni are attracted to his company for
the same reasons that employers are attracted to JMU graduates:" ... intelligence, logic, common sense, great attitudes,
well-rounded individuals, sense of humor, personal integrity and
strong work ethics."
The company's Web site, www.fflc.com, includes daily updates
on national, state and local financial and business news.

*

.................................Weddings
1970s * Marsha Gray Carrington ('77)

to Kevin Patrick
O'Neill, 4/09/05. Maureen Agnew Beavers ('79) to Nicholas
Kalenich, 4/01/05.

*

1990s * Eleanor Caperton Thomas ('91)

to

Leo Lauver,

* Sharon Eppard ('92) to Mark Brown, 3/24/06.
* Lisa Damico ('94) to Brian Long, 6/19/05. * Andrea Camfield
('95) to David Hill, 7/29/05. * Randee Young ('95) to Jonathan
Wittkopf('99), 10/29/05. * Robin Brunstrum ('97) to Charlie
Benatti, 3/18/06. * Denys Fabiato ('97) to Dr. Kristin Wick,
3/06/04. * Kelly McDonald ('97) to Geoff Turner, 6/19/04 .
6/16/06.

*

*

Michael McFarland ('97) to Laurie Liskey, 8/31/05 . Anitha
Naganna ('97) to Venkat Rangarajan, 10/22/05. * Greta Brunk
('99) to Michael Newborn, 9/24/05. * Allison Grimm ('99)
to William Barretta, 10/ 15 /05.
Leigh Ann Stroble ('99) to
Andrew Bailey, 6/25/05.

*

2000s * Kristina Hummer ('00)

to Eric Regan ('OO) ,
6/25/ 05 . Dana McAleer ('OO) to Michael Reznick, 9/24/05 .
Carrie Peak (' OO) to Brad Ross ('02), 7/ 17/04. Jason Sitterson ('OO) to Katie Thomas ('03), 4/29/06. Allison Williams
('OO) to Michael Erick Gulati , 6/11/05. Meredith McRoberts
('01) to Chris Cooper, 4/22/06 . Tara Woodward ('Ol) to
Jason Busby, 5/27 /06. Melissa Cooper (' 02) to Jason Povio
('02), 9/17/05. Christopher Herring ('02) to Denise Marie
Ward, 10/22/05. Krista Hutchinson ('02) to Jason Sims ('00 ),
1/14/06. Jennifer Osborne ('02) to Christopher Cope ('02),
10/04/03. * Ashley Adams ('04) to Jeremy Brummer, 12/17/05.
Jessica Player ('04) to Stephen Taliaferro ('05 ), 5/06/06.
Sara Lackey ('05) to Conrad Zeglin , 8/06/05 .

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

.. ....................... Future D ukes
1980 S * Stephen Byers ('86) an d Amy, a daughter, Han*

nah Cho, adopted in July 2005, born on 2/21/05 . Lisa Luther
Shaw ('87) and Thom ('86), a daughter, Phoebe Noel, 6/20 / 05 .
Gina Anderson Weedon ('87) and Todd ('89) , a son, Connor
Todd, 1/07 /05 . Michael Beacham ('88) and Je annie, a daughter, Madison Alyssa, 1/23/06. Kelli McHugh Klein ('88) and
Paul, a daughter, Eileen Patricia, 3/28/06. * Kathleen Steenberg
Canedo ('89) and Tim, a d augh ter, Avery Katharine, 10/09 / 05 .

*

*

*

1990s * Kelley Rosicky O ' Dell ('90) and Chris ('89) ,
*

triplets, Grace, Elizabet h , an d Sarah , 2/07 /06. Cherie DeRonja
Sharp ('90) and Kevin, a son, Porter James, 10/20/05. Marie
Augustine Boehling ('91) and Jim, a daughter, Jean Marie,
12/05/05. Holly Melhorn Clark (' 91 ) and Barry, twin sons ,
Brody Thomas and Davis Winfield, 1/26/04, and a so n, Nathan
Wyatt, 2/02/06. Heather Stallman Forkey ('91) and Joe, a
daughter, Reagan Elizabet h , 11/24/05 . Johanna Hopkins
Johnson ('91) and Brad, a daughter, Sydney Olivia, 3/29/06.

*

*

Alumni partners at Foti, Flynn, Lowen and Co. include Allen
Haggerty ('04 '05M), Frank Hancock ('88), David Lowen ('77)
and Bill Brumfield ('78). Not pictured: David Booth ('89).
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* Noelle Zaborsky Preece ('91) and Eric, a son , M atthew Edwa rd ,
3/10/06. Brigen Winters ('91) and Jennifer, a son, N icholas
Charles, 3/ 21 / 06. Nancy McGetrick Brizendine ('92) and
Carroll ('92) , a son, Patrick Leland, 1/03 / 05. Christian Cool
('92) and Jennifer, a daughter, Caroline Claire, 12 / 26 / 05. Kimberly Lay Fraher ('92) and Clarence , a son , Rudyard Strummer,
2/10/ 06. * Lynda Takagi Kovach ('92) and John , a son , John
Andrew, 10 / 11/05. Alison Maney Malzahn ('92) and Dan
('92), a daughter, Keira Alexis , 1/14 / 06. Cynthia Hines Miller
{'92) and Ben {'92), a daughter, Ale xa Marie , 7/23 / 05. * Lisa
Mi nderlein Mizelle {'92) and Brian ('88) , a daughter, Abigail
Elizabeth, 3/20/06. Shari Maples Orszula ('92) and Paul , a son,
Ryan Alexander, 3 / 01/06. Laura Schnorbus Selby ('92) and
Scocc, a daughter, Kate Lynne, 12 / 11 / 05. Lysa Biederman Clayburn ('93) and G.J., a son , Aiden Rhys, 12 / 04 / 04 . Shannon
O'Connor Goldstein {'93) and D an, a daughter, Sarah Kaiclyn,
9/15/04. * Ingrid Batra Schweickert {'93) and Brian ('99M) ,
a daughter, Natalie Ann, 10 / 26/05. Hillary Tennant {'93) and
Marvin Sun ('93), a son, Tate Andrew Chenya, 7/ 11 / 05. * Gretchen
Zimmerman Townsend {'93) and D avid, a son, Brendan David
William, 1/20/06. * Randa Haddad Downs {'94) and Greg, a
daughter, Aeryn Lila, 4/18 / 06. * D. Christian Erickson ('94)
and Amy, a daughter, N atalie Wishing, 3 / 09 / 06. Sarah Jenkinson-Cope ('94) and Erick ('94) , a son , Erick Morgan Jr., 4 / 01/06.
* Lisa Damico Long ('94) and Brian Long, a daughter, Ayden
Grace, 4/ 01/05 . * Jennifer Thompson McCaffery ('94) and
Benjamin, a son , Thomas Patrick, 12 / 12 / 05. William Onesti
('94) and Kelley, a son, Brady David, 2 / 07 / 06. Julie Monrad
Tombari ('94) and Chris, a son, Logan Christopher, 1/31/06 .
* Elizabeth Cooper Wayt ('94) and Michael, a son , C ooper
Merit, 8/ 26/ 05 . Kurt Crane ('95) and C hristy, a son , Kaden
Bryce, 3/ 02 / 06 . * Patricia Thomasson Evans ('95) and Stuart,
a son, N athan Thomas, 5/ 27 /05. * Sharone Mudafort Fogarty
(' 95) a nd Lyle , a son , Nicholas Botet , 2/ 02 / 06 . Anne Kunkle
Janousek ('95) and Thomas, a daughter, Molly Elizabeth, 9 / 22 / 05.
Denise Quinn Novick ('95) and Steve, a son, Benjamin Quinn ,
2/ 10/ 06 . Kelly Yeagley Schriver ('95, ' 97M) and Brian ('96) ,
a da ughter, Brenna Catherine , 12 / 04 / 05 . Kimberly Keffer
Snead ('95) and David, a son, Owen Monroe , 8 / 03 / 05 . Sarah
Egan Warren ('95) and Andrew, a son, Jonah Peter, 1/05 / 06.
Tamara Srskic Woolever ('95) and Michael ('95) , a son , M ason
Dea n , 12/19 / 05 . Rebecca "Becky" Sysko Ackerman ('96) and
Seth (' 94) a son , Samuel Joseph, 7/20 / 05 . Rebecca Carr Cook
(' 96) a nd Michael ('95), a daughter, Stella C atherine, 1/08/ 05 .
Kevin Faikish ('96) and Jennifer, a son , Cole Robert. Jennifer Woods Joiner ('96) and Morgan, a daughter, Reagan Eli zabeth,
1/17 / 06 . Kristina Corzine Martinez ('96) and Arturo, a daughter, Sienna Alexandra, 1/ 30 / 06. * Jennifer Lee Gaskins Narron
(' 96) and Jesse ('97) , a son , Bodie Foster, 2 / 21/06 . Debra
Frutchey Penn ('96) and David "D.J." ('96) , a daughter, Pey ton
An n , 11 / 17/ 05 . John Bureman ('97) and Ingris, a daughter,
As hleigh C hristina, 12 / 19/05 . * Stacey Danzuso Clapp ('97) and
Kevi n , t wins, a daughter, Abigail Ro se, and a son , Joshua Miles,
11/03/05 . Heather Griffiths Ellison ('97, '99M) and Matthew
(' 99 ), a son , Tyler Christopher, 11/30 / 05 . Kathryn Cole Fair-
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*
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cloth (' 97) and Tyson ('97) , a son , C ole Patrick, 8 / 12 / 05 .

* Judith Free Jawhar ('97) a nd Gihad ('98) , a son , Antoine Marlow, 8/ 25/ 04 . * Sheri Bradley Kaupa ('97) and Brian ('96) , a
son , Tyler Maxwell, 12 / 30 / 05 . * Kimberly Copeland Mislock

(' 97) and Steve n, a so n, Bennett Michael, 11/07 / 04. * Patricia
Carter Munchel ('97) and Scott , a dau ghter, Carson Alexandra , 2/2 5/ 06. Janelle Mudge Petti ('97) and Stephen ('98), a
daughter, Rea ga n Lynn , 10 /3 0 / 05 . Kelly McDonald Turner
(' 97) and Geoff, a daughter, Lill y Ke agen, 1/25 / 06 . * Meghan
Root Bucci ('98) and Joseph, a so n, Jacob Joseph , 10 / 11/05.
Amy Edwards Cox ('98) and Keith ('98) , a daughter, Reagan
Augusta , 2 / 07 / 06 . Melanie Seifert Davis ('98) and Ben, a son,
Aiden James, 2/ 25 / 06 . * Kelly O'Connor Opipari ('98) and Benjamin, a son, Nicolas Salvatore , 3 / 06 / 06 . Lida Kozak Pieterman ('98 ) and Roland ('95) , a son , Eli Stefan , 10/25 / 05 . * Shannon Williams Shifflett ('98) and Jo e, twins, Caden Thomas and
D evin Michae l, 4/21 / 06 . Christopher Cosgriff ('99) and Jessica, a daughter, Noelle Aida n, 2 / 04 / 06. Staci Howard Klompenhouwer ('99) and Remco , a son, Tristan Samuel , 1/04 / 06.
* Megan Pottinger Lubitz (' 99) and Michael, a son , Eli Casey,
12 / 08 / 05 . Julie Montague McGoldrick ('99) and Rich ('99), a
son , Connor Joseph, 7/ 04 / 05. Danielle Moore Paquette ('99)
and Ron ald, a son , Ronald Alan III "Tre y," 2/ 27 / 06 . * Caitlin
Stephens Sell ('99) and Craig ('97), a daughter, Addison Marilyn , 12 / 22/ 05.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

n

f

2000s * Julie Cummings Allanson ('00) and Jason, a

son, W yatt Robert, 6 / 27/ 05. * Stacy Engelbert Bucher ('OO) and
Kevin ('98) , a daughte r, Emily Susan , 5/ 06 / 05 . * Kristine Beere
Burke ('OO) and Greg, a daughter, Allyson Nicole, 11/03 / 05.
* Noelle Loue Campbell ('00 , 'OlM) and Nick ('01) , a son , Ian
Ru ssell , 2 / 09 / 05. * Katherine "Kate" Runey Copeland ('OO)
and Rob ('OO) , a son , C harles Rob ert , 12 / 03 / 05 . Molly Hansen
Good ('OO) and Jason ('93 ), a dau ghter, Natalie Jane, 7 / 07 / 05.
* Karen Thomas Sheehan ('OO) and Drew, a daughter, Anna
Claire, 1/23/ 06. * Jordan Renney Berryman ('01) and Steve,
a son , Jake Goodrich, 4/16 / 06. Michelle Phillips Newcomb
('02) and Jas on, a daughter, Sydney Paige , 10 / 17 / 05 . Celena
Mack Velez ('03) and Javier, a son, Alexa nder Javier, 3 / 21/06 .

f
f

*

*

*

InMemoriam
LELIA URA M ('37) of Om aha , N eb. , 5/ 15/ 06.
LA URA K ACK LEY MO RRIS ('40) of Sterling, Va. , 4 / 26 / 06.
CATHARI NE SHOWA LTER EN SLEY ('42) of Yorktown , Va ., 5/16 / 06 .
M ARIO N WATKINS H ERG ET ('43) of Ashland , Va. , 4 / 25/06 .
J UNE STE RLI NG SALE ('47) of Bl acksburg, Va. , 5/ 1/06 .
MI LD RED H ALEY BAUM ('49) of G ree nsboro , N. C., 5/ 11/06.
LORETTA Ko CH CoPP ERT HI TE ('54 ) of Fairfax, Va., 10 / 29 / 05.
ROB ERT C . SHE PPARD (' 72 ) Newa rk Valley, N.Y. , 5/ 13/ 06 .
THOMA S F. POLLA RD JR. ('74 ) of Gle n Allen , Va., 4/ 27/ 06 .
SA NDS SMITH J R. (' 78 ) ofBur ke, Va. , 5/ 28/ 05 .
PAT RI CK T . BUTTE RS (' 83 ) of A rlin gto n, Va ., 5/ 12/ 06 .
WI LLIAM BENJAM IN ORR ('01) of Keswick, Va., 6 /7/ 06.
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Central Coca-Cola Bottling Co. Inc.
proudly supports James Madison University.
@ 2005 The
Coca-Cola

Company. "Coca-cota· and the Contour Bottle design are registered trademarks of The Coca--Goia QQ,npany.

The alumni office welcome ews for class notes that is no more than a year old. Please submit news of personal
and career achievements and service online at www.Jmu.edu/alumni/classnote or use this form and mail news to:
Class Notes, Office of Alumni Relations, Leeolou Center, 2002 Alumni Dr., MSC 4402, JMU, Harrisonburg, VA 22807
Full Name (include maiden) - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Class Year
------------------ College/Major - - - - - - - - - - - - Home Address
------------------------------------City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ZIP _ _ _ __
E-mail Address
Home Phone ..,,__~'-------------Employer
Job Title
JMU Class Year - - - - - - - - - - Spouse Name (include maiden)
News ________________________________________

It can take up to six months, or two issues, for your class note to appear in Madison. We appreciate your patience.
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Immediate past SGA president Wesll Spencer ('06) continues to put his ideology of "leadership through service" into action. Spencer addressed
leaders, peers and participants at the 2006 National Association for the Advancement of Colored People convention July 17 in Washington,
D.C. Spencer spoke about social issues facing his generation and about Hurricane Katrina relief efforts at the convention's Youth Night. At
JMU, Spencer created a peer-mentor group to empower fellow students and to train minority leaders. Through behind-the-scenes work with
groups like Students for Minority Outreach, he blazed his own path to leadership - through service. Read more on Page 22.
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